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BDUCATIN& NEW MANAGBHS 
INDIAS PROBLSMS AND PROSPECTS 
Prior to World War II, in general, managers were 
developing largely by learning from experience, from 
their mistakes and successes and from the examples set 
up by their bosses. There was no general recognition of 
the need for planned, comprehensive and Csontinuing manage-
ment education and executive development. Gradually courses 
designed to fill specific needs of knowledge and skill 
began to be developed and offered to various levels of 
manangement. The progressive business and industrial 
companies began to realise that the survival and growth 
of the modern business enterprise today depend primarily 
on the knowledge, skill and judgment of the managerial 
team. Consfequently it became apparent that the education 
and development of managers could no longer be left to 
chance, but s.ust be put on on organised footing through 
a comprehensive, planned and continued programme, 
IWSmM MANAaiES 
In India the education and development of mat\ire 
and seasoned managers is still a relatively new and 
uncharted field. If poses grave questions concerning the 
process by which the desired objective could be achieved. 
What is the need of management education in India and what 
are the factors that affect this need?. Is our present app~ 
roach to mananement education and executive development 
good enough? What opportxuaities are available for preparing 
the managers of tomorrow to meet the new demands more 
effectively? The exploration of these questions is the 
subject matter of this paper. 
»*y 15, 1966, pp%, ^ #'|0 
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Management skills and experience are moat piresslngly 
needed in the developing ooiintries like India which have 
embarked upon eompl»ac y^P^grammes of economic derelopa^nt 
on large scale. It is h||*« that the management skill ia 
most rxe^d since thers is a lack of experience and STsn 
a want of awareasss of the need of good management and the 
ajgplication of sotind principles in management practices* 
There are obvious reasons for directing urgent and sptieial 
attention to the development of managerial sci«no« i»&3&ur 
coimtry. The aianagement of private and public enterprises 
are responsible for our oouatry's 01aj or in vestments* Upon 
them and their successful »aaagement of the investments will 
depend the rettarn which tiie nation obtains from the resources 
put to the production effort. Good management amd the avail-
ability of facilities for manangement education and executive 
development are therefore vital to the nation's welfare and 
prosperity, 
INC&1A.3SD COMPLEXITY 
The need for management education and executive 
development in India has been recognised and the urgency 
of meeting it has been intensified by various trends 
obtaining in business and industry. The continuing and 
accelerated rate of changes in jpxir society^ with the resul*"ant 
or problems faoins busiaess; 
increase in complexity and verietjj/and its managers has 
influenced the demands for management education and executive 
development. The increase in the size of business alone has 
affected the responsibilities of managers and the im^jact of 
business decisions on the economy. It has resulted in a trend 
towards deceiitralisation in management, creating more positions 
of managerial r,esponsibility and requiring greater skill and 
competence. 
Then the increase in the size and iaeifluence of the 
State and its impact on business through taxation policies, 
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antimonopoly and labour Iegl8lati.9zi9 ham alfkOt |^ lroftttc«d 
major social and economic charges wlaioh. ]aaTr# la tijm 
affected the job of management. And finally the adoption 
by our country of economic planning having "soolalist 
pattern of society" as the goal of all-round development 
has also influenced the problem of management education 
and executive development. During the third five year Plan 
the capital investment for the development of industries 
and minerals in the public sector was estimated at h^ 1 ,520 
crores while the total expenditure on the projects in private 
sector amo-unted to Rs. 1,050 crores. 
HUai INYBSTMENT 
The huge investment in the industrial arena of j|ur 
an increasing ammmmt xhv 
economy automatically called for/the management of the 
industrial projects on a sound line. This emphasis on 
industrial expansion also carried grave implications for 
the number and quality of managers that will b© needed. 
They called for executive who could be competent to deal 
effectively with these expansion programmes and at the 
same time to earn and maintain the respect and confidence 
of all elements of society - owners, workers, consumers, 
and the community in general. 
It follows from the above that the availbility of 
requisite quantity and qaulity of managers to meua the old 
and newly established undertaking in the private as well 
as in the public sector would constitute the crux of the 
problem of sound industrial development of the country. 
In order to meet the various obligations, it is imperative 
that the individuals who are to be entrusted with the 
responsibility of management of Indian Industry should 
have demonstrated the ability and intelligence to under-
take such responsibilities, the potential and desire for 
advancement and finally certain basic qualities of character. 
This may be possible only when concerted efforts are being 
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made to wards the professionalisatiom ojp BittiMig«ttexL-i: 
education and when management becomes a professional 
kind of work rather than a hereditary occupation, 
PESSSNS POSITION 
Thus the growing awareness of the importance of 
management in recent years has prompted the gOTeamaient 
and other institutions to initiate programmes aimed at 
the development and utilisation of management taletaits and 
abilities through management education and executiTe 
development programmes. This recognition of the significance 
of professional and trained managers finds itself expressed 
in various courses, seminars, workshops, and prograauaes 
carried on by individual business concerns, by universities 
and by other institutions. In the industrial units them-
selves, these take into accoiant both on an off-the-job 
programmes - specific courses, individual-developawat 
planning, job rotation, appraisal and coaching, prescribed 
reading, seminars etc. - all of which are interrelated and 
each of which can fulfil a useful function. 
The Universities and other agencies can provide aff-
the-job education to supplement on-thejob company programmes, 
supplying certain kinds of experience and opportiinities for 
learning that could not be provided on-the-job or within 
the confines of the typical company situations. In U.S.A., 
each year some 500,000 managers participate in in-plant 
courses, university programmes and in programmes offered 
by professional societies. It has also benn estimated that 
1,000 American companies are spending more than $2 million 
a year to send their promising managers to university 
training programmes alone. The philosophy on which these 
management education and executive development programmes 
are based can be helpful in evolving a suitable policy for 
the development of management education in our coxintry. 
Already in our country there exists an All India 
on The Gmr^iMpm 
Council for Technical Education which advises the G-overniaent^ ^ 
of management education in 1949, the Government of India 
-i^f 
»appointed an expert committee to examine la d^fail tke 
problems of education and training in business management. 
This Committee recommended for the establishment of a 
Board of Management for formulating schemes of nmnagement 
education, an Administrative Staff College and National 
Institute of Management with the codlaboration of commerce 
and industry and the general public, 
teehnloal •dtio«ti«na kas 
The All India Council foziZalso recommended the 
establishment of Management Centres in various parts of 
the country for imparting education in management. Seven 
centres have already been established on a regional basis 
to meet the needs of the different industrial and coame^ccial 
units. Recently a number of institutes like India Imstitute 
of Management at Ahmedabad and the Management Institute at 
Calcutta etc, in collaboration with the well known American 
Universities, have come into being^tthe National Productivity 
CoTincil has also been engaged in developing management 
programmes to meet the needs of different levels of management 
tJSlPUX SIHVIOB 
All these centres and institues are rendering useful 
service to the cause of management education and executive 
development in India, They have been interesting themselves 
in developing training programmes of various kinds to increase 
the supply of trained managerial personnel. Many universities 
have also introduced postgraduate and undergraduate diploma 
courses in Business Administration and Management. But as 
the things are today, these institutes and tiniversity 
courses have not proved to be the overall panacea for the 
serious lacunaes of management education and executive 
development in the country. Though they have been useful 
in breaking a ground for the introduction of management 
education here, it woiold not be wrong to say that these 
institutions have not yet supplied the number and quality 
of management personnel required by tile gr©trit»# p^felic itai. 
privat e sectors of oux" g^ j^i^ jm^ * 
For tlais, we have to examine carefully tlie g.uestion@ 
of relationship and coordination at different levels, fhe 
training that is given in many of the above mentioned 
institutions and \iniversities courses have to be looked 
into carefully. In this context, we have to examine whether 
the training that is given is realistic and eoaerete. Does 
it meet the day to day needs of the xecutives or does it 
tend to be theoretical and impracticable? Does it develop 
the minds of potential managers and give them the ability 
to analyse., choose and decide rationally aiad with speed? 
In this connection, it has to be emphasised that good 
training and sound education depend upon the clsseness of 
content with the world of practice and it is here that the 
Indiaisituation is particularly weak. The relationship 
between the academicians and the business practitioners 
has not been properly built up. In order to meet the above 
requirements, the follwoing suggestion can be made to 
strengthen the management education and executive development 
programmes in the cotintry. 
In the first place, there should be increasing 
emphasis upon the development of the managers as a complete 
man in all his relations - with the company, his profession 
and the country - rather than merely upon the development 
of msmagement which would become a professional kind of 
work. The managers shoxild be trained on definite lines. B 
Every aspect of their personality - social economic, 
political aJEid technical - should be aade to develop on 
positive line^» He should be educated in such a way that 
he takes a long range point of view for all the decisions 
he embarks upon. He must not be a manctf limited skill and 
knowledge confined only to managerial and administrative 
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details, This is posible only when the izniversities of 
India are enco\i2'aged to start special courses for training 
future managers for Indian industry. 
(»0VlimM2NZ*S ROliB 
The Grovemment has also a function to perform in 
this regard. It must recognise the role that the universities 
can play in supplying a good number of talented young men 
and women to man the destinies of our industrial \inits. 
There are universities where courses have been started 
for year but they have not yet been recognised by the 
Government, At this juncture when the coxintry needs a 
large number of qualified and trained managers, this 
reltuactance of the Government in recognising the university 
cotirses on management is ion thinkable. At the same time, 
the universities should also reframe their courses to meet 
the challenge of various social, economic and technological 
changes that have taken place in the industrial arena. 
Secondly, companies should more actively encourage 
programmes of continuing education throughout their managers 
careers, utilising the many outside resources that are 
available. This means that the industrial concerns can them-
seleves chalk out programmes to impart education aiid training 
to managers in in-plant courses and programmes. The managers 
should be given continuous training throughout their stay 
in the organisation. Various research projects in management 
education must be taken up by individual eompanies or in 
collaboration withother companies so that the managers may 
utilise them for their all-roiind development. In India the 
management consulting firms are very small in number. A 
purposeful increase in the number of these management 
consulting firms can also play a positive role in imparting 
education and training to industrial managers. 
ACa?ITB COOPEEATION 
Thirdly, there should be wider and more active 
cooperation between business and liniversities, including 
participation in personnel exchange programmes and research 
projects. In addition to an active cofcLaboration among a 
large number of concerns there should be. a close cooperation 
among industrial concerns and the universities. The univer-
sities should send their students and teachers to the 
industries for knowing the difficulties and viccitudes of 
their practical work and the ways in which they are over-
come. They should undertake research .k^ -^ , inj in view the 
existing state of affairs in a particular industry* On 
the other hand, the firms and industrial concerns Aay 
sponsor their managers for various management ootirsea in 
the universities. There should be definite programmes of 
personnel- exchange. 
And lastly, there shoiild be inresponsibility of 
managers of second line for developing themselves and 
those reporting directly to them. This emphasises the 
internal programmes of managerial development in a company. 
The policy of promotion, rotation and various employe-
employee relation programmes for executive development 
should form the basis of this internal development of 
managers, 
1. Third Five Year Plan - Planning Commission, 
Grovernment of India, New Delhi (l06l) p. 64. 
2. Management Development - Principles and 
Perspectives - Houston, G.S,,Hichard D, Irwin 
Inc., Homewood, llli -nois, (l961 ) p.20. 
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PAfTlRN OP COMPANY MANAG-1MBN3J- A 
CASB STUDY"^ -^  
It is now increasingly realized that induetrialiaation 
involves not only capital resoiirctNS and labour •effi»i«acy 
but another importanat factor of production via,, aana##rrial 
skill. Organised human endea-roxar under the guidaaca of 
competent managers is the keystone of industrial progress* 
In o\ir country, the manag«»eat aspect has not been given 
its due place in the process of industrialization. Our 
tradional pattern of family control which is still fairly 
widespread in Indian companies has inhibited the gafowth of 
a professional body of managers. In this case study an 
attempt has been made to show the impact of compiuoy 
legislation and other factors on the pattern of oompaiiy 
management and the consequent development of mama.gmwmwt-' 
education programmes in Indian companies, The stt^y is 
based on a sample survey of 22 companies of Boaibay conducted 
by the author, 
POSHS OP H4KAaEMSNS 
The majority of companies surveyed were foxind to 
be managed by managing agents. Out of 22 companies investi-
gated 12 were having managing agents while 8 were under the 
direct management of Board of directors and the remaining 
2 were having secretaries and treasurers. All the companies 
managed by managing agents have given their choice to 
Board of Directors in case the system is abolished in 
their particular sector of industry by a G-overnment Order 
But from their working and orgeuaisation, it appears that 
they are not willing to shift easily to other alternative 
forms of management. They have definite grounds to support 
II Finance and Commerce, Calcutta, Nov, 1966, 
p. 729-733 
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the continuance of managing agency system. First of all, 
from the past records of these companies it becomes 
clear that managing agents invest largely in the shares 
of managed companies, Finances supplied by them have b#en 
responsible for floating, nurturing and developing a number 
of subsidiary and independent companies tinder their fold. 
These companies, once started, always look towards managing 
agents for working capital, organisational technique and 
managerial talents and for initiating programmes of invest-
ments in new machinery. The benefits and economies of group 
ffiaaagement are also available in large quantities in this 
form of management. As for finance, they are still the sole 
agencies to give large guarantees to banks and other lending 
institutions and as such are closely associated with the 
progress of the managed company. Secondly, the problem, 
such as, modernization and rehabilitation are of such nature 
that they can be tackled only under a stable and continuous 
management as provided by managing agents, and not under 
the types of management which lack experience, stability 
and continuity. The services rendered by majiaging agents 
in time of depression or in years in which profits were 
nil or inadequate can be cited as examples, for without-
their sacrifices it was doubtful whether the majaaged 
company would have survived. 
It is, therefore, held that the switch-over to any 
alternative form of management by these companies ipso 
facto does not gurantee any economy, efficiency or better 
management. The advantages resulting from the alternative 
form of management remain yet to be conclusively established. 
Then, each of the managed companies is of such a large siae 
that it cannot be managed by a manager or by a single 
managing director and even if the affairs are entrusted 
to the Board of Directors, they are likely to appoint at 
-u-
ll«S,t three wholetime directors whose remuneration ^ill 
not beless than that of managing agents, Morever, all the 
managed companies will have to appoint their seprate 
directors and set up seprate administrat ive offices 
for secretarial, financial, costing, planning and perso-
nnel work. Therefore, if we really want to replace managing 
agency system there must be a large number of managerial 
personnelavailable to man these managed companies. In fact^ 
managerial personnel with skill and experience are very 
scarce. Unless and \intill we creat increasing number of 
managers for these jobs, merely abolishing the managing 
agency system will not serve the purpose. Their abolition 
as such would not by itself ensure efficient company 
management and honest and sound"business practices. It 
is fact that even companies without managing agents have 
come to grief in the past due to improper management 
and malpractices. The mere presence of managing agents 
does not synchronise with the idea of malpractices and 
their substitution by some other form cannot be a safe-
giiard against these common practices. 
It follows from the above discussion that there is 
nothing inherently wrong with the managing agency system. 
The Companies Act, 1956, contains sixty Sections pertaining 
to managing agents of which about forty Sections impose 
restrictions of various nature on them. Further, about a 
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doaen Sections of the Act were made more stringent by 
tlie Amendment Act of 1 960 and 1961 in their application 
to managerial personnel in general and managing agency 
in particiila*. It is, thus, clear that the managing 
agents had to work under a -very tight jakect, The Act has 
been amended so as to permit the speedy removal of manage-
rial personnel who are found to be guilty of mismanagement, 
negligence or default by recoTirse to the Company law 
Tribtinal. And if in spite of the various safeguards in 
favour of shareholders, such as, disclosure in aecotmte, 
special notices explnatory statements etc., the managing 
agents are suspected to be guilty of misconduct or negli-
gence or default is the quick remedy of referring to the 
Tribunal to find out whether they are " fit or proper 
persons" to continue to hold the office of the managing 
agent. 
IMPACT OP COHPANT LEGISLATION ON THl PATTERN OF MANAGEMENT 
Various Sections of the Companies Act affect the 
nature aod extent of managerial control in joint stock 
companies, for example. Section 199 prohibits the appoint-
ment of different categories of managerial personnel at 
the same time and Section 201 prohibits the avoidance of 
liabilities of officers and auditors of the company and 
Section 203 restrains on the fraudulent persons to manage 
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the affairs of the company. All the^e Sectioxis kav© ensured 
good and sound management of companies. Their pattern of 
management has been mpli£t«d due to these prorisioas. Shea 
Section 204 puts restrictions on appointment of firm or 
body corporate to offiee ®f profit. There are also a number 
of provisions regarding the appointment, removal and 
retrenchment of directorB» Sections 232 and 234 deal with 
the appoinment of the directors and their removal, quali-
fication and disqualification of auditors and special audit, 
investigation of companies and their persecution etc. They 
serve as a moral check on the performance of management 
group. There have been provision for proportional repre-
sentation and. sures against the oppression of minority 
shareholders and the most important of them are the rest-
rictions imposed on managing agents in various directions 
of managerial and financial areas. All these provisions 
affect the nature and extent of managerial control in a 
country. 
In spite of the existance of regulatory provisions 
almost all the companies which have been s^^rveyed have 
complained against the cumbersome provisions of Companies 
Act. They feel that Companies Act has hindired the smooth 
fvuictioning and they have to comply with provisions preju-
dical to the growth of corporate sector. In spite of the 
above mentioned restrivtive provisions, there have been 
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ease of gross misconduct and mismanagement. Svery day 
government asks for certain information and ttsi* gives a 
lot of trouble to all the levels of managerial personnel. 
In fact, provisions are not condreive to raising the 
standard of business and maiiagement• They can be easily 
evaded through wit and experience. The directors have a 
come-for-all in special resolutions and they can pass any-
thing through this device. Business morality and management 
standards cannot be maintained by the provisions of the law 
only. They depend on how the whole social orgamism of our 
coTxntry has been built in. No measures of regulatory ena-
actment can check the bad managers from their evil design© 
and unsound behaviour. Most of these companies were, there-
fore, against the provisions of Company Law which put a 
lot of pressxire on those who are efficient and honest but 
which leave upon the door of dishonesty and inefficiency 
for those who are proved dishonest and ineffcient. To 
ill\xminate their point they cite the example of the Vivian 
Bose Enquiry Commission Report on the working %^^ adminis~ 
tration of the Dalmia-Jain G-reup of companies which has 
revealed a high degree of fraudulent and dishonest practices 
in the management of these undertakings in spite of the 
gjurr-ency of these legal provisions. All sort of illegal 
contracts were made; every thing for the interest of 
Dalmia-Jain Co. or for the personal interest of Mr. Dalmia 
was tried. And all this was prepetrated under a very harsh 
-15*. 
Company Law and its restrictive provisions. 
Therefore, the need is to rethink about reform ia 
our Company Law. For this not only businessman and 
management personnel are required to be associated with, 
but there should emerge a desire for all :thoe« concerned 
witfe corporate activities, namely, shareholders, workers, 
auditors, constimers and other parties to contribute their 
mite for the welfare of corporate sector. The most impor-
tant thing is to arouse the government to take a positive 
action in this regard. Much depends on the character and 
effectiveness of the government machinery. The real remedy, 
therefore, lies in a continuous, conscious and intelligent 
dialogue between the government and public where there is 
lack of education, and illiteracy prevails all over the 
country, 
MANAaSMSNS DBVBLOPMENI PR0&&AMM2S 
In most of the companies surveyed, there is no 
facility available for the development of managers and 
executive - neither for the top management group/ for 
middle or lower management group, Sraphasis is laid on the 
experience gained by the managers throughout their stay 
in the concerns. Therefore, the soixrces on which the 
recourse is taken are the business experience and inborn 
capacity of managers. Wo weight is given to the training 
of managers and executives. There have been directors in 
-1g» 
some of the concerns who have been promoted froa petty-
clerical jobs to the highest executive posts from irithia 
and no need was felt to have managers educated aad well 
trained in the art of doing business and taking decisions. 
In some of these companies there exist some prograaoBes ©f 
executive development. Out of the twentyt-wo oompeoaies, in 
six companies there were programmes of management education 
and executive development where on-the-job and off-the-job 
training facilities are avaiable. OpportTinitiea are given 
to the management to participate in specialised training 
courses conducted by professional bodies. Periodically, 
they conduct training programmes in the factory in which 
experts from verious technical and non-technical field 
are invited from outside the company to train executives, 
for instance, National Productivity Council provides 
personnel to man these on-the-job abd off-the-job training 
programmes for including inthe minds of the executives the 
importance of productivity and efficiency in business 
operations. 
In one of these companies there is a definite 
management training scheme which caters for the need of 
all the levels of managerial personnel. Managers of this 
concern are^abroad for technical studies, Theyare also 
trained in the factory by the persons employed from out-
side the p\arview of the company. But, in this case also 
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the work and long service in the company are taken as 
most important q.ualifi cations for pr omit ion to the 
upper management posts, Ihe most important of all the 
concerns where there was s comprehensive and all-
embracing programmes of management development was the 
Hindustan Lever Ltd,, Bombay, They lay emphasis on the 
training of mani£:e."T 1 staff i)n the training of managerial 
staff on all levels through internal and external 
coxirses. Two residential courses for managers and one 
for technical staff were recently organised at their 
Jrraining centre in Bombay, Training facilities are also 
provided for managers from their associated companies in 
Africa and South Asia and from public sector tmdertakings 
in India, They have been sent four of their top QIMSB 
managers to attend the management development programmes 
of the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad; ten 
managers were sent on training visits to Unilever in the 
U,K, , while one manager is holding a two-year appointment 
with a U,Z, company and is due to return this year. One 
manager went to Unilever, Australia, t^ attend a marketing 
course. In addition to this, work-training facilities are 
offered to students preparing to qualify as Company Secre-
taries and Chartered Accountants of the Indian Institute 
of Management at Ahmedabad and Calcutta, Managers •f this 
concern also offer their searvices to public agencies and 
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participate in the seminars, courses and conferences 
organised by the professional bodies, l±ke National 
Productivity Council etc. They also serve on consulta-
tive bodies set up by the Central and State Gf'ovemaien'fesf 
But, all these progajprnmes are very mearge and 
their performance do not offer encoxxraging resullre. In 
view of the increasing socio-economic responsibilities 
of company management it is seeded that these programmes 
are started in a better way to cope with the rising 
number of ^oint stock enterprises. 
GONCLUSIOH 
It follows from the above discussion that the 
pattern of company management in India has not been able 
to serve th© socio-economic objectives of our planned 
economy. Instead of showing progressive trends and assuming 
socio-economic responsibilities the management has displayed 
counter tendencies and has even prohibited the regulatory 
measures to effect all-round improvements. It is so because 
the company legislation in its administrative phase has 
lacked effectiveness and the management group has misused 
it for its personnel gain. It cannot be effective uatil 
and unless individual managers concerned and the socio-
economic progresses are controlled and directed towards 
the desired goal. This is possible only when a managerial 
revolution involving the transfer of company management 
from family to professional managers takes place. This require 
-19-
tha-t those chosen for management task must reoeive proper 
education and training and must have adequate opporttmities 
for development* 
-20-
IZBCUTIVB - DBYSLOPMBNI 
III 
IN INDIAN COMPANIES 
In India the exeoutive-Development is still a new 
and uncharted field, A few big companies look to the 
continuous development of their executives while the 
majority of them are satisfied with the initial education 
of their managers. Thus there is a conspicuous lack of 
trained executive- persoanel which, in turn, affects the 
efficiency of the corporations. For a clear understanding 
of the problem and prospects of executive-development, a 
sample survey of 11 companies of Bombay has been conducted 
by the author. This paper is based pn the findings of the 
survey. 
It is now increasingly realized that the rate of 
expansion of executives should be much faster then the rate 
of production in the country. Even in the develop countries 
of the West the dame is the situation. In Belgium, for 
instance, in the elctrical, metallurgical and mining industries 
a 27 percent increase in production was accompanied by a 
34 percent increase in the number of company executives, 
Por a small eountry like Itlay and estimate as to the 
number of executives required between 1960 and 1970 was 
also 
made the order of 1,25 million persons, For Indiq^a figure 
of 700 to 800 thousand managers between 1960-80 has been 
III Indian Industries, Madras, August - September 
1966, p, 16-17. 
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sugested • In order to achieve this target, therefore, 
it is imperative that the individuals who are entrusted 
the with the task of management should be fully trained 
through various executive-development progarmmts initiated 
by the companies themselves and also by the universities 
and other professional agencies. 
In spite of the importance of executive-development 
in most of the companies surveyed by the author, there is 
no facility available for the development of raaaagera and 
executives - neither for the top mangement positions nor 
the middle or lower mangement levels. This is evident 
from the table below: 
Tabl* N«. 1 
SHOWING THE NUMBER OP COMPANIES 
HAYING EXECUTIVE-DEVELOPMENT PROGHAMMES 
1, Total No, of companies surveyed 11 
2, No, of companies having executive , 
development programmes 
3» No. of companies not having such 
programmes 8 
4. Percentage of 2. to 1 21% 
5. Percentage of 3. to 1, 73^ 
Sources Personal Investigation by the author. 
It is clear from the table that exectitive -
development progarmmes are not widely adopted by the 
Indian companies. In the majority of cases, emphasis is 
1. iokanathan, P.S - "Some Problems of Development 
in India"» The Indian Journal of Commerce, 
Vol. XVII Part II, April - June,1965, P. 4, 
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increaingly laid on the^ <perience gained "by the executives 
during their stay 4*1 the concerns. Hence the sources on 
which the recources is taken are the business experiiiae«and 
inborn capacity of executives. No weight is given to the 
training of managers. It may also be pointed out here that 
there are directors in some of these concerns who have 
'been promoted from their petty clerical posts to the highest 
executive ranks from within the organisation. No need vasy 
however, felt for training and retraining the maiiag«r4aJi-
personnel for the efficient running of organisation, fhe 
sellers market and lack of competition may be greatly 
responsible for this apathy towards executive- development. 
But in some of these companies, there exist programmes for 
educating and training the present and prospective managers. 
In these companies, on-the-job and off-the-job traini^CS 
facilities are available, Opportxinities are also given 
to the executives to participate in specialized training 
courses conducted by professional bodies. In one of the 
companies, there is a definite management-trainipg scheme 
which caters for the need of all the levels of managerial 
personnel. Managers and executives of this concern are sent 
abroad for technical studies, They are also trained in the 
factory by the persons employed from outside the purview 
of the company. But in this case also the work - reports 
and length of service in the company are regarded as 
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sufficient qualifications for higher promotions* 
The most important of all the concern where there 
was a comprehensive and all-embracing programmes of 
executive - development was the Hindustan Lever Limited, 
Bombay. They lay emphasis on th-e training of managerial 
staff on all levels through internal and external courses* 
Two residential courses for executives and one for technical 
staff were recently organised at their training centre Bombay 
Training facilities are also provided for executives from their 
associated companies in Africa and South East Aais and from 
public sector -undertakings in India. They have sent four of 
their top class executives to attend the management 
development programmes of the Indian Institute of Management, 
Ahmedabad; ten managers were sent on training visits to 
Unilever in the U.K. and Europe, while one manager is holding 
a two years' appointment with a U.K. company and is due to 
return this year. One manager went to Unilever, Australia 
to attend a marketing coiirse. In addition to this, work -
training facilities are offered to students preparing to 
qualify as company secretaries and chartered accountants 
of the Indian Institutes of Management at Ahmedabad and 
Calcutta. Managers of this concern also offer their services 
to public agencies and pa36'tieipate in the seminars, courses 
and conferences organised by professional bodies like National 
Productivety Oo^mcil etc. They also serve on consultative 
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bodies set up by the state and central governments. In 
view the goodwill and prosperity of this organisation, 
executive development programmes is an i-aTttatSMiltia. human 
capital which is potent ^s-ctor for the continued success 
of an organisation. 
It follows from the above discussion that executive 
development programmes have not been widely adopted by the 
majority of companies in India. They appear to rely on 
two sources for the management know- how: one is busine&s 
experience and the other is inborn business acuemen and 
genius. The ever-expanding number of companies can hardly 
rely on this limited reserve of managerial - personnel. 
Growing business complexities and problems also make it 
doubtful if the innate intelligence and hereditary traits 
alone can be depended upon for the successful management 
of industrial units. Therefore the majority of executives 
who come into the fold of management must be adequately 
trained in the principles and practices of management and 
in the techniques of decision-making. In addition to this, 
they must not ogily -understand the processes and techniques 
of business but should be in a position to analyse all 
available information with t'heir broad-based knowledge 
and extensive training to arrive at the best decisions. 
This is possible only when a managerial revolution involving 
the transfer of company management from family to professional 
executives takes place. This requires that those chosen for 
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management must receive proper education and training-
and must have adeq^^cte opportunites for the development 
of their pe±%nality, Por this, it is imperative that 
Indian companies initiate their own executive - development 
programmes on sound lines. The existing programmes of 
executive developmen.t are very meager and their perfor-
mances do not offer encouraging results. It 1% needed, 
therefore, that these programmes are started in a better 
way to cope with the rising number of joint stock companies. 
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I 
TOTAL ABOLITION OP MANAGING AGBN0T SYSTEM UNWISE 
The growth of joint stock companies in our ooiantry 
led to the evolution of a special pattern of company manage-
ment , viz the managing agency system. The modern industrial 
system and the managing agency system began in India almost 
simultaneously and it is a fact that whatever industrial 
progress has been made is due to the untiring efforts of 
the managing agents. 
Though the system has been much criticised in 
recent years as involving undue concentration of economic 
power in a few hands and laying the way open for aljuses, it 
provided exactly the galvanic impulse required by India in 
nineteenth century. This was because the system had- contri-
buted substantially towards the promotional, financing and 
managerial spheres of our economy. This paper makes an 
attempt to examine their contributions in these fields and 
to show if similar contributions can be assured in future 
under the form of management. It also analyses the impact 
of company legislation on the system and discusses the pros 
and cons of aboli<--hing this system. 
Promotion: 
As far as promotional activities are concerned during 
the growth of the managing agency system, when there were 
a few entrepreneurs and no facilities of capital market, 
these functions were more or less concentrated in the hands 
of managing agents. The role of this system in the promotion 
of new companies is evident from 'the table 1, 
IV: The Economic Times, Bombay, August 14, 1967» PP. 5-6. 
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The tabr 1-^  jhows that up to 1955-56 the role of managing 
agency system in creating new enterprises has been quite subs-
tantial. In later years, its contribution has shown a declining 
trend. This was due to the lincertainty as to the fiaAixfee of the 
system after the passing of the Companies Act of 1956. Therefor 
in 1964-65 out of 1,366 new company registrations only 15 compa 
were promoted with the help of managing agents. In this connect 
it may be noted that in recent years a number of new companies 
have been started by managing agents, but they have preferred 
to form them xinder the management of the board of investors. 
The basid reason is the stringent and irksome provisions of 
the new Company Law. 
TABLE 1: PART PLAYED BY THE MANAGING AGENTS 
IN NEW REGISTRATIONS 
Year 
Total Companies 
formed. 
Companies with 
Managing Agents. 6r 
Col. 3 to 2 
1951-52 
1952-53 
1953-54 
11954-55 
1955-56 
1956-57 
1957-58 
1958-59 
1959-60 
1960-61 
1961-62 
1962-63 
1963-64 
1964-65 
1,707 
1,302 
1,159 
1,184 
1,422 
814 
950 
1,077 
1,452 
1,683 
1,614 
1,497 
1,577 
1,366 
106 
50 
51 
43 
31 
14 
15 
14 
21 
29 
34 
20 
15 
6. 
3. 
4. 
3. 
2. 
1. 
1. 
0. 
0. 
1. 
1. 
2. 
1. 
1.1 
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SOmtCES: 
1951-59: National Council of Applied Economic 
Research, the Managing Agency System, 
Bombay: Asia Publishing House,1959) 
p.49. 
1959-65: Company News and Notes (New Delhi: 
Company Law Administration, Govemmetat 
of India) Jtanual Number of Relevent Tears, 
Financial Contributions; 
Besides the role of the promoters of new concerns, 
the managing agents also played an important role in 
financing Indian Industry. The financial assistance rendered 
by managing agents has been both in the shape of equitya and 
loan capital. According to an old estimate, the managing 
agents had contributed Rs. 29.26 crores to 1,720 oompanies 
managed by 1,540 managing agenty firms. This works out at 
13.6 per cent of the aggregate paid up capital of the 
companies. As reg rds loans and advances made or guaranteed 
by managing agents, they were of the order of Rs. 18.31 
crores in a total of Rs, 7.6,45 crores. It can, therefore, 
beconcluded that managi4g agents provided a good portion 
of the finances required by companies before 1956, But, 
now, paid up capital loans and deposits from managing 
agents play a rather limited role. During the period from 
I96I-64, the contributions of managing agents to corporate 
funds in the shape of loans has been estimated at Rs. 69 
crores which is about 6,6 per cent of the total funds, { 
(Report of the Managing Agency Enquiry Committee, New DelJai, 
Government of India, 1966«). 
This shows that the contributions of managing agents 
to the financial needs of the corporate sect r is very linice 
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while the role played by the Life Insurance Oorporation, 
and the financial institutions like Industrial Finance 
Corporation, National Industries Development Corporation, 
State Firms Corporations and Industrial Credit and 
Investment Corporation, the Unit Trust of India etc, is 
very sizable. The low subscription of managing agents 
can, thus, be easily substituted by these agencies. 
Managerial Contribution: 
The managing agents have also performed the 
function of day-to-day management of Companies. The system 
has been found to be as strong that it has become a rule 
to entrust the management of companies to managing aseaifcs. 
Ir J954-55» the companies managed by managing agents were 
about 17.1 per cent of the total companies at work while in 
1964-65, this percentage decreased to 4.6 per cent of the 
total. The total paid up capital of these companies has 
also shown a declining trend. Forom 47.9 per cent in 1954-55» 
this percentage has declined to 17.5 per cent, of the total 
paid up capital, (Report of the Managing Agency Enquiry 
Committee,). The main cause of this declining trend has been 
xh.e enactment of the Companies Act which has put various 
restrictions on the activities of managing agents. 
The limited success of managing agency system was 
responsible for its easy acceptance by the business community. 
The legal regulations of the system in 1936 and then in 1S556 
did not affect its popularity. But with the new socio-ecorxOir.ic 
set-up of the country in the shape of 'Socialist Pattern of 
Society" or "Democratic Socialism", there evolved a great 
need for deplacing this system with some new pattern of 
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company management. In the process, the system has evoked 
severe criticism. In many cases, the managing agents have 
pursued such unsound and questionable methods in financial 
matters that the whole system has come to be regarded as 
ujtireliable, uncertain and unstable. The practice of inter-
investment of ftinds constitutes a vital defect in this 
system of finance and management. The surplus funds of 
one company are invested in another company and the ftinds 
raised on the credit of one concern are utilised for the 
other one. This interlocking is indispensable for an 
expanding economy since it forms an effective method of 
capital formation from within the corporate sector. Again, 
this has been due to this characteristic of managing agents 
that joint stock companies have developed in this country 
through the utilisation of available funds for the promotion 
of new concerns. But, the harms of indiscriminate interlocking-
of f'unds have also been glaring. 
No Bvil B^^fects; 
There are usually, no evil effects of those inter-
company investments when the financial standing of both 
the companies is so poor. But the consequences are serious 
when the funds of a company of strong financial status are 
interlocked in financing a company of weaker financial 
standing because in case of a breakdown or liquidation of 
the weaker concern, the strong one also suffers. There are 
several instances when this practice of financing the 
weaker concern with the fionds of strong company resulted 
in heavy losses and consequently the liquidation of the 
better concerns for the sake of weaker concerns. 
In addition to finance, management is the weakest 
link in the chain of managing agents' activities. Their 
pre-occupation with personal profit and their lack of social 
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sense caused them to absuse'their xinfettered power with the 
result that in recent j^ears a large section of the public 
has beenme vocal against them. Another source of inefficiency 
and corruption has been its hereditary value. Irrespective 
of merit and efficiency, memagement is being handed down 
from father to son and so on. Along with the hereditary 
transfer to loop-holes •and malpractices also go undetected. 
In many cases, the concentration of managed companies 
has been vuawieldly, The largeness of size is naturally detri-
mental to the efficiency of managem.ent because managerial 
attention is divided into many fractions. This control enaoles 
the managing agents to resort to monopolistic practices 
in determining output and prices. The criticism also extends 
to the field of economic and social policy of the country. 
The system has led to the concentration of entreprenetirial 
ability and financial resources in relatively few individuals 
and families which have entrenched themselves in most of 
the important industries.riiMiehaPmalpra.ctices checked the widening 
of the entrepreneurial class and evoked grave critieism of 
the system by the public. 
Company Legislation; 
The Indian Company Law, for long, took no note of 
the unique pattern of the corporate management and left 
unchecked the vast powers assumed by the managing agents 
by virtue of their control over the management of companies. 
However, the Companies Act of 1936 provisions designed to 
regulate this unique institutions were included. Under the 
Act, a company was permitted to remove a managing agent 
guilty of some specified offences relating to the afrairs 
of the company. The term of iSffice of a managing agent was 
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limited to twenty years and a number of other regulatory 
provisions were made. But these were serious omissions x 
.which called for a thorough check on the system. The Compa-
nies Act of 1956, therefore, introduced far-reaching changes 
liiCe the ceiling on managerial remuneration and on the number 
of companies which may be managed by managing agents. It 
contained 52 provisions that pertain to managing agents as 
against 12 in the 12 in the old Act, The main intention 
of the Act vjae to eliminate the malpractices of the mana-
ging agents which came to light since 1936 and to protect 
the interests of the shareholders and general public 
against the management of managing agents. 
Under the old Companies Act, there was no restriction 
on the number of managing agancies a person or persons could 
hold at the same time. With a view to removing the defect 
the Companies Act,1956 provided that no person shall be 
managing agent for more than 10 companies after August 15, 
i960. Also, there provisions for the removal of managing 
agents in case of fraud or breach of trust, or on gross 
negligence* It has also been laid down that a transfer of 
his office by the managing agent shall not take place 
linless it has been approved both by the Company ani the 
Central Government, and after this Act, managing agencies 
shall not be heritable. As regards remuneration, the Act 
says that a managing agent shall not ordinarily be paid, 
by way of remtineration, any sum in excess of 10 per cent 
of the annual net profit of the managed company. Ilestric-r 
tions have also been placed on the grant of loans to managing 
agents by the managed company, the granx of inter-company 
loans under the management of the same managing agency and 
purchase by a company of shares of the companies in the 
same group. 
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The effect of these restrictions had been that 
after the passing of the Companies Act, 1956, many managing 
agents have resigned their managing agencies and either a 
new managing agent has been appointed in their place or 
the company has i-esorted to other forms of management like 
Secretaries and treasurees, managers or managing directors. 
Thus the number of managing agents has been reduced from 
3,944 on April 1, 1956 to 860 on March 31, 1965, and the 
number of companies they managed from 5,055 to 1,236, Thus, 
there has been a reduction of 80 per cent in both the 
managing agencies and their managed companies. Formerly 
they managed about 16 per cent, of the companies, but now 
they manage only 5 e/' ceat. o-? ',1 f ocir.panxes. 
Main Cause; 
The main cause of the declining influence of managing 
agents has been the excessive and improper use made by them 
of their power to thei-f own enrichment at the cost of the 
managed companies and the society. But this must be conceded 
that with the tot^l elimination of managing agency syste^ 
great difficulties - both economic and psychological - will 
be experienced. The abolition of the system will deprive 
the managed companies much of the financial and managerial 
aid wiiich at present may be expected from them and this 
will impede the progress of those companies. It may ±M alco 
react to the determinent of some investors who look for 
managing agents for investing their small savings in a 
com^jany. 
Another justification for the continuance of the 
system may be that it might induce promotional and entre-
preneurial activity on the part of small investors, who 
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do not like to take the risk of promotion unless they are 
fully assured of a continuous share in management through 
managing agency system. Thus, the discontinuance of the 
system is booond to create a vacuum in various fields of 
our industrial economy. The time and energy required tor 
a change over, its impact on capital market and txnemploy-
ment situation may some of the p:'oblems. It might agravate 
the foreign exchange problem and lead to further devaluation 
because of the need to repatriate the foreign capital employed 
in the managing agency houses. Again, the valuable contacts 
which the managing agents have with foreign coiontries and 
the consequent advantages of export would be lost. This 
would give a serious blow to the co-untry's ambitious export 
drive following the devaluation of the rupee, 
this^ 
As against/the managing agents can help, as they 
have done in the past, to overcome the insuffioiency of 
resources by encouraging ploughing back of profits. The 
principal advantage of continuing this system is one of 
economy in purchase and sale and in the employment of 
technical personnel and the consequent reductions in 
•operating cost. This alGO implied increased productivity 
and efficient utilisation of scarce managerial ^-eso-urces 
to the nat"on's benefit. In the present economic context, 
therefore, when the coiintry is faced with a dire state of 
uxider-development , when conditions in capital market are 
discouraging and the corporate sector is lacking in 
confidence, total abolition of the system appear unso'ond. 
In order to minimise the dislocation and distarbances 
in the economy, it is worthwhile to have a liberal outlook 
as rer rds the continuance of the system. The proble0; can be 
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solved by legislation and other voliintary actions aimed 
at improving business standards rather than by the abolition 
of the system which may stifle the corporate sector and 
impede its growth. As a matter of fact, some alternative 
forms may be found in which management practices and good 
behaviour of the management personnel may be ensured. But 
it must be liept in mind that no set pattern can be completely 
GO ruption-proof. Business*honesty is a question of tradition 
and social education unrelated to the form of management 
adopted or practised and intensifying or abolishing a system 
as in the growth of ethics in management and public interea' 
in company affairs. 
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SHIPT IN PATTEHN OP COMPANY MANA&BMENT'^ 
In the initial stages of industrialisation in India 
the managing agency system was the main spring of company 
management. 
It was considered to be an economic-cum social 
institution which concerned itself not only v?ith the promotion 
and rinancing of companies but also with the larger proble-ns 
facine "i^lie country. Although the system rendered useful 
services for the economic development of the coiintry. It 
failed to f-unction as a powerful agent in the framework 
of socio-ewonomic conditions that were changing as a resulc 
of rapid industrialisation. 
The Companies Act of 1954, therefore introduced the 
alternative forms of company management. This article makes 
an attempt to examine the alternative forms of company 
management with reference to their impact on entrepreneurial, 
financial and managerial resources of the country. 
The intention of giving due recognition to alternative 
forms of management is to offer a commonly acceptable alter-
native to the managing agency system that would resemble 
it closely and retain its advantages while avoiding ± its 
evils. Though these alternative were not completely iinknown 
to company management in India, they have been largely recog-
nised for the first time by the Companies Act of 1956. The 
first alternative is the system of secretaries and treasurers 
in place of managing agents. Legally, there are only three 
provisions of the Companies Act, 1956 which make a distinc ion 
between secretaries and treasurers and managing agen*s. Sectxon 
324 in sub-section (l) empowers the Government to notify by 
V : The Economic Times, Bombay, Oct. 5, 1967, pp» 5-6. 
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a declaration that with effect from a prescribed date no 
company operating in a specified field should have a 
managing agent. Section 330 provides that all existing r 
agency agreements should lapse by August 15, I960 and 
Section 332 provides that no per'son shall be the managing 
agen* of more than 10 companies after August 15, I960, 
These are the only three provisions which separate the 
activities of managing agents from secretaries and 
treasurers and attract the managing agents to enter the 
field of company management in the name of secretaries 
and treasurers* 
Secretary System; 
So far as the popularity of the system of"management 
is concerned, it has not been favoured by the new companies. 
In the two year since"the Act come into force from 1956 to 
1958, only two new companies had elected to managed by 
secretaries and treasurers. Prom I960 to 1964 only nine 
companies prepared to be managed by secretaries and _ 
treasurers. There are a number of causes for the unpopularity 
of secretaries and treasurers* First of all, the similarity 
of the system with managing agents with very little difference 
in detail does not provoke the adoption of the system. 
Secondly, the managing agents a "e still allowed to 
continue and so there is no inclination to change over to 
a less a±tr:^ctive system, 
Thirdly, the law did not give undue concessions to 
this form of management. The various prohibitory provisions 
which were in operation in regard to managing agents were 
also applicable to this form of management with some added 
disadvantages under section 381, 382 and 383 of the Indian 
Act of 1956. 
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Section 581 provides that secretaries and treasurers 
will not be allowed to charge a commission which is more 
that 7^ /2 per cent, of the net profits as against 10 per 
cent permitted to managing agents. Under section 382, they 
will not be able xo appoint any director while managing 
agents can appoint two directors or one-third of the board. 
Under section 333 the^ -- -^'ill have no right to sell goods 
manafactured by their company nor to purchase machinary, 
stores, materials etc, for the purpose of the company. 
Corporate Managers; 
As regards the comparative duties and responsibilities 
of secretaries and treasurers and managing agents, the former 
are nothing but a body of corporate managers. Unlike managing 
agents they have no financial stake in the company they 
manage. Obviously their role is purely managerial. Their 
f-unction begins only after the company has come into being. 
In promoting and financing, their role is very limited. 
Their main function is the day-to-day management of the 
concern in its minor business operations. However, the 
vai-ious activities of secretaries and treasurers proved ±k 
that tney weae akin to the managing agency system. The 
Comppny Law could not foresee the similarity of this system 
with managing agency system because it aimed at a temporary 
phase of transition of the management. It was more so 
because the Companyes Act was not framed to end the 
system of managing agents altogether; it was passed just 
to find out and mend the ways in which the managing agents 
abuse their power. It was, therefore, considered that a 
substitute of managing agents in the shape of secretaries 
and treasurers would suffice this limited objective. Hence, 
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a legal recognition was given to this form of management. 
There was nothing in the law to prevent the present members 
of the managing agencies to discontinue their old affilia-
tions and become secretaries and treasurers. And so they 
muster power and control in the same ways as they did 
in the past, under tlie managing agency system. Automatically, 
all the defects inherent in managing agency system are also 
associated with this alternative form of management. 
The Companies Act, 1956 has made the board of direc-tors 
responsible for the direction and management of the affairs 
of the company. It is however, permissible for the board 
to delegate its functions to some other alternative form 
of management like managing directors or managers whose 
powers and fiinctions are generally confined to the executive 
work of the company. There is a tendency among the newly 
registered companies to have managing directors or managers 
as their form of management. 
Managinisr Director; 
A managing director is a person wao is entrusted 
with some management authority iinder a board of direetors. 
He unlike the managing agents or secretaries and treasurers, 
is not in charge of the whole of the affairs of the company. 
He excercises some of the powers of directors delegated to 
him by the board. The Companies Act of 1913 and 1936 did 
not contain any px-ovision pertaining to the terms and 
conditions of appointment of managing directors. But on 
the recommendations of the company law commitee, necessary 
clauses were inserted into the Companies Act, 1956, 
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(Ehe Committee observed: " One of the principal 
lacuna of the Act of 1913 is the absence of any statutory 
provision relating to the terms and conditions of appoint-
ment of managing directors. This lacunae is all the more 
noticeable in as much as whole of the powers and functions 
of managing agents, unlike, the later, the conditions of 
appointment of the former have not yet been brought xmder 
control ani r-egulation. " . 
After the legal recognition was extended to this 
form of management by the Companies Act of 1956, several 
companies sought this form of management. It is also the 
practice with some of the companies that they appoint a 
manager as their form of management. A manager is the 
person who has the management of the ¥hole or substan-
tially the whole of the affairs of the com^.any. Like BIXH 
managing director, he is under the supervision, control 
and di±ection of the Board. But both these forms of manage-
ment have not been very popular because of the influence 
of managing agents whose presence has practically stopped 
the way for the development and working of these forms. 
This is evident from Table 1 showing the number of 
companies in different industries having managing directors 
and managers before and after the passing of The Companies 
Act, 1956. 
TABLE 1 
Companies managed by managing directors and 
managers during 1954-55 -
1962-6? 
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[ 1954-
55 
Industrial 
Group. 
Total no. of 
Companies 
analysed* 
1962-
63 
Cotton 
Tea 
Jute 
Sugar 
Engineering 
Miscellaneous 
128 
59 
25 
25 
13 9 
Total: AA2:-
65 
3 
3 
20 
2JL 
4 
5 
7 
52 
JS. 
Source: Compiled from the India Year Book 
1955 and 1963., Calcutta, Place 
Sid dons and G-ough. 
Table 1 clearly shows the unpopularity of managing 
directors and managers as forms of management. In 1954-55, 
out of 441 companies analysed, 19 were managed by managing 
directors and only 8 were managed by managers, rt means 
that only 3.8% of the companies were under these forms of 
management. In 1962-63, their number was 69 and 3 respec-
tively for the managing directors and managers. These fo rms 
could not develop because of the fact that the person with 
required ability, training and experience in company manage-
ment were not available to becoSie managing directors and 
managex-s. 
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On the basis of foregoing analysis of the various 
forms of management in India, it can be concluded that tiae 
pattern of company management has been changing since 1936 
onwards but the real change has come with the passing of 
the Companies Act of 1956 when due to the malpractices and 
mismanagement by managing agents various checks and limi-
tations were imposed on them and other forms of management 
were given positive encouragement to develop, fhis shift 
from managing agents other alternative forms of management 
can be appreciated in a lucid way from Table II. 
TABLB II 
Forms of management during 1954-55 
1964 - 65 
1. 
4. 
5, 
Total No. of 
Companies. 
Companies managed 
by Managing Agents. 
Companies managed 
by Board of Directors 
(Managing Directors 
and Ifenagers) 
2 as ^ of 1 
3 as ^ of 1 
1954-55 
29,625 
5,055 
1964-65 
26,563 
1,236 
24,570 
1 7 . 1 
82 .9 
25,417 
4 . 6 
95.4 
SotiTces: For 1954-55, Nigap, £L,K. , 
The Managing Agencies in India,p.4. 
For 1964-65, -fieport of the Managing 
Agency Inquiry Committee(l966) p.10. 
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It is evident from Table II that since 1955, tke 
ohange-over to forms of management other than managing agents 
is very much marked. Before the coming into force of the 
Act of 1956, the managing agents were managing 17.1% of 
the total companies in the year 1954-55 while this percen-
tage declined to 4»6 in 1964-65• As for other forms, this 
percentage has increased from 82.9 to 95.4 P©r cent during 
the period xinder review, Bmt this shift from managing 
agents to alternative forms of management is meaningless 
linless we train sufficient numbe _ " ,_• "or- manning 
our companies because the availability of talent is funda-
mental for a change in the pattern of management, 
In Western countries, they have special programmes 
for training prospective managers in their educational 
institutions. There are a number of schools for Business 
Administration in the U.S. In the U.K. and Germany also 
there is tendency to change their university curricula 
and cater for the needs of business and industry by 
providing specific training facilities. Even the industrial 
establishments in these countries provide inplant training 
facilities and thus increase the supply of managerial 
personnel. Contrary to all this, in India the supply of 
managers is even today limited. The minimum number of 
qualified managers required for the efficient administration 
of companies is not available. There is a need for training 
to perform their duties in a better way. Professionalisation 
of management has been very much talked of these days. With 
prof essionalisation of management, a new BJIKS era in company 
management will open up. New talent progressive out-look 
and efficiency in management will play their due part in 
putting corporate sector on sound and prosperous footing. 
'"•44<i* 
RATIONALE OP MANAGEMENO? BT BOARD OP DIEECIOIS'^^ 
Company management in India follows two basic 
patterns, viz, the nanaging agency system and the a^nagement 
by the board of directors. The/valence of the pattern of 
company management by board of directors has been accelerated 
by various amendments in the company law which plaoed et«m 
checks on the activities of the managing agents* 
There has been a continuous shift towards manageiiiemt 
by board of directors since 1936 when the Companies Act 
was modified on various fronts and the activities of managing 
agents were, for the first time, brought to light. Oonsl-
quently, a very Small number of newly registered companies 
showed preference for the managing agency system. In sharp 
contrast to the growing disfavour of this tr«di±ional form 
of management, the pattern of management by the board of 
directors gained importance. In •fc'm.iy paper. therefore, an 
attempt has been made to analyse the pattern of company 
management by board of directors with reference to its 
impact on entrepreneural, financial and managerial resources 
of our co^mtry» 
The idea behind the wide recognition of the pattern 
of management by board of directors is to give an opportunity 
to shareholders to throw oif the yoke of the managing agency 
VI: The Economic Times, Bombay, Nov. 1967# p. 7 & €• 
system and to subsitute in its place a more healtyt 
progressive and balanced system of management* Thm 
system is expected to devote its time and energy towards 
bettering the prospects of the company it majamg^Bt 
In a board there are directors of diversi:tied 
talents who take a long-range point of view of the affairs 
of the company* In a balanced board there is a represen-
tation of all types of personnel - t^echnical, managerial^ 
financial and legal -- who combine their experience and skill 
for the betterment of the company as a whole. As suck 
they do not manage companies for their own sake but also 
keep in mind various conflicting interests of owners, 
cons-umers, creditors, and the community at large* Since 
they are accoxantable to the shareholders of the company J 
they have to be very cautious of their role in the organi-
sation of the company. They are required to submit the 
report of the progress of the company in the annual gwieral 
meeting and hence they cannot go on repeating their miscal-
c\ilated and misguided actions in a way in which the managing 
agents have been foiind to do. 
tJSSFULNSSS 
As a result of this relative usefulness <fcf the board 
of directors, more and more companies are adopting this 
form of management. This is evident from, the fact that 
out of 848 companies registered during the year ending 
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31st March 1957» 634 new oompanies were managed by board 
of directors. Dviring the pwriod from 1956-57 to 1959-60, 
out of the total new companies registered 3,105 were to 
be managed by board of director!^ jn 1960-61 out of 1,683 
new companies registered 1,062 were having bo^rd of 
directors while in 1961-62 and 1962-63, out of 1,614 and 
1,497 companies registered 1,063 and 1,072 respeetively 
had proposed to managed by board of directors. In this 
way from 1960-61 to 1964-65, out of 7,387 new companies 
registered, 5,053 were to be managed by board of directors* 
fh±» marked a change-over from managing agents to board 
of directors which has been mainly due to the tmpopularity 
of the managing agents. Several instance have oom« to the 
notice of the Government where the ten\ire of the managing 
agents was terminated immediately after companies Act, 1956 
came into force and in their places a board of directors 
was appointed to carry out the policies of the companies* 
In the lok Sabha debates on Company Law also the most 
popular point of view was that the alternative form Q^ 
managing agents would be a board of directors. Even 
the Company Law Committee has attached much importance 
to the role of the board of directors in the management 
of the companies, and with that end in view, suggested 
several meastires of reform which have been incorporated 
in the Companies Act, 1956« 
—4T«» 
DBHOISBASIC SBf-U? 
In the pattern of the management by board of 
directors^ the company affairs are conducted by a group 
of directors who conVenj^ awetings and take deoisions 
on various problems. They form a democratic set up and 
this conform with our ideals of democratic socialism. 
Being the representative of shareholders, the directors 
keep in mind the interest of those who elect them, fhey 
are not free to continue for all times to come and this 
ensures a security for shareholders tothrow off those 
directors who are found to be at fault. The retirement of 
directors after the age of 65 years, their election on 
the basis of rotation and due representation to the minority 
shareholders are some of the provision which may be taken 
as a guarantee to safeguard the interests of the share-
holders and the public in general. Unlike managing agents 
they are not the whole-sole masters of the concern they 
manage. They are just representatives of shareholders, 
accoxmt'bl*^ to t'u^ m on various company matters. They 
also do not enter into contractual relationship thorugh 
agreement as in case of managing agency system to control 
the affairs of the company singlehandedly. 
With all these advantages of management by board 
of directors it can be pointed out that the board of 
'^49^ 
directors is still managed by the representatives» friends 
and relatives of the managing agents. Though the position 
is changing and the majority of directors in a company 
are now elected by the general body of the shareholders, 
yet the gap between ownership and management is a major 
handicap for the shareholders to exercise their full 
powers in electing the directors. Therefore, the fact 
that the directors are elected by a general body of 
shareholders does not practically wash out the possibility 
of managing agents getting their nominies elected as 
directors of the company* There is also no paucity of 
intances which prove that the decision of the boeurd have 
been materially influenced by vested interests or in the 
case of managing agendy system. This is due to the fact 
that the supply of directors is veTy limited in our co'tilntry 
and whether the companies adopt the managing agency form 
or board of directors, the same members of the managerial 
community are there to take charge of the enterprise. It 
is also common knowledge that majiaging agents have been 
successful in finding out a large number of their friends 
and relatives for appointment as directors of companies 
Thus, though apparently the company-ies are under the 
control of board of directors, they are actually managed 
by managing agents. Legally also, the managing agents 
-.49«f 
have a right to nominate nearly one third of the total 
directors, They can nominate two directors where the a\imber 
of directors is more than five and one in other eases* Tet 
another deficiency of this pattern of management is that 
most of the directors belonging to onm family* Skis practice 
of having the directors from within the same family is in 
existance in no less than 6? per cent, of the coatpanies 
analysed in the following table: 
TABLE NO* 1 
SIZE OF BOARD AND NUMBEES OP COMPANIES 
HAVING DIHECTORS BELONGING TO THE SAME 
FAMILY* 
SIZl OF BOARD. NUMBER OF 
00HPAKIB3 HAVING 
DIllCTCSS BELONGING 
TO SAME PAMILT, . 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
13 
18 
12 
5 
8 
2 
2 
3 
1 
3 
12 
9 
4 
8 
1 
2 
3 
1 
Sources: Compiled from the information given in 
the investors* Tear Book,1963 (Calcutta, Place 
Siddons & Gough), 
It is clear from the table that the pattern of 
management by board of directors has given rise to a 
typical industrial orgeuaisation controlled by a handful 
of industrial families* A study by the Company Lay Board 
also indicates that 26,6 per cent, directors hold single 
<!#50* 
directorships, 55»2 per cent, hold 2-10 directorships, 
14.4 percent hold 11-20 dir©et»a?Bhips and 5.8 per cent* 
hold more than 20 directorships. This prevalence of 
multiple directorships results in indifference negligenoe 
and inability to perform the proper fxinctions of director, 
Multiple directorship is not a peculiar feature in ladiaj 
it is also found in inimslrLally advanced cotintries »like 
the USA and the UZ. But there is a difference of degree 
of the existanoe of this phenomenon in these cotantries* 
It will not be out of place to compare the multiple 
directorship in Indian companies with that of the UK and 
USA. The following table gives the comparative figures! 
TABLE No. 2 
MULTIPLE DIRECTORSHIPS IN INDIA. BRITAIN 
AND UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
Directors in 
No. of companies in J Indian ^ American 
which the directir-
ship is held. 
Cos. ^ I Cos. ^ 
f 
t 
Brirish 
Cos. ^ 
1.5. 
5.10 
Over 10 
5 9 . 
20 . 
2 0 . 
5 
3 
.3 
7 2 , 
17 . 
10 , 
.5 
• 5 
,0 
70 , 
17 . 
13 . 
0 
0 
0 
Soxirces: Nigam,R.K. and Joshi,N.D. - The Pattern 
of Company Directorship in India ( New Delhi: 
Dept. of Companies Law Administration, G-overnment 
of India, 1961 ), p. 10» 
The above table indicates that directorships in 
India are concenjrrated in fewer hands than in Britain and in 
-5t* 
Ameriea. In Britain the persons holding 11 or more directorsl 
are not more than 13 per cent, and in Ameriea such persons 
are not more than 10 per cent. On the other hand in India 
the number of such persons is 20,2 per oent# Similarly 
in India a large nximber of persons hold directorships in 
5-10 companies than their coiinter-parts in Britain and 
America. This shpvs a glaring feature of concentration 
of directorships in a few hands. Further, in foreign countriee 
the prevalent pattern is that the directors are closely 
associated with the day to day operation of companies. They 
exercise the functions of management and maintain a close 
supervision over the executives. In Britain it is common 
for one of more directors of the board to participate in 
the day to day management of the companies and to devote 
all their time to this task. They are whole-time directors. 
In the USA, directors are'appointed only for a part-time 
basis and they are concerned only with policy decisions 
at higher levels. In Germany, there are two boards - one 
for direction and supervision and the other for actual 
management. The first board is elected by the general 
body of shareholders. This board of actual management with 
whom the ultimate responsibility of the company affairs 
is vestedw 
**i2« 
BOAED OP CONTROL 
Wha^ -fan Indian syestem of company management requires 
is not, therefore, a board of directors to be a mere wiafio-
dressing fejrpe or an echo of vested interest, tout a board 
of control and supervision with varied duties and respons** 
ibilities. What is needed is the inter-position between 
the directors and the shareholders somethings lilce a 
supervisory body or committee of men who must be entrusted 
with specific powers, German syestem of company aanageaienl; 
and also that of Holland provide examples of great value 
to India, Holland, business concerns do not posses board 
of directors as we have in India, A small body knoma as 
the 'Commissarissen' is appointed whose duty is to supervise 
and report to the shareholders upon the activities of the 
'Directeureau*» In Germany, the *Anfsichterat* performs 
functions similar to those of the Dutch (Commissarissen'* 
These functions are important and include the securing of 
all relevant information to be placed with shareholders, 
the approval of company's balance-sheets, the right to be 
consulted on every important new policy and so on. The 
Indian company law must" likewise provide for the consti-
tution of supervisory board which may exercise general 
supervision and act as adviser and guide to them and be 
responsible to the shareholders for the supply of accurate 
-53^ 
information. The adoption of this system would have a 
positive z-33ult tacause this body of men will have an 
\inderstanding and insight into the company problems. On 
the other hand, they would bring a wider dispersion of 
industrial knowledge and experience. A nucleus of men 
possessing intimate ac|j.intanoe with the problems of company 
management would, thus, be formed who would be able to 
supply the necessary basis for the coHstitation of a body 
of professionals for all companies. The constitution of 
this supervisory body of men with responsibility for 
performing certain definite duties would fill a veTy 
important gap in the industrial management of our cotmtry» 
Although at present for each company there is a constituted 
board of directors, most of the members of the board are 
persons who have neither the time nor the capacity for their 
task. They have been included in the board because of their 
financial, political or social standing. They are in no 
sense the trained of professional managers needed for the 
successful administration of companies. Hence, there is a 
need for educating directors and giving them training to 
perform their duties in a better way. Professionalisation 
of management and marked stress on the importance of training 
and education of directors has been very much talked of 
these days as a means to solve the problems of compamy 
*54 
management. With professionalisation a new ara of eompajoiy 
management will open up. New talents, progreesi-re outlook 
and efficiency in management will play their due role in 
putting the Indian economy on sotmd and prosperous footing* 
' - & S * 
SZBCUTIVK DEVSLOPMBWO? IN INDIAN COMPANIIS 
VII 
A CASE STUDY 
It is now increasingly realized that industrial 
development involves not only capital resources and 
labour efficiency but another factor of produatical namely 
managerial skill. G-ood management and availbility of 
facilities for executive development is, therefore, vital 
to the nation's welfare and prosperity. But in India, 
there is conspicuous lack of trained execfetive personnel 
which adversely affects the efficiency of the industrial 
undertakings. Here executive developm^t programmes are 
not widely adopted by companies. Only a few big concerns 
look to the continuous development of their executives 
while the majority of them are satisfied with the intial 
education of their managers. Thus the company management 
in India is far from satisfactory. For a clear under-
standing of the problem and prospects of executive-
development a sample survey of 11 eompanies of Bombay 
has been conducted by the author. This paper is based on 
the findings of the survey. 
In view of the vitality of managerial skill, i± 
is needed that the rate of expansion of executives should 
VIIJ The Journal of Commerce, Faculty of Commerce 
Aligarh, Vol. XVI, Jan. 1967, p. 47-52. 
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be faster than the rate of production in the country. 
Even in the development covmtries of the west, th6 same 
is the situation. In Belgium, for instance, in the 
electrical, metaliigical and "»i*-»i»ig industries, a 27 per 
cent increase in production was accompanied by a 34 pea? 
cent in the number of company executives. For a small 
country like Itlay an estimate as to the numbe* of 
executive required between 1960 and 1970 was made of the 
order of 1.25 million persons. For India also a figure 
pf 700 to 800 thousand managers between 1960-80 has been 
suggested. In the U.S.A., teaching of Business 
Adminsitration in the ixniversities is almost universal. 
The intiation of numerous executive development programmes 
is the first concern of the corporations. It is estimated 
that by 1970 mpre than 6,00,000 students will pursue 
2 
programmes in Business Administration. Each year in the 
U.S.A., 500,000 managers participate in in-plant courses, 
university programmes and in programmes offered by profe-
ssional societies. It has also been estimated that 1,000 
1. Loknathan. P.S. -" Some Problrms of Development 
in India", The Indian Jotirnal of Commerce, 
Vol.XVIII Part II, April-June, 1965, p.4. 
2, James,M.A. Robinson, Business Administration, 
Report p.83 qouted by Parooquee,Q.H. -
"Higher Education in Ct>mmerce", unpublished 
fi»s*arah Paper, Faculty of Commerce, A.M.U., 
Aligarh p,1 • 
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American companies are spending more tlaan $2 million a 
year th send their promising managers to tiniversity 
training programmes alone. The philosophy on which those 
executive-development programmes are based can be help-
full in evolving a suitable policy for the development 
of executives in our country thorugh various executive 
development progarmmes initiated by the companies them-
selves and also by the universities and other agenoiss* 
In spite of the importance of executive—developmeAt» 
in most of the companies surveyed by the author, there is 
no facility available for the development of managers and 
executives - neither for the top management positions nor 
for the middle or lower management levels. This is evident 
from the table No. (l }, given below! 
TABLE No. (1) 
SHOWIN& THE NUMBBR OP COMPANIES HAVING- EXECUTIVE 
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES 
1. Total number of companies surveyed 11 
2. Number of companies having executive-
development programmes 3 
3. Number of companies not having executive 
development programmes 8 
4. ^ of 2. to 1 27.3 ^ 
5. ^ of 3. to 1 72.7 ^ 
Soxirce: Personal investigation by the author. 
3. Houston,Gr.C. - Management Development-Principles 
and Perspectives, Richard D, Irwin Inc, 
Homewood, Illinious (l96l), p, 20» 
Hf®*" 
Prom the table it is clear that executive-developmeat 
programmed are not found to have been favoured by the 
majority of the concerns. Except for a few big undertakingsf 
all lay emphasis on the initial training of ®x«eutive8* 
Continuous training and retraining of managers which is 
necessary for progressive outlook of the management -
group is lacking in Indian companies. Out of 11 companies 
surveyed, only 3 companies were having their executive 
development programmes which come to about 27 per cent 
of the total. And amomg them also there waa a definite 
inclination towards the inborn capacity and hereditary t 
traits of the executive for promotion to higher positions. 
Emphasis is increasingly laid or the experience gained by 
the executive during their stay in the organisation. No 
weight is given to the training and education of executives* 
There are executives in some of the courses who have been 
promoted from their petty clerical posts to the highest 
executive ranks from within the organisation. No need 
was, however, felt for training and retraining the 
managerial personnel for the efficient rvmning of the 
organisation, The sellers market and lack of competition 
are greatly responsible for this apathy towards executive 
development programmes. 
In a few companies where executive development 
-S?* 
programmes ha-ve been started both, on-the-job and 
off-the-job trainigg facalities are availabla. Opportu-
nities are also given to the executive to partieipate ia 
specialised training course conducted by professional 
bodies. In one of the companies surveyed, there is a 
definite management training scheme which caters for 
the need of all the levels of managerial persoaael. 
{•lanagers and exectitives of this concern are seat «tooad 
for technical studies. They are also trained ia the 
factory by the persons outside the purview of the company* 
But in this case also the work reports and length of 
service in the company are regarded as sufficient q,uali*» 
fications for higher promotions. It is, therefore, needed 
that they periodically conduct programmed in the factory 
in which experts from various technical and non-technical 
fields are invited from Outside the company to train 
executives. For instance;fhe National Productivity Council 
and othejb such bodies would provide personnel to man these 
on-the-job euid off-the—job training programmes for 
inculcating in the minds of the executives the importance 
of productivity and efficiency in business operations. 
The most fascinating example of executive-de'teelopment 
programmes is provided by the Hindustan Lever Limited. 
They lay empkasis on the training of managerial staff 
of all levels ife^ »t^ g^fa internal and external courses. 
•«$#«p» 
Two residential courses for executives and one for techn-
ical staff were recently organised at their training 
centre in Bombay,. Training facilities are also provided 
for executive from their associated companies in Afriea 
and South Bast Asia and from public sector undertakings 
in India. Shey have sponsored four of their top class 
executives to attend the management development programmes 
of the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad; ten 
managers were sent on training visits to Uni3c»ver in the 
U.K:, and Boirope, while one manager is holding a two years' 
appointment with a U.K. company. One manager went to 
Jnilever Australia to attend a marketing course. In 
addition to this, worktraining facilities are offered to 
students preparing to qualify as company secretaries and 
chartered accountants. Managers of this concern also offer 
their services to public agencies and participate in the 
seminars, coiirses and conferences organised by professional 
bodies. They serve on consultative bodies set up by the 
state and central G-overnments, In view of the goodwill 
and prosperity of this organisation it can be concluded 
that investAefat in executive development programmes is 
an investment for the continued success of the organisation. 
It follows from the above discussion that though 
the executive development programmes are very essential 
• *#!. 
for organisational p^rosperity yet in India they have not 
heen adopted widely by the companies appear to rely on 
two sources for the management know-how: one is business 
and industrial experience and the othet class is the 
hereditary managers who are supposed to have inborn 
business acuemen. It is also fotind that executive jobs 
« 
are entrusted to those who have neither any business 
experience nor any business acuemen. This is evident 
from table (ll) in which the ntuaber of directors having 
family relations and those without family ties is giveai 
TABLE No. (II) 
SHOWING NUMBER 0? FAMILY AND NON FAMILY DIHBCTORS 
Company No. I Total No. {Family ,•} Non-Family \% of 3*% of 4 
!of Directors 'DirectorsjDirectors ]±o 2 * to 2 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
1 . 12 
2. 6 
3. 12 
4. 6 
5. 6 
6. 6 . 
7. 6 
8. 8 
9. 9 
10, 8 
11. 6 
Grand Total 85 2? 58 31.8 68.2 
Source: Personal Investigation by the author-* 
2 
-
2 
5 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
10 
6 
10 
1 
4 
4 
4 
5 
6 
5 
3 
1 6 . 6 
-
1 6 . 6 
8 3 . 3 
3 3 . 3 
3 3 . 3 
3 3 . 3 
3 7 . 4 
3 3 . 3 
3 7 . 4 
5 0 , 0 
8 3 . 4 
1 0 0 . 0 
8 5 . 4 
1 6 . 7 
6 6 . 7 
6 6 . 7 
6 6 . 7 
6 2 . 6 
6 6 . 7 
6 2 . 6 
5 0 . 0 
• » ^ -
I^om tba table it is olsar that quit* a larca pafopfMCt-
ioa of tha diraetoratas oome from the faailjr ^ Iraetmra* la 
the 11 eoaqpaalaa atarreyed about 32 par eaat at the total dirae*< 
tora baloas to « M and the aaae faadljr* Ihla MMOMi that the 
familsr ralaticmahipa and hereditary traita are ci-vwi wide 
reeognitioa in aeleotin^r the direotora of the a(»ptt9da#« 9Sut 
a-rer-expandins number of oompaniea oan hazily rely <m thia 
limited aoureeat CFrowing buaineaa eosq^lazitiaa wad probj^ iui 
also make it doubtful if the innate intellicaaea ai^ hareditaz^ 
traita alone ean be depended upon for tiie aueeaaaftal aiwasamant 
of industrial units, therefore the majority of diraat«ra m&i. 
exeoutiTea who oome into the fold of aanajTMiwat wmmt 1M 
adequately educated aaxd trained in the prineiplaa and praetioe 
of manasaiaent and in teeniquea of deoiaion making* In addition 
to thia, they must mot only understand the prooeeasea and 
techniques of buaineaa> but ahould be in a poaition to analyae 
all available information with their broad-based knowledge 
and extensive training to arrive at the beat deoiaion. Shis 
is possible only when a meuaagerial revolution involving the 
transfer of oiMapemy mansgemant from family to profeasional 
managers takes place. Thia required that those vhosen for 
maoageaent taak muat receive proper education and muat have 
adeqxiate opportunities for the • ••.. ...• 
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development of their personality. It is in the we.]ce of this 
imperative need that the Government and other institutions 
required to start programmes aimed at the dev#lopHient of 
management talents and abilities through man^ fe^ fement 
education and executive development programme** 
Though the executive development programmes started 
in India have been useful in breaking a ground for the 
introduction of management and training, it would aot be 
wrong to say that they are very^and hence they dOBOt offer 
encouraging results. There is a wide gap between vh«t society 
needs^what is offered to it by these programmes. It is, 
therefore, needed that these programmes are started on sound 
lines to meet the growing needs of our industrial xander-
takings, Pirst of all, increasing emphasis should be laid 
oMl the development of executive as a complete maxi in all 
his relations - social, economic, political and technical* 
This is possible only when Indian universities are encoiiraged 
to start special courses for training futiire executive. 
There should be a coordination and more active cooperation 
between business corporations and universities, including 
particillation in personnel exhhange programmes and research 
projects. Secondly, the government has also an important 
function to perform. It must recognise the role that the 
universities can play by recognising the management courses 
-»©4"» 
started by them. And finally, the companies should initiat«» 
on their own, programmes of executive developmenf. The 
policy of promotion, rotation, and various eapl©yeas-
employee relations programmes should form thft ^ a l s of 
these executive development programmes, Thea tk» ar»««ar©k 
projects in management must be taken up by individual 
companies so that the executives may utilise the* f©r 
their all round development. In short, the executiv^fi 
should be given training throughout their stay in the 
organisation. 
C O N C L U S I O N 
The executive development programmes have not b«en 
widely accepted as precondition to our industrial progre(»s» 
Shere is a wide gap between the supply of and demand for 
the executive. In view of the grwoing needs of managers, 
our programmes of executive development are scanty. We 
must train and retrain our business executives th»ough 
various internal and external executive development 
programmes, There should be due recognition of the fact 
that the expenditure incurred by the companies on such 
programmes is an investment in human capital which, in 
turn, would be responsible for the speedy economic develop-
ment of the country. There must be coordination in such 
programmes by the companies and the Government as well as 
other institutions like universities and professional bodies, 
-if*! 
VIII SOCIAL BSSPONSIBLITIBS OP BUSINESS 
Increasing emphasis on the special responslb^li'tiee 
of business is characteristic feature of recamt tiaee* 
jChe old concept that the basic aim of business is to 
maximise profit has lost its meaning, The new concept of 
business is not that of a merely profitmaking device- but 
that of a social organism having responsibilities t© a 
wider circle of individuals like share-holders, employees, 
who participate in the business activities. 
But many othe* problems that emerge from the 
practical application of this concept are yet t® be 
thrashed out, Por example, what exactly are the expectations 
of society from the business under the dictates of the 
social responsibilities in matters of dividends ploughing 
back of capital, wages and salaries paid to workers prices 
charged, payment of taxefc, etc, and how could a business 
enterprise strike a balance between conflicting demands? 
Should there be a codeof conduct and a social audit for 
the business? To answer these questions, this paper 
emphasises the social role of business enterprises in the 
economic growth of the country and outlines some of the 
important social factors that business leaders have to 
consider in addition to economic and political factors 
VIII: Indian Industries, Madras, Annual Number 
1967, $• 34-41. 
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which affect the business activities. By business we meaa 
the total enterprise of the country in manufacturiafif, 
industries, finance, banking and Qommerce aad laot one 
sector only. 
Business sector plays an increasingly in^ortaat role 
in any society and occupies a place of high impart»nce« 
This is so because business is responsible for ffiobiliea-
tion and utilisation of nations's resoiircee and therefore 
for the economic prosperity of the whole cotmtry* The 
relationship between society and the business oaa be 
defined in several ways, Bconomically we may say that the 
business is the institution in vrhich material resources 
are organised for efficient productioa. Politieally and 
socially we may talk of business as the institution of 
organised society has to fulfil basic social iasks. What 
ever the terminology, the business is a tool and an organ 
of society. Hence society must demand of the business 
the fulfilment of its accepted basic ideals» It may be a 
point here that since business is an abstract term, the 
expectations from business should be defined ultimately 
in terms of expectations from the management. Or in other 
words, the role of the management with a new sense of 
responsibility, direction and code of conduct should be 
evolved. To take a few examples, the society expects 
from business management to maintain the business in a 
-«T* 
sound financial position, to offer the best poaal^le 
goods and services to the society, to provide ita workers 
with fair terms of employment, to pay taxes honesty,ft-to##t«« 
Too often the society views the business manag^aieat*s 
rather 
aim as selfish gainZ-than advancement of the general 
welfare, That impression can be removed only if business 
management it fully alive to its social responsibilities 
and helps the society to function in harmony as one organic 
whole« This d^ ett not mean thai; the economic purpose of 
the business, efficient production is to be sub—ordiaeted 
to its social fvinction. The business can only fuaetien m& 
the representative social institution of the society if 
it can fulfil its social functions in a manner which 
strengthens it as an efficient producer. Its social 
fmnctions are, thus,as important as its economic functions. 
The central problem lies in the relationship between economic 
profit which is the purpose of the business and the social 
gain which is the purpose of the social responsibilities. 
Is there a clash between these two premises? Or can the 
self-interest of the business be harmonised with the interest 
of the society? For example, the business has to pay fair 
dividends to shareholders, pay fair wages and salaries to 
workers and its employees and jtet has to Jseep enough for 
managerial remiineration and for re-investment in the business. 
•>o8» 
It is absolutely naoosaary, therefor*, to ttxA *• te what 
eould be the peroentases of these shares. 
First of all> it must be ooneeded that eaxniKc ipod 
profit is a *must' for business beoause it is prefitability 
vhieh should be oonsidered by and lar^e the best eiriterioa 
of judffiaff the effioieney of a business. It aeaadi that Id&e 
business must oonoentrtate more on steady eamimt tha?ou#ii 
inorecMsed produetivity and qtiiek tux>nover. Zhis vill dLaerMMte< 
the total national ineome. ^rofits are not asswatial to 
teohnologioal advanoement, but they aidd stability to an 
enterprise and sustain it duting off-season, reeessi^aui 
and all kinds emerssnoies which may interrtq^t the op«i^ti<m 
of the business. Profi and profitability, therefore* should 
not be taken as sua anti social functions of the business 
beoause they fulfil the same functions tuxder system of eco-
nomic organisation; they are respeoti-vely the rick premiums 
and yardstick without eeonomio life simply cannot go. 
Secondly» we must analyse whether the business is 
satisfying the basic demands* the promise that opportu-
nities be equal and rewards be oommeasurate with abilities 
and efforts* Ihis basic demand will give rise to various 
conflicting interests and problems. One of such problems 
would be the conflict between management and shareholders 
over the question of dividend and other matters. The 
tenets of social responsibility would require the 
management to pay a fair adequate return commajisurate 
with the role of capital whereas they would require the 
shareholders *o ask for as much dividend as they should 
get. The shareholders also have their obligatioaa* They 
should make a point of questioning the directors on the 
accounts and discussing policy with them and make their 
representation more effecjrive through their association. 
They should also aee to it that the business is ptjrsuing 
a dynamic policy and that sufficient profit is ploughed 
back for innovation and expansion because their interest 
is not only in receiving present rewaurd in. retiwn of past 
risk but a constant reward in future also. 
This sort of harmonious relation can also be 
uiid«r 
vitalised with workers/the ideals of social responsibility 
of business. It is the responsibility of the management 
to win the cooperation of the workers by creating condi-
tions in which they are enabled to put forward their 
efforts in the common task. This means recognition of 
workers* right to a fair wage conditions of employment. 
The workers should be encouraged by education and other 
means to throw up his own leadership. Likewise, workers 
*^^ j^ & 
should recognise their obligations to cooperate ia 
increasing productivity. Without this reciprocal eu'OQ.ol'-
at ion of social responsibility on the part of w©i»keya, its 
tenets cannot be enforced. 
In this discussion of relationsj^ip among these 
groups of individuals, it is to be pointed out tli^ t 
compared to the obligations of others, the respoasibilities 
of management are too many and since it has to bring about 
a reconciliation between various conflicting internets t%& 
task is very delicate, i^ ence nothing definite oata b« 
achieved without the skilful handling of the sitxiation 
by management group because the expectations from business 
ia 
can be defined ultimately^terms of expectations from the 
management. Or in other words, the role of management with 
a new sense of responsibilities, directive and code of 
conduct should be emphasised. 
This sense of social responsibility among the manag-
ment group can be enforced either by voluntary acceptance 
or by State's interference. The State's interference can 
be avoided if management group guide themselves by a code 
of conduct. Since business can operate best in an atmosphere 
of utmost idependence, it is necessary that this code of 
conduct should be adopted voliintarily by the management. 
This would naturally result in less and less State control. 
-Tt 
Then, to make business managers alert and aceouaable 
for their performance, the concept of social audit can 
be advocated. Under this method, a team of experts in 
accotmts, law, sociology, economic, politics and engineering 
would assess a particular business's performance towards 
society. And finally an organisation of social thinkers 
may be set up to aid and advise the State, businedst the 
shareholders, the consumers etc, on their mut-aal relation-
ship. But all these measures - the code of oondut, the 
social audit and the organisation of social thinkers 
need explanations on several points of detail, I'or example, 
it may be noted that on what points should social aidit 
3»# conducted, what should be the norms, on what: principles 
the code of condut should be framed, the ptirpose of the 
business tinder this code of conduct should be profit or 
service, and how far the idea of code of conduct is 
feasible, how far self- control is possible and how far 
the State control can be minimised or c-urtailed. It may 
also be decided whether the Social audit should be made 
a compulsory feature like finaJicial audit or it should 
be voluntary. Then, on the formation of an organisation 
of social thinkers, it must be decided whether such a 
body should be statutory or semistatutorjr or voluntary 
and as to what shalll be the powers and functions of such 
i-?2« 
an organisation. In this way the business manag^ers would 
be able to exchange their view with the repr«s®at«|tiv«8 
of the society within they work and would ahm»m thliiss 
of muttial concern a^ad interest* 
The social audit must be viewed as a supplement to 
the financial audit rather than its substitute, giwanoial 
audit is carried,out by qualified Chartered Accoantants, 
who are supposed to be independent And impartial# Th& object 
is to check up the financial correctness of the business 
dealings and to lay bare before the public the validity 
of the businesses financial performance. That means that 
only financial aspect is being audited by them. But there 
are wider aread affecting the repiitation of a business 
which are not covered by financial audit. To cover this 
wider area, it is necessary that there should emerge in 
all business a social audit. As in financial audit so in 
social audit, the idea will be to judge independently the 
performance of the business visa vis the interests of otk»r 
groups and of the society in general with reference to the 
labour policy, pricing policy etc of the business. It is, 
therefore, essential that the. persons comprising the socdal 
audit team must be well versed in all the social disciplines. 
They should not be the persons having vested interest but 
persons well informed, having social status with independent 
^$»4 
thinking. They should be drawn from Science, Qmmnmvee and 
BconomicB faou3Lti.«« of the universities and other higher 
institutions, 
Then the Association of social thinkere oaa enlist 
the cooperation and active participation of bualaessmea 
in changing the old concept of business, The need f®r the 
formation of such associatipn is self-evident. A climate 
of distrust and suspicion exists between the public and 
business. In other western countries, like the F.K,, the 
U,3,A,, Prance and Germany, there are a number of social 
organisations, which act as watch-dogs to see timii business 
and its management b»,h%ve properly and fulfil itrs social 
relationsibilities. Such organisation can iaatll a sense 
of social respeonsibility in business and promote better 
relations between universities and business, between 
community and business and between chari*able institutions 
and business. The purpose of this association shovild be 
to invoke in the minds of businessmen a sense of mm^'pon-
sibility towards the consumers. This involves more than 
the offer of products at the lowest possible prices. 
Adulteration of goods, poor quality, lack of service and 
courtesy "tetf the consiimers, misleading or dishonest adver-
tising are all examples of a violation bjr businessmen of 
its obligations towards the consvimers. Proper atteation 
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to these interests or consumers must be the first concern 
of this association. Along with this, the association 
should also dispel the impression from the minds of the 
consumers that businessmen is a profiteer. To el»ar the 
misunderstanding that excessive profits is the motto of 
the businessman, the association must chalk out a syste-
matic programmes for wide disemination of the inforsMitioa 
*bout business profits. They should tmdertake remma-rch on 
the role of profits of business in India and should analyse 
and interpret the significance of profits and shomld ©aable 
the society to think about profits in correct prespeoti-re. 
This kind of research willa also make the hasin«SBBB«n 
conscious of their Sbligati^s towards the 8oei«4ry« 
CONCLUSION 
The importance of the role to be played by business 
in the establishment of a socialist pattern of society can-
not be overemphasised. The businessman is viewed by the 
society as a pliinderer rather than a promoter of the general 
welfare. But, now, this concept is giving way to the new 
thinking that business is a social institution. It calls 
upon the businessman to be fully alive to the social 
responsibilities towards workers, consumers and the general 
public. It must help the society to function in harmony 
with other members of the society. 
IX 
ROBLBMS OP COHPOHATE MANAGSMENO? 
The role of the corporate sector in providiag 
momentum to our economic growth, is a subject of ©oaeteiftr-. 
able importance. In the induotrially advancad e©«3atrl#B 
of the world, the evolution and ifTQwth of the oor^o:^%« 
sector have been matched with increased improv«m«ia.t 4a. 
corporate management. Contrary to it, in our eoujq.'fery^  
the management has not been given its due pla®e ia iM.e 
process of development. In lllli.B paper, an attttsip% iuM !&••» 
made to analyse the problems of corporate managBawM^^ 
She paper disoussea as to how far and^ what extent the 
corporate management has justified the role assigsiad to 
it in the corporate development and in what dlr«®*i#m "ihM 
corporate management needs reorientation* 
The pattern of management in the corporate sector, 
though suitable in the early stage of industrilisation is, 
at the moment, retarding the pace of our industrial deve-
1 
lopment. The Vivian Bose Inquiry Commission reported a 
number of malpractices and mismanagement perpetuated in 
the Dalmia-Jain G-roup of companies. The moneys subaeribed 
by the investing public to these companies were utilised 
for the betterment of personnel responsible for the manag-
ement of these companies. Again, it may not be out of place 
IX: Company New^sand Notes, Vol. VI, April,1968, 
p, 711-12, (Published as Special Article) 
1: Heport of the Vivian Bose Commission of Inquiry 
(New Delhi{ (&ovt, of India,1965), p, 53. 
to recall the findings of the Monopolies Inquiry 
2 
Commission , Ihe Commission has started that there exists 
coutry-wise, as well as product-wise, oonoeatratioa of 
economic power in otir Corporate Sector, In the midst of 
such anti-social elements, axid delfish motives, the 
question of proper development of the corporate sector 
for the p\irpose of raising the standard of living and 
productivity, is very difficult. 
In view of these glaring malpractices of the 
corporate management company legislations are passed day 
in and day to check these malpractices. But they have 
failed to bring about desired results, Por instance the 
all-important Companies Act of 1956 and its subsequent 
amendments have not bean very successful in their objectives. 
The intention of these legislative enactments was to direst 
the oorporaste sector to visualise for itself a new role 
and accept in the larger interest of the Indian Gommvinity 
a new responsibilty, This implies the Tirgency for efficient 
working of the corporate sector to achieve the following 
socio-economic objects: 
(l ) that the effiency of the Corporate sector may be 
increased as measured by the socio-economic objectives 
as Enunciated in the Constitution which lays down that 
"the ownership and control of the material resources of 
the coxintry are so distributed as best to subserve t^e 
2: Report of the Monopolies Inquiry Commission 
(New Delhi: :Jovt. of India, 1 965), p. 143. 
oommoa good and that the operation of economic ayestem 
does not result in the concentration of wealth and mB&m.B 
of production to the oommoa deteriment", and 
(ll) that the managerial •ffioieoy be recoafi»il«4 wi-fefe. 
the legitimate righis and ia*erests of shareholde3?«, warisers, 
consumers and other parties. 
It is common knowledge that the manag©D?ea"fe i^ otxp 
and the board of directors still continue to be a *t5loa« 
preserve * • A few business houses hold the majority ^t i^mTmm 
in corporate enterprises. Under these condition, i% may 
be conceded that, even if the hold of these few business 
houses is aboloshed by the provision of Company Law, they 
can get themselves elected as secretaries and treasurers^ 
managing directors or managers, etc, and thus there would 
be no basic change in the management of companies. In 
fact, it is already happening in some companies where 
managing agents are just changing their labels and are 
styling themselves as secretaries and treasui?ers, The 
real change in the management personnel of the corporate 
sector can be brought about only if there is a gerater 
dispersion of ownership of shares among various classes 
of investors so that no individual of family holds more 
than a fixed small percentage of shares in a company. 
Such a_juJmation is possible if the company legislation 
•<»fSk* 
aMJc«.« i t i l X « 8 a l f o r aziy one t o hold a t r * islmm » o«rtaijii 
p«ro«rataiE* of shares i n a eompany. Shreui^ i^e^m 4av ie« only* 
the mmkopollstio t endenoe i s and ocmoentratiett &t eeettoodo 
power ean be eheoked and the o b j e c t i v e s of our e^tts t i tnt ioa 
ean be aeh i ered . 
It fellows from the foregoins disousvlem tlukt mitiU 
sueh tlae as there is dispersal of shaires, tlMI hQ3.d ef 
aana^riag aseney systea will continue in aeae itiemn v .^  mr the 
other iMoanse the nattxre aaA ooatrol and aaaapnMm^ ef 
any organisation depends on the seuroes froa irilii.^  At derives 
its finanee* So long; as the oianasins agent* inkve the ooatrol 
of shares in a oonqpaoyt the directors beoom move ear less 
tkeir myaJTiless and there will be no serious ilMiHeaffe to 
their powers of operation because thejr are swre ef a aajoritjr 
in any ahaaraholders' meeting* Then ooaes the problems of 
scarcity of managerial talent in the country, fill the situatic 
of scarcity in managerial personnel continues» the hold of few 
individuals en corporate sector oannet be brok»n« It is, 
therefore y necessary to ereat a coopetent and «*3JL trained 
aanagerial necessary to ereat a ooapetent and well trained 
l o y a l t i e s 
aanagr ia l c l a s s of proper8eaaelfl4vho8e w i l l n o t - v e s t - i n any 
p a r t i c u l a r family> c a s t e or reg ion but they wotild wholly 
demote themselves t o the cause e f the organisa t ion and t o 
the s o c i e t y i n general* S h i s i s iasperative beoause the Indian 
management group, barring a few eaceiq^tions, i s laelcing tiae a^med 
of probity and enterprise. It is also charged with, the 
evasion of the company law. Dishonest praotieas-are 
knwwn to be the rule in their dealings with %he ahare-
holders , the workers, the consumers and the Btate, 
This may be due, apart from other factors, to the wide-
spread lack of management education and training in the 
country. What is needed , therefore, is to bring about 
a change in the outlook of the managers, This would not 
only regulate the divergent forces prevailing ia the 
corporate sector but also assimilate social, moral and 
ethical values which are the pre-requisite of the 
corporate development. This cannot be done single-
handedly by management group alone. It needs the active 
participation in corporate management of shareholders, 
workers and the general public to attain the desired 
results, 
3HAaEH0LDSR3* PARTICIPATION IN MANAGSJ-IBNT 
The basic assumption of company legislation is that 
shareholders should function as owners of the corporate 
sector. But Irhis assumption is completely at variance 
with the spirit of the law. Pour to five lakhs of share-
holders of the corporate sector in India have actually 
no power even to influence or determine the policies of 
«»;^4 
the company. It is iaiperative that shareholders take 
active interest in the corporate matters by fonaiaif 
All India, Regional and Districtwise Shareholdeafs*^ 
Associations. The G-overaaient should also ree®gais« their 
role by giving them adeqma-fr* representation ©ga Soig^asy 
Law Advisory Commission, Capital Issues Committee mm.^ 
othe* such official bodies connected with the corporate 
sector, This will check malpractices and irregularities 
in the corporate affairs and will develop, the rights of 
shareholders* 
WOHKSaS PAEHCIPATION IN MANA&S1CBM2 
The shareholders * Association will net be effective 
unless they are strengthened by strong trade unions. The 
workers should also realiae their rele in the corporate 
development. Therefore, a climate should function as equal 
partners with the ahareholders and management. 
HOLE OP PUBLIC OPIl^ON IN MANAGEMENT 
The lack of purposive public opinion behind these 
regulatory measures is alo responsible for the tardy 
gafowth of our corporate sector. Unless there is a concious, 
wilful and determined public opinion, not much can be done 
or expected from the provisions of the 0ompany Law, The 
W f /**^  
G-oveimmeni! has, therefore, to take positive steps to 
aasooiate th© public on the foundation and adaiaistration 
of its corporate policies. Citizens* Consultative Committee, 
Vigilance Committee, Conotimeafs * Associations, etc, have 
to be well organised to guid«» watch and advise in the 
successful implementation of the government policies* 
opinion for the successful working of the corporate 
sector in India* 
m^Q-t, 
CHANGING PAa?TBRN OF COMPANY MANAGBMIN!!? 
IN A DSVBLOPING ECONOMY^ 
.planning has brought about many social and economic 
changes in India. It is in the context of theite changes' 
that the activities and functions of management should be 
adjusted through a series of checks and controls, A new 
stategy of company management is required which will depend 
not so auoh on the mechanical arrangement but on the manner 
in which management behaves with society, The auooees of 
company management greatly hinges on the reduction of cost 
per unit of production and distribution and on how it 
provides incentives to the'shareholders, creditors, workers 
and the community in general. There is need, therefore, 
for the management to build up traditions of faithful 
services and dignity for efficient discharge of its 
fxinctions and duties. This raises the importance of 
of sleeting managerial personnel on the basis of 
adequately assessed competence. The nature of the respons-
ibility at manageral level is such that it always calis 
for persons of wide outlook and high competence. At 
present, unfortunately, managerial positions are inherited 
in India. Mostlj- they are awarded on the basis of proximity 
of relationship or associated with the ability to invest, 
p61>sons who have ^revy little experience, training and 
X: The Journal of Commerce, Yol XVII, Spring Issue, 
No, 1, Faculty of Commerce, Aligarh Pt19-23» 
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interest have been given high position without testibng 
their apitude. Hence the problem of professionalisation 
of company management has to be seen in this context* 
CONCEPT OP PROFESSIONALISATION 
The concept of professionalisation refers to the 
training and development of managerial personnel for the 
exercise of managerial f\inctions. It is intended to provide 
more and better q.\Aalified managers than would otherwise 
be available. At one time it was felt that only a man 
who lived his entire life in a particular business or 
industry had the necessary qualifications to manage a 
company. This is no longer true. There are many examples 
of military men, bankers, lawjrprs and retired civil officers, 
who have been made managing directors or managers of large 
concerns in industries with which they had little or no 
prior contact* People of this type have been chosen 
because it is generally recognised now that there is 
something more that is to be cultivated to become a manager 
than mere knowledge of the business. That 5omethinS is the 
abality to plan, decide and organise. In short, the 
ability to manage. Consequently, it becomes apparent 
that the education and development of managers could no 
longer be left to chance but must be put on an organised 
footing. It is no longer debatable whether manager developmen 
-84-
is a Ixaxury which only big companies can afford. It has 
become a necessity because the joint stock company has 
become a basic institution of our society. The s^nager 
of this institution, therefore, should not be a mere 
intuitive manager. He must master the system and method, 
conceive, plan and apply general principles, T}^±B empha-
sises the importance of managepont education and manager 
development programmes, 
NISD POR imNAG-EMBNT EDUCATION AND MANACJBR DB71L0PMBMT 
In India the need for manageijjent education and 
manager development has been intensified by the planned 
economic development of oiir country. The significant 
rise in investment in the Five-Year Plans with special 
bias towards industrialisation makes heavy des^nd on the 
managerial manpower. Over the five years priods during the 
Five-Year Plan the total capital investment for industrial 
expansion in the private sector was estimated a* Us,233 
crores. Against this, the outlay antcipated in the Second 
Five-Year Plan in the private sector projects was Rs, 570 
crores. For the development of industries and minerals 
during the Third Five-Year Plan period, the plan provided 
1 
programme costing Rs. 4,200 crores in the private sector. 
In the Fourth Elan Estimate, private sector outlay has been 
1: Third Five Year Plan, New Delhi, Plaining 
Commission, Q-overnment of India, p, 91 • 
*#|N* 
2 
estimated at &• 7,750 crores , Out of these large invest-
mexits in the private sector, a major portion is to be 
engaged in the joint stock company, This investaeat <in. the 
corporate sector and the consequent futxire expansion of 
companies calls for efficient managerial personnel who 
are required to maintain the respect and confidence of 
all elements of society - shareholders, consumers and the 
public in general* 
It follows from the above discussion that the 
availability of right type of managerial personnel to 
man the old newly established companies would constitute 
the crux of the problem of professionalisation of company 
management, The majority of people who come into the fold 
of management must, therefore, be adequately trained and 
educated in the techniques of decision-making. They must 
not only understand the processes and techniques of business 
but should be in a position to analyse all available infor-
mation with their bvottd based knowledge and extensive 
training to arrive at the best decision. The concept of 
professional manager focusses attention on this aspect. 
At the same time, the professional manager concept empha-
sises the ^ 0 ^ 4 social responsibilities of management to 
the society in general. Though he is an agent of ownership 
interest, he is also an agent' for employees, consumers, 
2: Indian Express, August 30, 1966. 
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and the com-non n^n -.T\O ,r<i affected by the activities 
of companies. Since the enterprise is viewed as an 
economic and social organisation with responsibilities 
to many interests in the coxmtry, the professional 
manager has the task of merging all these responsibilities 
into one operation* For example , ^® hae to consider the 
impact of technological change, pricing policies, and 
employer-employee i?elation programmes etc, upon the poli-
tical and social life of the cotintry, in addition to 
considering the economic implications of these issues. 
The true professional manager should, thereforeji regard 
himself more as a trustee than a boss and must feel a 
trustees responsibility for guarding the interests of 
those who have placed their trust in him, These include 
the owners of the business, the employees, the consumers 
and the general public, 
PHESBNT POSITION 
The growing awareness of the importance of manage-
ment in recent years has prompted the G-overnment and other 
institutions to initiate programmes and co-urses aimed at 
the development and utilisation of management talents 
and abilities through management education. Recently 
a number of institutes like the Indian Institute of 
Management at Ahmadabad and Calcutta have come into 
wiST** 
existence. Some universities have also intro^takeed pos-fc 
graduate and landergraduate diploma courses ia Business 
Administration and Management. The National Produs'tivity 
Council is one of the foremost institutions ia tke 
country responsible for management training. It osfganises, 
conducts and coordinates training programmes for various 
levels of management* The All India Managemen'% Association 
which is a professional body has been doing admirable 
work by organising management courses for top and middle 
level management on a national scale. The Administrative 
Staff College of Hyderabad offers an adavanc«d course 
in management to senior executives. Besides, various 
professional bodies like the Institute of Industrial 
Engineers and the Institute of Production Engineers, 
Bobmay, conduct, conduct short courses in quality 
control, supervisory development and industrial engineering* 
The Institute of Cost and Works Acco\mtants having their 
regional centres at Calcutta, Madras and Delhi also 
organise Seminars and Courses in Cost Accountancy, 
Cost Control and Cost Reduction, The Institute of 
Personnel Management is another professional organisation 
which cat ^TB f O.:- the need of personnel manager. Among 
the educational institutions, the Universities of Bombay, 
Delhi and Ifedras have introduced three years diploma 
sm^ 
courses in Business and Industrial Management, In 
Aligarh Muslim University also a plan to start three 
year degree course in Business Administration from -the 
next session has been app3?OTed« 
Despite their useful work, these professional 
institutians and university courses have not proved 
to be overall panacea for the lack of management 
3 
education and mnagerial development in the country. 
1-JB^ may not be out of place to mention that faoilities 
available at these centres are not only inade<iuate but 
do not conform to the growing needs of our industrial 
structutre* According to an estimate of the Natieaaal 
Productivity Council, about 6,00,000 management personnel. 
would be required during the next 20 years to aan&ge the 
4 
vital industrial undertakings in the coiintry. For 
attaining this, we have to examine the training and 
education that is given in many of the above mentioned 
institutions. In this context, we have also to examine 
whether the education and training provided is realistic 
and concrete. Does it meet the day-to-day requirement of 
the company or does it tend to be theoretical and imprac-
ticable? Does itdevelop the minds of present and fixture 
managers and give them the ability to analyse, choos* and 
3: Parooquee,Q.H.,Problems of Commerce Education 
in India, Faculty of Commerce, A.M,U.,Aligarh 
1965, P.1 
4: Lokanathan,P.S«, Address given at the Calcutta 
Productivity Council, Sept, 30,1962, 
#• 8 ^ 
decide rational^? In this Konnection it has to he empha-
sised that good training and sotand education depead upon 
the ^eilosennese of principles with the world of p»i^etiee 
and it is here that the situation inlndia is pa3P#4irtsKtarly 
weak. It is necessary therefore, that a proper coordi-
nation be made between busiaess praetitioners and acade-
micians. Some amoxjnt of mobility between university 
faculty and busiense personnel can also be coa»id»a'«d 
favourable. It is also deaiarable that management personnel 
take courses in behavioT3a:'al sciences so that their findings 
and techniques are woven into management studie»# Shis i* 
possible only when the universities of India are eaeouraged 
to start special courses for training futixre company 
managers. Ihe Government also has a great responsibility 
in this regard. It must recognise the role that the 
universities can play in supplying a good number of talented 
young men and women to man the da»tinies of our companies. 
At the same time, the taniversities and other institutes 
should also recognise their courses feo as to meet the 
challenge of various social, economic and technological 
changes that have taken place in the industrial arena, 
CONQLUSION 
In view of the Anreasing industrial activities and 
complex business jiroblems, a new strategy of company 
"•90^ 
management is required. The availability of right type 
of personnel to man the old. and new companies is of 
fundamental importance which required professionali-
sation of company management* This calls for the development 
of adequate opportunities of management education and 
training for the management personnel of companies. 
Although some pBogress has been made in this direction, 
but, in view of the growing needs for managerial personnelt 
it is indequate. Many weak points can be overcome by a 
purposeful cooperation and coordination of companies, 
government, tiniversities and other professional bodiesf 
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a?HB IMPACT OP MA.NAGSMBNT OP THE EfFIGUMr 
OP COMPANIES - A CASS SftTST*^ 
The pattern of company management in this cotmtry 
is in the process of change since the pasaing of the 
Indian Companies Act, 1956. To study the impact of these 
changing patterns of m.ar!agemeti.t on the efficiency of 
companies, a sample survey of eleven companies ®f 
Bombay has been conducted by the author. This paper 
is based on this case study which has confined Itself 
to the discussion of (a) the impact of company legis-
lation on the pattern of management with reference to 
the cost of management, its performance and effieieneyf 
and (b) the executive-development programmes initiated 
by these companies with a view to reduce their cost of 
aud 
management ^improve their efficiency, 
PORMS OP MANAGEMENT 
The form of management adopted by the eleven 
ZI: Company News and Notes, Vol, VI, May 1,1968, 
p, 829 - 839 (Published as a Special Article) 
1: The Sample survey, due to various difficulties, 
could not be very large but is more or less 
representatives of companies that are functioning 
after the passing of the Companies Act of 1956, 
The selection of Companies conform to the 
general pattern of management in Indian 
companies. 
* fa * 
companies surveyed is tabulated belows 
TotalS Peroeatafa to Total 
Number of companies surveyed 11 -
Number of companies managed by 
Board of Directors 3 27 
Number of companies managed by 
Managing Agents 6 54 
Number of companies managed by 
Secretaries and Treasurers 2 19 
TOTAL 11 too 
The majority of companies included in the atudy are 
managed by the managing agents but they would prefer to 
be managed by the board of directors in case the system 
is abolished in their particular sector of industry by 
a Government order or by legal provision. They are not 
in favour of shifting easily to other alternative forms 
of management. They have reasons for the continuance of 
the managing agency system, First of all, from the past 
records of these concerns it becomes clear that the 
managing agents invest fairly largely in the shared of 
companies managed by them, Finances supplied by them 
have been responsible for floating, nturtwia^and develo-
ping a number of subsidiary as well as independent compa-
nies under their fold. These companies, once started, 
always looked towards the managing agents for working 
capital, organisational techniques and managerial talents 
mfj^ 
and for initiating programmes of investments in new-
machinery. The benefits and economics of group m&nms^meni: 
are also a^vailable in large quantities in thia form of 
management. As for finance, they are still the sole 
agencies to give large guarantee to banks and other leading 
institutions as such are closely associated with the pr®"» 
gress of the managed company. Again, the problems of 
modernisation and rehabilitation etc. are easily teokled 
under a stable and continuous management provided T^ 
these agents,a nd under the type of management by these 
agents, and not under the types of management whioh lack 
experience, stability and continuity. The serviees rendered 
by managing agents were admirable, for without their 
sacrificies it was doubtful whether the managed oompanlee 
could have survived, 
IMPACT OP COMPANY LEGISLATION ON THJil PATTERN OP I4ANAGEMBNT 
Various sections of the Companies Act affect the 
nature and eztent of managerial control in Joint Stock 
companies; for example, section 199 prohibits the appoint-
ment of different categories of managerial personnel at 
the same time and Section 201 prohibits the avoidance of 
liabilities of officers and auditors of the company and 
Section 2 03 restrains the fraudulent persons to manage the 
affairs of the company. All the^e sections have tried to 
i^ -^*" 
ensui-e good and sound management to companies* Their 
pattern of management has been uplifted d^ ie to these 
provision. Then Section 2 04 restrictions on appointment 
of firm corporate to office of profit. There are also 
a number of provisions regarding the appointment, 
removal and retrenchment of directors. Various Sections 
of the companies Act deal with the appointment of tke 
directors and their removal, qualification and disqLua*-
lification of auditors and special audit, investigatioa 
of companies and their prosecution etc. They serve as a 
moral check on the performance of management group* 
There are aljaoprovisions for proportional reypresentation 
of the directors. This saves the oppression of^manority 
shareholders. The most important of the restrictions 
imposed on making agents in the direction of managerial 
and financial control . All these provision affect the 
nature and extent of managerial control in the corporate 
sector. 
It is no wonder to express that in spite of the 
existence of regulatory provision almost all the companies 
which ha^e been surveyed by the author, have complained 
against the cumbersome provisions of companiee.AS*, which 
have hindered the smooth functioning of the companies 
-ff. 
aad ar« pr*jmdie ia l t o t h e i r growth* On the fa«« o€ " i^e 
r e s t r i e t i - r e p r o r i s i o n s there have been oases eiT ^roaa 
• i eeoadueted aad mlsaaxugigeiaent • They are easilor waAad tl»NDtt|^ 
wi t and exper ienee , She d i r e c t o r s ha-ve a ootm-teof-rnXL i a 
s p e o i a l r e s o l u t i o n s and they oaa pass auaythiacs thro«#t 
kth is dsTies* Bus iness moral i ty and aanageiaent s-toadards 
oannot be Maintained by the p r o v i s i o n s of the l a v only . 
Shey dep^id on how the whole sooiaQ, organism of a e s m t r y 
has been b u i l t in* Xhey oannot cheek the bad aaaapHrs 3^«ia 
t h e i r e r i l d e s i g n s and unsound behaviour. 
Host of t h e s e coapanies were, theareforejpi agatayfc 
the prov i s ions of the oompanies and a l l e g e d tlM^t tbM w^tmmmv 
of the Act i s to the ooiq[>anies which were e f f i e i s a i t maS. 
leanest* S h ^ were of the view that they l e a v e t ] » door 
opea t o d i shones ty and i n e f f i e i e n e y f o r those who were 
d i shones t and i n e f f i c i e n t . So i l l u s t r a t e t h e i r po in t of view 
they s i t e d the example ©f the Vivian Inq,uiry Coaraission Bepoi 
of the working and admini s tra t ion of the Ikilmia-Jaia Chroup 
d e ^ e e 
of Coi^panies whieh has revear led a highZof frai^tU.ent and 
d i shones t p r a c t i c e s by the management i n s p i t e of tkm working 
of the Companies Act* 
She above information confirms the view that the need 
f o r reform i n our compeoiy law i s u r g e n t l y needed. 
11 Report of the Tinvian Bose Inquiry Commission^ 
New D e l h i , Company Law Idmina i tra t ion , Government 
of I n d i a , 1963, p . 2 3 - 3 3 . 
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Por this not only businessmen and manageuBnt-personnel 
are required to be associated with the change, but the 
vdpge for change sh;&uld more from the shareholders, 
creditors, workers as well as the consumers. The precon-
dition for corporate development to meet the challenge of 
the country's economic development is to arouse the 
government to take positive steps in their direction. 
Much depends on the character and effectiveness of the 
government machinery. The real remedy, therefore, lies in 
a continuous, conscious and intellegent dialogue between 
the government and the public, Al this stage, it would be 
worthwhile to study the cost and efficiency of different 
systems of management to assess the need for change, 
COST AND 3PPICIENCT OP DIPPBRENT SYSTEM OP MAKAaiMBNT 
The objective of management in a company should 
be to earn miximum profits cons3/tent with the long range 
stability ani growth of the company Ireeping In view the 
social and economic goals of the country. The organisa-
tional structure of companies discussed above would not 
be of relevance unless a comparision is made of the 
a;temative forms of management on the basis of the above 
mentioned objectives. Though the efficiency or inefficiency 
of the management is purely a matter of judgment, yet cer-
tain measurements are in vogue to determine whether a 
particular form of management is efficient or otherwise 
m^fm 
This can be assessed with the help of various accounting 
ratios like net profit to net wirth or paid up capital 
etc. The criterion of efficiency laid down by the share-
holders is generally the rate of divideds declareded by 
the management. While, for the continuity of the organi-
sation itself, the amounts of profit retained in the comi^any 
for further development will be a suitable criterion on 
which the efficiency or otherwise of the company management 
majr be ascertained. In the following pages a comparative 
study of these ratios has been made on the basis o^ net 
profit to total paid up capital. 
The accompanying table shows that the companies 
managed by board of directors have been shown better 
results. Their net profit earning during the periods 
of 1 964 and 1965 have been quite large as compared with 
^he companies managed by the managing agents. In 1964 
and 1965, the percentage of their net profit to paid up 
capital was on an average of 25,3 per cent and 18,4 per 
cent respectively; while in the case of managing agency 
managed companies these percentages on axi average were 
9»1 per cent and 6m6 per cent respectively. As for the 
companies managed by secretaries and treasurers, these 
per-centages have been very small. On the basis of the 
.98*« 
ration, i.e., xx^t profit to paid up capital, it can be 
concluded ^hat the "boafrd of directors form of HiaBaffement 
is more efficient than other forms of management. But in 
their case also the trend of profit is declining and they 
have not shown consistently progressive results as is 
up oapl'tftl 
evident f^om percentages of net profits to paia/of the 
years 1964 and 1965 respectively. Some decline is profits 
may he due sircumstances beyoned the control of management, 
TABLE - 1 
Percentage of Het Profit to Paid Up Capital 
Companies 
Manegd .• 
By. . 
Board of 
Directors 
Ave 3 
1 
2 
3 
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(Ss, in 
Paid up i 
Capital 
1 
8,24,56 
2,52,99 
2,26 
?e 3,59,82 
r964 ! 
thousand ) ! 
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Profit Percet- J 
age Col*J 
2 to 1 « 
2 
1,69,76 
80,61 
11 
83,49 
3 J 
20.6 1 
31.6 J 
4.8 i 
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In the table II ratios between net profit and net 
worth are given to assess the efficiency of management 
of these companies, 
TABLE II 
Ration of Net Profit and Net Worthf 
1964 
( S B . i n thousand} 
1965 
(Rs. in thousand) 
Net Net Percet» Wet 
Worth Profit age Gol, Worth 
2 to 1 
Net Pe] 
Profit ntf 
Co: 
L J 
JL 
Companies 
Managed "by 
Board of 
Directors 1 13,62,16 1,69,76 12.4 15,67,741,71,20 
2 11,30,00 80,61 7.1 9,76,35 45,13 
3 3,88 11 2.8 3,13 14 
Average 
f 
Companies 
Managed by « 
Managing ^ 
Agents 5* 
Average 
8,3^,01 
2,84,08 
1,21,44 
2,05,10 
2,77,06 
2,44,79 
1,95,82 
2,31,38 
83,49 
11,41 
6,57 
4,09 
5 
6,75 
5,77 
10.0 
4.0 
5.3 
2.0 
0.01 
2.8 
2.4 
8,49,04 
2,89,84 
2,15,24 
2,19,41 
3,08,17 
2,70,88 
2.07.53 
2,68,51 
72,15 
3,62 
4,86 
7,25 
2,13 
1,60 
4.34 
3,93 
Source: Comiled and claculated from the Annual 
Accoxxnts of the concerns, 
* New Worth includes Paid-up Capitak, Reserves 
and Surpluses and Loans. 
- . l O t -
Co-npanies 1 5 7 , 9 9 - 2 8 , 9 0 - 57 ,31 4 , 4 3 7.1 
Managed by ( L o s s ) 
S e c r e t a r i e s & 
T r e a s u r e r s , 
2 9 5 , 1 0 5 0 . 0 5 1 , 0 3 , 8 8 7 O.C 
Average 77,04 - - 80,59 2,25 2»C 
The percentage of net profits eaned to the worth 
is an important indicator of the performance and efficiency 
of the organisation, Prom the above table it is olestr that 
the capital employed by the companies managed by board of 
directors has been most efficiently utilised. On. alt average 
the net profit of these companies bear a percentage of 10 
and 8,4 per went to the net worth in 1964 and 1965 respect-
ively while in case of managing agency managed concerns, 
this percentage comes to about 2,4 per cent and 1,4 per cent 
in the years 1964 and 1965 respectively* In the companies 
managed by secretaries and treasurers, this percentage is 
2 per cent in the s^ eaT 1*965"which 'sherw© -that Ixke nianag±ng 
agents they are eqaully inefficient. 
The accompanaying table indicates the per,cejatage 
net profit to set sales in the companies managed by 
different tjrpes of managemeni 
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TABLE III 
Percentage of Net Profit to Net Sales 
Companies 1 
Managed by p 
Board of 
Directors ... 3 
Average 
Companies 1 
Managed by _ 
Managing 
Agents 3 
4 
5 
6 
Average 
Companies -j 
Managed by 
Secretaries & 
Treasiirers 2 
Average 
1964 
(ES« in thousand) 
Net 
Sales 
1 
61,87,01 
20,66,44 
2,17 
27,51,87 
2,59,41 
2,82,85 
2,33,92 
2,11,99 
3,03,62 
2,05,46 
2,49,54 
39,37 
1^67,39 
1,03,38 
Net 
Profit 
2 
1,69,76 
80,61 
11 
83,49 
11,41 
6,57 
4,09 
5 
6,75 
5,77 
-28,90 
(Loss) 
5 
-
Perce-
ntage 
Col.2 
to 1 
3 
2.7' 
3.8 
5.0 
3.0 
4.4 
2,3 
1.7 
0.02 
2.2 
2.3 
0.03 
-
1965 
(RS, in thousand) 
Net Net ^^ 
Sales Pro- ce 
fit ta 
Co 
5 4 5 
71,48,00 1, 
19»17,40 
2,56 
30,22,65 
2,36,20 
3,27,19 
2,72,03 
2,16,89 
3,01,71 
2,09,21 
2,60,50 
54,52 
1,94,46 
1,24,49 
6 
71 ,20 
45,13 
1 14 
72,15 
3,62 
4,86 
7,25 
2,13 
1 ,60 
4,34 
3,93 
4,43 
7 
2,25 
Source: Compiled and calculated from the Annual 
Accounts of the concerns. 
In this table, percentages of net profit to net sales 
have been compared, The table indicates that as jffar as this 
-1 De-
ration is concerned there is not much difference* All have 
more or less the same average ratio except the fact that 
the companies managed by secretaries and treasurers have 
kgain shown ineffivienoy as compared to those of managing 
agency managed companies or companies having board of 
directors as their form of management. 
TABLE IV 
1964 
(HS, in thousand) 
Net Provi- PerceA-
Profits sion for tage of 
Taxes Taxes to 
Net Profi-f 
' 1965 
(HS, in thousand } 
Net Prov Per. 
Profit ision eat 
for of 
faxes to I 
• Pyo-
1 
Companies 1 1,60,76 2,09,45 123 
Managed by 
Board of 2 80,61 82 ,49 102 
Directors 
Average 
Managed by 
tlanaging 
Agents 
Average 
11 10 
83,49 97,34 
5,77 8,67 
90 
116 
Companies 1 11,41 - -
2 6,57 8,22 125 
3 4,09 13 ,29 324 
4 5 - . 
5 6,75 12,71 188 
6 - 46 -
150 
1,71,20 2,65,80 15: 
4 5 , 1 3 7 3 , 7 5 16 , 
14 15 IOC 
7 2 , 1 5 1 , 1 3 , 2 3 151 
3,62 
4,86 6,47 133 
7,25 5,73 79 
2 ,13 1,23 57 
1,60 2,96 185 
4 ,34 46 10 
3,96 3,37 66 
Companies 1 
Managed by 
Secretaries 2 
and treasurers 
Average 
-28,90 22,88 
(loss) 
5 
11,44 
4 ,43 
7 
2,25 
Sources Compiled and calculated from the Annual Accounts 
of the concerns. 
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GOVBRNl^rSNT CRITBRIA OP EPPICISNCY 
As mentioned earlier the two criteria as set out 
above are not sufficient to degJpict the efficiency or 
otherwise of the different tjrpes of management. The 
government can fix another criteria for efficiency. It can 
measure the efficiency of the corporate sector by the 
amount of taxes which these companies pay in the form of 
Income Tax, Corporation tax and surtax etc. On the basis 
of this yardstriok, the accompanaying table, shows the 
percentage of taxes. The table shows that the amount of 
taxes paid by the companies is sufficiently high. All the 
companies - whether managed by managing agents, secretaries 
and treavsiirers or board of directors - have paid taxes to 
the G-overnment on alomost the came pattern. In most of 
the companies, the tax provision (not tax paid) amo;ints 
to about 100 per cent of their net profits. It is high 
for the government, therefore, to consider its fiscal 
policy which sho^\' iroviie incentive to the corporate 
sector. 
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Shareholders Greiteria of Efficiency 
To shareholders the most important ratio which depicts 
the efficiency of a company is the amoiint of dividend that 
they are likely to receive on their investment, This ratio 
has been given in the accompanying table. Por the sake of 
comparision, the amounts pf profits retained in the organi-
sation for further investment has also been given in the 
same table. From the table, it is evident that dividends 
pay-out rntio is Liigher in the companies managed by managing 
agents in the companies managed by board of directors. On an 
average, the managing agents managed companies have paid 
dividends upto 100 per cent of their net profit while in 
board of directors managed companies|^ the average pay-out 
ratio is 59 per cent of the net profits. Consequently, the 
amopint of profit retained in the board of directors managed 
companies is more than what it is in the managing agency-
managed companies. It is clear, therefore, that the board of 
directors managed companies have a set future plan of saving 
and investment before them while the managing agency managed 
companies have distributed their whole earningir to the share-
holders to win their confidence. This may have been done by 
the managing agents to indicate the glamour value of the 
companies und r their management. This is evident from the 
- l o t -
following table which gives comparative figures of cost of 
different systems of management* 
TABLE No. VI 
Companies 
J'lanaged by 
Board of 
D i r e c t o r s 
1 
2 
3 
1964 1965 
( Rs, in thousand) t {, (te» in thousami) 
Net Manage- Percen- | Net Manage _ perc 
Profits ment Re- tage of , Profits ment Se- tags 
" ^ " ' munera- Col. munera- Col. 2 
tion 
1 
1,69,76 59 
80,61 
11 
to 1 
0,2 
t 
t tion to A 
t 
1,71,20 23 0.1 
45,13 1,35 2.C 
14 36 8,1 
Average 83,49 39 0.4 72,15 64 0.£ 
Companies 
Managed by 
Managing 
Agents. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
11 ,41 
6 , 5 7 
4 , 0 9 
5 
6 , 7 5 
_ 
45 
^87 
1,52 
-
^64 
40 
Average 5,77 %37 
3.9 
28.4 
37.1 
39.1 
23.7 
3 ,62 
4 , 8 6 
7 ,25 
2 ,31 
1 , 6 0 
4 , 3 4 
45 
1,66 
2 , 9 6 
45 
1 , 22 
40 
1 2 . . 
34 .1 
4 0 , f 
21.1 
76.L 
9 . i 
3,96 1,19 30.: 
Companies 1 
Managed by 
Secretaries 2 
and Treasurers 
-28,90 7 
(LOGS) 
5 25 20 
4,43 
7 28 
Average 16 2,25 13 
Source: Compiled and calculated from bhe Annual 
Accounts of the concerns. 
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Though the payments made by the compa,nles to management 
personnel are governed by the provisions of the Companies 
Act, yet there are variations in the amounts of pajrawats 
made to them by companies managed by different types of 
management. Prom the above tabulated figures it is revealing 
that companies managed by managing agents are more liberal 
in paying remuneration to management personnel than those 
managed by board of directors, The companies managed by 
managing agents have paid on an average managerial remuaaratlor 
IT* thfe extent of 25 per cent of their net profits in 1964 and 
30 per cent in- 1965 while the Board of directors-managed 
companies have paid only 4 per cent and 0,8 per cent respect-
tively. Even companies managed by the secretaries and 
treasurers have paid managerial remuneration as high as 5 
per cent in the year 1965, This shows that, as for the cost 
of management is concerned, the board of directors form of 
ijianagement is cheaper than other forms of management. But some 
of the companies managed by board of directors have paid 
extra remuneration to management per,sonnel in the shape of 
perquisites and other benefits, For example, in one company 
employers* contribution to providents and pension funds wq,s 
Hs.4,387 in 1964 and Rs, 3,858 in 1965 and Rs, 161 respectively 
Prom the above analysis it seems that companied ,msinaged 
by the board of directors have shown better results than their 
**109^ 
cotinterparts. But companies managed by the secretaries and 
treasurers have not shown encoiiraging results* As a matter of 
fact they have failed to deliver the goods. Therefore, there 
are remote chances for this type of management to take the 
place of managing agency system. On the basis of good reeoilte 
and efficeiney shown by the board of directors - they have 
earned better net profits, their capicity to plough back the 
profits is very high and their cost of manageipent is less than 
the cost of managing agents - j.t would not be a hasty conclu-
sion if it is remarked that this form of management is well 
suited to the growth of our corporate sector. The board of 
directors can play a useful role in uplifting the management 
to a high level of efficiency and productivity. For this, it 
is imperative that the board should consist of diversified 
talents so that the board should take a long range point of 
fr«« from all the prejudioa emd vises. In short to be 
view and be/successful the board should be a balanced board. 
It can \je possible only when the executive-development prog-
rammes are initiated by the companies to train their managers 
present and prospective, for shouldering the responsibilities 
of management. In the following pages, a survey has been made 
of the executive development programmes of the selected 
companies for their balanced growth, 
MANAGEMiiKT DBYBL0PIC2NT IN INDIAN COI^ iPANIES 
In India there is a conspicuous lack of trained 
managerial personnel which adversely affects the efficiency 
-Ho-
of the industrial undertakings. Here managerial development 
programmes are not widely adopted by ooopanies. Only a few 
big concerns look to the continuous development of their 
managers while the majority of them are satisfied with the 
initial education of their managers, 'J?hus the company majaage-
ment in India is far from satisfactory. In view of the 
vitality of this factor of production, viz. , laanagerial 
skill, it is essential that the rate of growth of managers 
should be faster than the rate of technical innovation. 
But, in spite of the importance of managerial development, 
in most of the companies surveyed by the author, there is 
lack of proper facilities for the development of laanagers 
and executives at all levels, Ihis is clear from the table 
shown below:-
TABLE VII 
Numbe* of companies Having Executives Development 
Programmes, 
1, Total number of Companues Surveyed ,., 11 
2, Number of Companies having executive 
development programmes «•• Z 
3, Number of Companies having no 
executive development programmes ,«, 8 
4, Percentage of 2 to 1 ,., 27,3 
5 • Percentage of 3 to • ,,.72.7 
Source: Personnel investigation by the author. 
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Prom the table it is clear that in the majority of 
the companies, the 4x»outiv« -development programmes have 
been started. With the exception of a few big undertakings 
all other companies rely on the initial training of their 
managers. Continuous training and retraining of managers 
which is VBTy essential for the progressive outlook og the 
management group is lacking in Indian companies. Out of the 
eleven companies surveyed, only three companies were having 
some sort of executive development programmes which comes to 
about 27 per cent of the total. And among them also 'tiMV* 
was a definite inclination towards the inborn capacity 
and hereditary traits of the executives for promotion to 
hi :her positions. Emphasis is increasingly laid on the 
experience gained by the managers during their period of 
service in the organisation. Li';-'"' ^  '. n_-5ortc-nce is given to 
their educational qualifications and tr•^inlng. InstancoB wi=»ro< 
available of the executives who were from th<^ir petty clericaj 
poBts to the highest executive ranks without further e^ di^ ca-
tion and training. The sellers' market and lack of corapetitior 
are greatly responsible for this apathy towrads executive 
development programmes. 
As against this, in a few companies where executive 
d velopment programies have been started, both on-the-job 
and off-the-job training facilities are available. 
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Opportunities are also given to the executives to participate 
in speoiftlised training courses conducted by profeesional 
bodies. In one of the companies surveyed there is definite 
management training scheme which caters for the need of all 
the levels of managerial personnel. Managers and executives 
of this concern are sent aboroad for technical studies. 
They are also trained in the factory by persons employed 
from outside the purview of the oompany. But in this case 
also the w-ork reports and length of services in t|pre company 
are regarded as sufficient qualifications for higher promotion 
It is, therefore, essential that the periodical programmes 
should he undertaken in which experts from various techrical 
and non-technical fields be invited from outside the company 
to train executives, For instance, the National Productivity 
pro-rida 
Council and other such bodies,should/personnel to man these 
on-the-job training programmes for inciiloating in the minds 
of the executives the importance of productivity and 
efficiency in business operations. 
The most fascinating example of the executive develop-
ment is provided by the Hindustan Lever Limited, Bombay, 
The company thinks of management development as a complex of 
activities whose purpose is to ensure three things. Pirstly, 
to anticipate its managerial requirements over the next 
five to ten years, secondly, to select recruit and train 
»«1 t3»p 
men and women to fill these requirements; thirdly, to 
develop attitude and values among individuals that prepare 
them to meet their responsihilties. The company has a 
consistent systematic and well-integrated management develop-
ment. It lays emphasis on the training of managerial staff 
of all levels through internal and external cotirses, Two 
residential courses for executives and one for technical 
staff were recently organised at their training centre in 
Bombay. Training facilities are also provided for executives 
from their associated companies in Africa and South Asis and 
from public sector \indertakings in India, They have sponsored 
four of their top class executives to attend the management 
development programmes of the Indian Institute of Management, 
Ahmedabad; two managers were sent on training visits to 
Unilever in the United Kingdom and other countries of Burop, 
while one manager is holding a two years' appointment x-ri t;h 
a U.IC. company. One manager was sent to Unilever, Australia, 
to attend a marketing course. In addition to this work 
training facilties are offered to students preparing to 
qualify as company secretaries and chartered accounts, Mjna^jer 
of this concern also offer their services to public arencies 
and participate in the seminars courses and conferences 
organised by professional bodies. They serCe on consultative 
•*I14«~ 
"bodies set up t;^  -^ he Sbate and Central Govemmeats, In 
view of the goodvrill and prosperity of this orgamisation, 
it can be safely concluded that investment in executive 
development programmes is an investment<U«.human capital which 
is potent factor for the continued success of th« organisatioi 
It follows from the above discussion that though the 
executive development programmes arc highly essential for 
the prosperity of the companies yet in India they kave not 
been adopted widely by the companies. Indian companies appear 
to rely on two sourcess for the management know-how: one is 
based on business and industrial experience and the other is 
related to the hereditary managers who are supposed to posses? 
latent business acumen. It is also noticeable that executive 
jobs are entrusted to those who have neither any business 
experience nor any business acumen. This is evident from the 
following table in which the number of directors having 
relatiDns and those without family ties have been given. 
Prom the table iib is clear that quite a large propor-
tion of the directors are recruited from the kiths and kins 
of promoters and managing agents. In the eleven companies 
surveyed about 32 per cent of total number of directors 
belong to one and the same family on an average. This means 
that the family relationship a.nd hereditary traits are given 
^315* 
wide recognition in selecting the directors of the companies. 
The ever expanding number of companies should hardly rely 
on this limited source, Grwwing business comgleacities and 
problems and make it doubtful if the innate intelligence 
and hereditary traits alone can be depended upoa for Ithe 
successful management of industrial units. The iaajority 
of directors and executives who come in to the®>ld of 
management must be adequately educated and trained in the 
principles and practices of management science and in 
techniques of decision-making. In addition to this, they 
must not only understand the pi^ocess and techniques of 
business, but should be in a position to analyse all available 
information with their broad-based knowledge and extensive 
training to arrive at the best decis-ion. This is possible 
only when a managerial revolution involving the transfer of 
company management from family to professional managers 
takes places, This would require that those chosen for 
manageria,! resjjonBibilities must receive proper ed-ica,tion 
and training. They have adequate opportmnities for the 
development of their personality throiigh training end retra-
ining program.c:es. It is, therefore, needed that these p'^ Oij-
rarames are started in a scientific manner to cope with the 
needs of the rising number of our industrial undertaking. 
Pirst of all, increasing emphasis should be laid on the 
•11 i* 
development of executives as complete man in their relation 
social, economic, political sund technical, This is possible 
only when Indian -oniversities are encoiiraged to start special 
courses for training future executives, There should 'be a 
wide and more active cooperation business corporation and 
universities, including participation in personnel ezchaage 
programmes and research projects. Secondly, our G-overnffieat 
has also an important function to perform. It must reeognise 
the role of the xiniversities in tho development of management 
education and research. And finally, the•companies should 
initiate, on their own, programmes of executives development. 
The policy of promotion, rotation, and various employer -
employee relation programmes should form the basis of these 
executive development programmes. Then research projects in 
management must be taken up by individual copmanies or in 
collaboration with other companies so that the anecutives may 
utilise them for their all round development. In short the 
executive^ shoiild be given continuous training throughout 
their stay in the organisation and there should be wide 
recognistion of the fact that the expenditure incurred by 
the companies for executive development programmes is an 
investment which is responsible for the economic development 
of the country. 
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TABLE VIII 
Number of Family and Non-Pamily Directors 
Compnay 
No, 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
GRAND :: 
Total No. 
of 
Directors 
2 
12 
6 
12 
6 
6 
6 
6 
8 
9 
8 
6 
OTAL 85 
Pamily 
Directors 
3 
2 
-
2 
5 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
27 
Non-Pamily 
Di: rectors 
4 
10 
6 
10 
1 
4 
4 
4 
5 
6 
5 
3 
58 
Percen-
tage 
Col. 
5 
16.6 
-
16.6 
83.3 
33.3 
43.3 
33.3 
37.4 
33.3 
37.4 
50.0 
3 U 8 
of 
3 to 2 
"BeT( 
atai 
of ' 
4 t' 
, 
83 
100 
16 
66 
66, 
66. 
62. 
661 
62, 
50. 
6S, 
Source: Personal In-vesti gat ions by the author. 
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^ 1 1 I-IANAG-EMENT AGCOtJNTABILISY TO SOGISI 
In the past, business •WB.B considered to be-a profit 
making device, This concept has undergone redical transfor-
mation and the business is now increasingly deemed to be a 
social organism having responsibilities to a wider circle 
of the society. 
Since business is an abstrat term^ its accountability 
is ultimately defined in terms of expectations of society 
from the managment. For example, what exactly are t^e 
responsibilities of management is matters of devidends, 
ploughing back of capital, wages and gal&riea paid to 
employees, prices charged, payment of taxes, etc. and how 
does management strike a balance between these conflicting 
demands? To answer these questions, this article emphasises 
the role of management in the economic development of the 
country and outlines some of the important social factors 
that management has to consider in addition to economic 
and political factors which affect the business activities, 
RESPONSIBILITY 
Susiness management occupies an important place in the 
economic development of our country. This is so because the 
management is responsible for the effective mobilisation 
and utilisation of our coxintry's economic resotirces for its 
XII: The Economic Times, Bombay, July 7, 1969, 
p. 7 and 11, 
jm»| " t ^ ^ 
industrial dsTelopment, To achieve this end, the role of 
business management with a new sense of accovintabilitsr, 
social tesposihility and direction need to be m'Tolved, To 
take a few examples, the society expects fro» business 
management to maintain the business in a so-und financial 
position to offer the best possible goods and serrrieea to 
the society to provide its workers with fair terms of ©wpl^f— 
ment, to pay taxes honestly etc. etc. Too often, the society 
views the business management's aim as selfish gain, rather 
than advertisement of the general welfare. This impression 
can be removed only if management is alive to its social 
organistions and helps the society to function in harmony as 
one organic whole. This does not mean that the economic 
Mad distubutioa 
purpose of t|je business in term of efficient production^is 
to be subordinated to its social fxxnction. The business 
can only function as the representative socio-economic 
institution of the society if it can fulfil its social 
fixaction in a manner which strenghthens it as an efficient 
producer and distributor. It social functions are, thus, 
as important as its economic functions. The central problem 
lies in the relationship between economic profit which ±a 
the purpose of the business and the social feain which th-
purpose of its social accountability. Is there a clash betwec: 
••120" 
•these two premises? Or can the self-interest of the business 
be harmonised with the inte'rest of the society? For example, 
the business has to pay fair dividends to shareholders, pay 
fairwages and salaries to workers and its employees and yet 
has to keGp enough for managerial remuneration and for 
reinvestment in the business. 
It is absolutely necessary, therefore, to find as 
to whet would be the perceatages of these confliecting shares 
The success of management would, thus, lie in holding the 
scale even between shareholders and employees and servine 
the consumers in the best possible manner in the broad 
intex-est of the society. 
BUSINESS rROPITS AND PROFITABILITY 
First of all, it must be conceded that earning good 
profit is a mlist for business mexiagement beoaaae it is profit 
ability which ,should be consider^ed by and large the best 
criteri®n of judging the efficieney of bu-^iness managemei^t. 
It means that the business management must concentrate more 
on steady earnings through increased productivity and quick 
turnover. This will increase the total national income. Profit 
are not only essential to technological advancement, but 
they add stability to an enterprise and sustain it during 
off seasons, recession and other emergencies which may 
interupt the smooth operation of . the business. Profit ani 
.I2t' 
profitability, therefore, should not be taken as an anti 
social ftinction of business management, 
aESPOI^SIBILITY TOWARDS SH4RSH0LDER3: 
The responsibility of management does not lie only 
in seeking to,maximum profit but also to render maacttmsm 
social service to the coiintry as a whole. It has to look 
after a vast welter of interest - the interests of share-
holders, the workers, the consumers, the country and the 
State»To shareholders and investors, the business management 
owe a service commensurate with the authority invested to 
them. It has the responsiblity to maintain the value of the 
investment and provide for a fair return on their shares. The 
tenets of social responsiblity would require the management 
to pay a fair and adequate Xreium commensurate with the role 
of capital employee whereas they would require the share-
holders to ask for as much dividends as they should get, 
The shareholders also have their obligations. They 
should make a point of questioning the management on the 
aceounts and discussing policy with them and make their 
representation more effective through their association* 
They should also aee to it that the business is pursuing a 
dynamic policy and that sufficient profit is ploughed back 
for innovation and expansion because their interest is not 
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not only in rceiving, present reward in return of past 
risk but a constant reward in future also, 
RESPONSIBILITY a?0WARI>3 WORESRS: 
Ihis sort of harmonions relation can also be visua-
lised with, workers under tho ideals of social accountability 
of business management. It is the responsibilty of the 
management to win the cooperation of the workers b^ creating 
conditions in which they are enabled to put forward their 
best efforts in the common task, This means recognition of 
workers• right to a fair wage and good conditions of employ-
ment. This wages should be such that a srage—©araer ean provid 
for himself and his families with the minimum necessaries of 
life like, food, clothes, a moderate house, resonable medical 
care, education and basic minimum insurance against old as©, 
invalidity and \inemployaent. Similarly, workers on their 
part sh-^  \<"] have to inisrease productivity in order to aunirvc 
and raise the larger concept of wage level which means a g:>od 
day's work of a good day's wages. The management should in-11" 
sense of participation in the minds of workers. The worker.^ 
should be encoixraged by education, training and other merns 
to throw up their own leadership, 
RESPONSIBILTY TOWARDS CONSUMSRS: 
To the community comprising consumers, the business 
md-nagement owes the responsibility for providing goods and 
«123« 
services at responsible price. It must provide things that' 
people want at prices that are within reasons, She finest 
business is wasted if its products and services are not 
distributed and consumed in a proper way. itajMI|pMMtt%-' must 
therefore, face the fact that the former attitude of this 
is what we produce; take it or leave it' must be replaced 
by -urgent concern with what the consumer really wants. The 
satisfaction of consumers shoald be the principal aim buainess 
management. 
RS3P0N3IBILITY TOWARDS THE COUNTRY AND THE STATE: 
The business management has a great responsibility for 
all round development of the locality in which the business 
is situated. It '•ttsai also go a long way to impart educational 
facilities to the community. And finally, the management is 
required to respect the law of the land and pay taxes hones-^ 
Thus, the business management has got to participate in 
ensuring the socio-economic progress of the coxintry, not 
merely to maximise its own profits, but to contribute what 
it can to the welfare of the nation, 
GODB OP CONDUCT: 
In this discussion of relationship among these groups 
of individuals. It is to be pointed out that the responsi-
bilities of business management are too many and since it 
has to bring about a reconciliation between various conflictin 
interests its task is very delicate. Hence noting definite 
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can be achieved without the skillful handling on the situ-
ation by manassMent group. This sense of social responsibilit 
among the management group can be enforced through account-
ability by volujitary acceptance or by State *s interference. 
The State's interference can be avoided if management group 
guide themselves b;^  a code of conduct. Since busin"tess can 
operate best in an atmosphere of utmost independence, it is 
necessary that this code of conduct should be adopted volun-
tarily by the management. This woiild naturally result in less 
and less State control-. 
SOCIAL AUDIT: 
Then, to make business management alert >Aiid acootint-
able for their perfoEmanoe , the concept of social audit 
can be advocated under this method, a team of experts in 
accounts, law, sociology, economics, politics and en^ine-
ering would assess the performance of management in relation 
to the society. Social audit should be viewed as a supple-
ment to the financial audit rather than its substitute, 
Financial audit is carried put by qualified chartered 
accountants who are supposed to be ind_pendent and 
impartial. 
The object is to check up the financial correctness 
of the busimass dealings and lay bare before the public 
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tlae validity 6f the fiaaaoial transactions of tile business. 
This means that only financial aspects of business is being 
audited by them, Sut there are wider areas affecting the 
reputatuon of a business which are not oovrnvmlL '' by finaacia 
audit. 
To cover this wider area, it is necessary that th»re 
should emerge a social audit. As in financial audit so in 
social audit, the idea will be to judge independently the 
performance of the business vis-a-vis the interests of 
other groups and of the society in general with reference 
to dividend policy, labour policy, pricing policy etc, of 
the business, 
SOCIAL DISCIPLINE 
It is, therefore, essential that the persons com-
prising the social audit team must be well-versed in al?^  the 
social disciplines- They should not be persons nt^ -i.^ informed, 
having social status with independent thinking. They should 
be draw from science, commerce and economics faculties of 
the -universities and other higher educational institutions, 
ASSOCIATION OF SOCIAL THINKERS: 
Finally, an organisation of social thinkers may 
be set up to aid and advise the State, the business, the 
shareholders, the workers, the consumers etc, on their 
mutual relationship. The need for the formation of such an 
"•t 26*» 
association is self-evideni;, A climate of distrust and 
suspicion exists between the public and the business manage<-
ment. In Western countries, like the U.K., the U»S», Prance 
and Germany, there are a number of social organisations, 
which act as watch-dogs to see that business and its 
management behave properly and fulfil the social respons-
ibilities. Such organisation can instil a sense of social 
accountability in business management and promote better 
relations between country and business, between charitable 
institutions and business. The purpose of this association 
will also be to invoke in the minds of business msinagement 
a sense of responsibility towards the consiuaere. !I!his involves 
more than the offer of products at the lowest possible price* 
Adultration of goods, poor quality, lack of service 
and courtesy to the consumers, misleading and dishonest 
advertising are all examples of its obligations towards 
the consumers. 
Proper attention to these interests of consumers 
must be the first concern of this association. Along with 
this, the association should also dispel the impression 
from the minds of consumers that business management is a 
profiteer, To clear the misunderstanding that the excessive 
profits is the motto o"^  bhc tvsiness, the association must 
•12f* 
chalk out a systematic programme for wider diBsemiaation 
of the information about business profits. They should 
undertake research on the role of profits of business in 
India and should analyse and interpret the significance 
of profits and enable the society to think about profits 
in correct perspective. This kind of research will also 
make the business management conscious of its obligation 
towards the society. 
•12S-
ROLE OP GOVSHErMBNT IN PH0VI3IW& EQUITY G&SITAL 
FOR AGRO- INDUSTRIES OP U2TAS PRADS'"^ ''^ "^ ^ 
The indus-crial staruotiire of Uttar Pradesh la larg-ely 
dominated by small scale and agro-based indistries* fkesa 
industries are managed and financed by indinridual- pr^jppie-
tors or village farraes with the help of small ftinds and loans 
raised from indigenous souxces. Their most important haadi-' 
cap is the non- availability of requisite financial aocoatmo— 
dation. In this paper an attempt has been made to highlight 
the important of equity capital in agro-industrial' €«velopmen 
of Uttar Pradesh, The role of Government ageaeial ±a pro-
viding the required equity capital has also been examined. 
FINANCIAL RBQUIREI>iai;TS OF AGRO-INDUSTRIES 
Finance play an important role in the agro-industria-
development. Agro-industries generally need intial capital 
and borro(fBd capital in the form of short-term finance for 
acquirimg capital assets, equipmnets and other properties. 
Initial capital or equity capital which is usuai.ly owned 
and subscribed by promoters, is invested in the acquisition 
of fixed assets such as land, building, implements, machinery 
and other plants. In Uttar Pradesh, the available figures 
XIII; Agro-Industries in the Economy of Uttar Pradesh, 
Faculty of Oommerce, Aligarh 1970,p. 101-105 
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show that many of the agro-baBed industries are linder 
capitalised in respect of fixed assets. The lack of. equity-
capital is, therefore, an iaportant hurdle in the agro-
industrial development. The investors and other risk hearers 
of the money market are not interested in investing their 
capital in these industries. Even if they take some inte-rest 
in participating in the share capital the prmoters of the »<me 
donot encourajgfe them. The simple reason is the fear of out-
side influence. Consectuently, they remain underfinanced. 
Thus, there is a need fo* introducing govenrunerrfc agencies 
and finincial institutions to provide necessary risk capital 
to agro-industries without their interference in the manage-
ment. The present position of the existing agencies is revi-
ewed in order to draw up a programme of equity finance, 
LI3ERALISSD LOAN SCHSI^E 
Under thic scheme, Uttar Pradesh Pinieial Corpor-ttion 
acts as an agent for the disposal of loan applications fjv 
%• 15,000 to P.S. 1,00,000. Loans are given to small scale 
industries only. Loans below 5s,l5»000 are granted by the 
and 
Directorate of Industries under loans/G-rants Scheme loanc 
are to be granted at 75 per cent of the valme of tangible 
security offered; such secxxrities include land, buildings, 
plants and machinery etc. 
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UVTAfi PHADSSH XNBUSTBIAI. BSTATSS 
The agro-industries do not generally have enough 
financial resotiroes to construct and own a factory of their 
own. In addition to this, even if they are able to finance 
this they face other difficulties in acquiring a sixitbale site, 
obtaining approval for building plants, securing permission and 
licences from legal authorities, securing building materietls 
and constructing the factory building and fiij^ liy procurin^ f 
of water and power* In order to solve these accommodatioxxal 
problems, the Uttar Pradesh G-ovemment has established 
** Industrial Bstates" under these estates properly designed 
and ready-built btiildings sheds different sise ajad capacity 
with all the facilities and ammenities like supply of power 
water, godowns, railway siding, communication and transport 
banking and telephoe, etc* are provided to the small agro 
industriali st s• 
SUPPLY OP MACHINES ON HIRE PURCHASE SYSTEM 
The small scale industrialists with limited financial 
resources at theirdisposal cfiuondt pttrchase necessary machinery 
azid implements. For this pusrpose a scheme for the supply of 
machines on hire purchase basis has been initiated. Common 
Facility Service Centres have also been established by the 
Directorate of Indxistries, U.P. for this purpose. 
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TI*P. FXNANCXAL CORPQRA.£Z0li3 
Xhe Uttar Prad«0lx PinaaoiaJ. Corporation aims at g3m,n-bi. 
Xoaaa TO industrxai. ooaeeraa oparating la Uttar fradasa for 
%)^ eir establishment and reacvatxoaf eicpaaaioa or modeimi-
satloa. 'J*he Corporatioa aXao shares la jolax fxaaaeias irith 
otuex- reoogaxsed xnvesvmeat instxtatious* For i.oaas apto 
Ki« ^,0\JO xtw security bat oa3^ persoaal boad is aeeded* The 
laaximxuB loaa which oaa be graated is Bi« 10 laJkhs to jfirms 
aad Bs* 20 lakhs to joia-stock coiqpiJiiies aad registered 
iadustrial oorporatioas* 
U^TAR PRAS^SH INDUSTfiZAL CORPOJEULSIOH 
The Corporatioa readers fiaancial assistance la t]ie 
form of uaderwritiag of shares of oompauiies* The aoraal 
limit of the tuiderwriting of shares is 20^ of the share 
capital* 
STATJS BASS. 
The State Bank of India proTides loans to the small 
scale and agro-based industrial concerns for working capital 
against pledge of raw material^ finished emd semi-finished 
goods- 'i*he Bank also provides medium term loans to meet 
the fin4acial aeeds of iadtiatries for poz^oses of expansioa* 
modemisationf renovation of plants etc* A State Bank's 
scheme also exists to finance smsill craftsman and other 
entrepreneurs preferably for setting up agro-industrial unit8< 
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INBUSZRIAL FINANCE COBPOBASIOH 
Loans from Industrial Plnazioe Corporation stre normally 
available to the extent ot 60 to 65 P^T cent of the stock 
cost of the cooperative and asro-industrial proeeseins units. 
Xhe loans granted by the I«7«C« are tor a period of 12 to 
15 years. 
LAND MQEXaA9S AflB SIAXB COOPSBASIVB BANE 
She land mortgage and the apex cooperative banks 
provide finance for the development of cooperative and 
agro-based industries* 
It is obvftons that a large number of fi>»noial insti-
tutions and agencies are available for financing the agro-
industrial development in TJttar Pradesh* The part played by 
these agencies in providing equity capital is limited* They 
merely supply finances in the shape of loan capital* U?he 
only exception is that of the role of government vhioh has 
some risk capital to small producing units* In view of the 
comprative advantages of fini||iees in the shape of equity 
capital, there xs a need for augmenting the supply of initial 
capital to the graming agro-industrial units to accelerate 
the rate of their growth. Indeed» their success TeTy largely 
depends on easy availability of finance in the initial and 
promotional stages* Steps should, therefore, be taken to 
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iatprove the Tiabillty aad eredlt vorthnese of the gTOfrtng uaii 
and thereby oontrlbute to a reduction In the eleaent of Taneer< 
tainXy ooaneoted with the financing of etgro-based industries 
in the form of initisuL oapital« 
In this connection the ro±e and iraportemee of gOTera-
aent-al agencies can be stressed* She Govemaent should take 
care of the financial reqvd.reaents of the nevly established 
agro-industrial units, for brief period of time* the (fovem-
aent can make plans io take over these concerns for the pur-
pose of their developaent and then ultinately sold them to 
tne promoters as soon as they become self reliant* ftecently 
19 units of sugar industry in Uttar Pradesh have been taic«n 
over hy tne goremment with ti view to make improvements and 
then finally surrendering them to the faraMrs* Shxs polxcy 
may b« spr«ad over to otner acre-xndustries* Jsven xf this 
flshame of 80<,ialiaation of industrxee xs not feasible a 
clear objective of the nationalised banks and other commer-
cial banJcs should^ .To provide e<iuity capital to the agro 
industries of uttar Pradesh* This is possible only when 
there emerges a change in the attitude and policies of com-
mercial banks and other leading institutions in respect of 
loans to small agro-industrial tanits* What is necessary is 
that in examination of loan applications» the financial 
institutions and specially banks should take account not 
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only th« Talu* of the s«eiarlty offered Imt also the oharefer 
and teehnioal ability of the uadertakiag* Qa. the other hand 
j^roepeotiTe industrial tiziits should also provide the ffovenx-
meat with adeq.u4te emd reliable informatioa on all aspects 
of the industry oonoemed* Qa their part* the gOTemment 
institutions ctnd partioTxlarly banks should take initiative 
xn granting credit to snail agrooindustrialists as there 
exists considerable hesitation ammigst then to approach 
sophisticated agencies due to their iziherent inability to 
satisfy the financing insTituions about their credit worth-
rules 
neS8« Shis eaUls for liberalisation in their^pmd procedtires 
governing the grant of loans snail and agro-industrial eat«*-
preneures* One of the ains of nationalising the banking 
industry is to give proper and due consideration to tne needs 
of the small undertakings in agro-indiistrial sector of our 
economy* '£he ides is to spread the available credit to all 
more 
people and to give^loans to snail agro-based industrial units 
This can be changed into a broad-based system of financing 
eqtiity capital reqtiirements of agro-industried* 
COHCLUSIOM 
Xn Sonolusion xt may be saxd that one of the insportant 
iractors determxnxng the aevelopment of agro-xndustries in 
uttar rradesn is the avaixaoilxty of equixy capitaJ.. xhis 
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calls for a redieaJ. ohaas« ^^ 'b^ ® present system of fiziaaoing 
agro->indU8tri«8 and a shift in the policies of goremment 
agencies in^^ufour of small agro-industrial xinits* A large 
nvuaber of financing agencies exist in Uttar Pradesh to look 
after the financial aspects of agro-industries* Their present 
working and rigid rules and regulations are such that the 
major beneficieuries of their financial schemes are still the 
big and medium-sized industrial producers* She need is to 
liberalise the credit facilities with a view to help in 
acoelarting the development of agro-based industries of 
Uttar Pradesh* Shis also calls for a committed system of 
financing by the government to satisfy the equity capital 
reqttlrements of these units* 
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TTV 
SMBSGING PASTSRN 0? MANAGSMSirS 
In tlitt Induatrlally ad-vanved ooiuitrittB of th« 
world, the growth of industries has matched with increased 
iiaproTements in the pattern of management. 
Organised hviman effprts under the guidance of comp-
etent meoiagers has heoome the keystone of their industrial 
progress* Xn India» on the contrary, we are highly senstitive 
to the technical and financial seeds of the industry but 
have paid little attention to the managerial requirements* 
In this article am atteaipt has been made to highlight the 
importance of management to our industrial progress* 
Management is a social process. Hence, its prob-
lems can not be solved merely by adopting a set pattern of 
management* Xhere is a need for the management to build up 
traditions of faithful service euid disLty for efficient 
discharge of its fxmctions £uid duties* 
The Monopolies Inquiry Commission has also brought 
into light some glaring exaiqples of malparactioes and mis-
management prepetrated by the^managerial personnel inlndia. 
All this has happened primarily because most of the industrial 
ventures have in their fold managers whose only qualification 
is the accident of birth in well-connection business families. 
XIV: The Economic Times, Bombay, Nov, 28,1971 p.6. 
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Xhe managixig ageaoy system of maoasement whioii Was suppossd 
TO be asJieet-emchor in tJie iieiraroJiy of manasemenT has 
acceatiiareet the sxTuation* Secondly, the mana^ rement in 
Xndai does not show a sign of tradation from owner 
management stage to the stage of managerial revolution* 
iiere, still the ability to invest is assooiated with the 
abxlity to manage* 
After independencet india embarked upon a planned 
development that brought about many social and economic 
changes* xx is in the context of these onanges that the 
activities and rxmctions of mamagement shotald be adjusted 
througn a series of checks and controls. A new strategy of 
management is required* la view of thxs strategyt the succ-
ess of management will depend not so much on the machaalcal 
arrangement but on the msuaner in which management behaves 
with the society* She success of management greatly hinges 
of the reduction of cost per unxt of production thereby 
lowering the prices of goods fpr consumers and on how it 
provides incentives to tne owners and investors» creditors» 
workers atnd tne community in generax* It is, therefore, 
desirable that the present pattern of management is thorughJLy 
overhauled and rationalised xn accordance with the present 
day needs of industries xn India* 
PHOJfJSSSlOliALlSATION 
(rone a:fre the days when business and xts problems were 
sxmple and the maixagement needed xittle education and training 
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Vitu Inoreasxng teiqpo of industrial aetivityy business nas 
beooms 90W§ikMX calling £or greater construotiTs skill on 
the part of management* Xhie has emphasised the need for 
the professionalisation of management* The ooneepv of 
professionalisation refers to the training and development 
of management personnel lor the exercise of maaaagerial 
runotioas* It is inteded to provide more ana oetter qua-
xixrief^managers than would, otherwise be available* 'I'ne 
xndianmanager is expected to assume broauer responaxbilitiec 
of the conduct of enterprise as an economic ana social 
institution* iSie concept of prufe«*sxonfiU. manager £ocu»se8 
attention un uh±a aspect* It emphasises twe manager's role 
in the society and his approach to his job* £he true pro-
dfessional manager snould regard himself more as a trustee 
than a boss and must feel a trustee's responsibility for 
guarding the interest of those who have placed their trust 
in him* These include the owners of the business» the 
employees, the customers and the community in general* 
ACCuUNTAjbllilTY 
Wnat is perhaps needea is a three«>layered 
accountability of modem metnagement - intemsx, external 
ana public* Internal accountability wo\ild serve as an 
instrtiment of information and control by management, who 
In their critical appraisal would be the beet judges of 
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their own dooislons* Self-oritioism and self-introspect ion 
wotilcl become a sovirce of IntemaX checks and controls. 
Externally, it would also be the instrtuaent of knowledge and 
control by those to whom The enterprise is aeeoftetable liJce 
owners and workers* To public a^ large, it would be the 
means of oommunxeating tne enterprises acti-rities and resxilts 
1*0 tne owners and invesTors» tne management owes the respons-
ibixity of maintaining tne value of their invesTment and to 
provide xar fair re-curn &M. their shares. Ix has an ever-
increasing responsibility to its work-force* Shus, whatever 
form account ability takes, tne majuatfement of an enterprise hae 
to envoive its own aooo\intabixiTy and stimtLLate i-cs uwiJt 
jiadgmenTs sfadloh will put it xinder tests of its own* 
To ensure a preiect discharge of accountability tests, 
whe si^ ructure of to our industrial management shotild be the 
resnaped. So my mind, we iaave the State xrading uorporatiorAs a 
of management sxructure as the best* i>egining at tne top, tha 
top, the nTV Jtioard has devided xtseii iutu two layers - txie 
Total Soard, cousxsxixig of the executive and non-executive 
directors ana a committee uf management, oonsiskiug of tne 
executive directors* Tne oommi«.tee meets Bvery week lor 
sanctions aud a detaiJis review of operations and of txxe woric 
of iTs suo-oommibtee on finance, personnel, credits services 
and of expenditure and other items such as travel, overtime 
entertainment, debtors, stocks etc* It gives the executive 
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dlreotora a sense of joint responsibility for the total 
affairs of the business* instead of one-upon-oae eqaAtion 
between a director and a ohairman* 
FOUNTAINHSAS 
In the organisational structure that prevailst it is 
alitogether easy for a ohairamn to become the fountain-head 
of eUl wisdom and decisions; and yet no matter how able or 
well informed he is, there is a limit to his capacity for 
decision-making. Besides, the many ooEqpiex operational 
decisionst he has his useful function of formulating business 
policies and planning* He has, therefore, to regard himself 
as a C($rdinating kind of chairman rather than the old-faahioni 
feimily-buslness and proprietory boss* 
To conclude, it may be said that due ia^ortance should 
be given to managerial aspect of our industries* Mhat is 
needed, \ander Indian conditions, is not a pattern of managemei 
to be a mere show-room-specie, but a 1»oard of control and 
supervision with varied duties and responsibilities* A nuo-
leous of professional maiaagers possessing intimate acq.uintanc« 
with industrial problems should be formed* 
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INaTITUTIONAL PIHTANUlNa IN xNDiA^ 
Jflnance plays aa important roxe in the indtxstjrial 
development of a oountry* xn recent years reliance of 
xndian xndustry on institutional finance has been xnereasin, 
and indications are that this depvudence irotild still grow i] 
years to come* l*his paper attempts to highlight the impor-
tance of institutional nnancing xn the industrial grwoth 
of the country and its ii^plications. A brief description 
of the institutional machinery in India has also been mads* 
She most important characteristic of financial ins-
titution in India is their being predominantly Q^ovemment 
controlled* No doubt» in the dereloped cotantries also the 
capitax market dominated by financial institutions but the 
government regulaxion and control of these institutions is 
very modest* Therefore there is an active capital market 
with a faxr amoxint of competition in the supply and demand 
of money* uontrary to all this» in India there are a few 
fxnanoial institutions mos-cly govemment-onned and controll< 
We have in India today a very well-knit insti-cutionax machxx 
ery for the provxsion of oapitax funds for indutry at the 
natxonax as well as the state levexe* 
Tne Industrial Finance Corporation (xPu) was tue 
first institution to be ^ et-up as eajcly as 1948* 3?he XFJC 
XVt She Journal of Commerce» JPaculty of Commerce> 
Aligarh vol* XIX» 1971-72,p*65-68* 
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dld much to flziaaee 'craali.lomal xzxdtistrles sueh as avigax, and 
textiles but recently the TangB ht its aotirlties has wxdened 
a ffreat deal and xt uov fiaance the major iad*0tri«s inoludia; 
oheadealSy pexroonemioals axid engineering industries. Xt 
pro-viaes itixtas xn alx oabegories, naneljr loans* uoder-'writing 
of shsures and debenture capital and gi^en guarantees for 
dexerred payments* xt pro-v^des rupee as welx as foreign 
ourrancy assxstanoe* xhe uext institution is Indus (.rxax 
Creait and xnvestment Corporation wnieh was estaolished xn 
1955 as a joinv stock company* xhe setting up wf lUlC marxs 
The weginxng of the emm of liiMtltmtloaal underwriting wf 
issues of uapxtax in xndxa* In tne estabiishment of this 
xnst.itution xhe world .Bank played an xmportaat rule* x^9 
share capital of ICIC is entii^ly private-ouned vith a fair 
amoiuit of holding otitside the country by banics and financial 
agencies* She government of India gare an interest-free 
loan to the corporation at its inception* But for two nominees 
to its Board, the ICIC is relatively free from Government 
Control* However, the fact that it has to work jointly with 
other All-India institutions which are either state-owned 
or state controlled aia^ es the iCIC also in effect a largely 
government dominated institution* 'X*he ICIC has played an 
outstanding role in developing tmderwriting facilities. It 
is alo an important source of foreign finance; the World 
Bank has given several lines of credit to ICIC whien has also 
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from 
received loaa^ other institutions such as the Reconstruction 
Loan Corporation (lo'FW) of Vest aermany* 
in the sphere of institutional financing the next 
development was the establishment in 1958 of the Refinance 
corporation of Industry (RCI) jointly owned by RBI, the 
ijtate Banlc of India, the LIC and major commercial bankst 
xndlan and foreign* fhe primary ohjeotive of this institution 
was to maKe use of the rupee eounver-part fxanas arising 
from PL 480 assxstanoe from the u.o«A. xhe RCIs assistance 
^ook the form of refinancing of mediiim term loGtns granted 
by Commercial Banics and SFC's to industrial units* I'his 
corporation vas merged with IDBI in i964* 
Another financing agency, namely Industrial Developmeni 
Bank of India (iBBi) was established in July 1964 in terms 
of the Industrial Development Bank of India Act» which was 
passed by the Parliament in May 1964* In fact it was oonoelvec 
not merely as a financing institution but also as a developmez 
agency to develop certain vital industries like fertiliser» 
axloy and special steel and paJbrochemicals* It was also .> 
to act as apex institution ooordxna-cing the activities of 
the other term-lending institutions and also provxding them 
with loan facilities* It provides assistance in all forms» 
namely loans, tuxderwriting, refinance and gurantee* At the 
state levels there are *wo isQportant financial xnstitutions. 
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vis» the State Finanee Corporations and the State iMdustrial 
Development Corpora-clone. She accent on xndusxrialiaation 
during the x'hxrd Plan brought to the force the laeuna in the 
institutional set-up concerned with vhe pruTision of Jbidustrie 
fxnanoe at the state level and led t.o tcie esiahlishaent of 
the State Industrial Deveiopaent Corporations (SIJI/US) in 
various states* Underwriting constitutes as xntegral part 
of the activities of these eorpoartxons* The nam runc^ions 
wf tue cor]>oratxons are the promotion t improvement and 
development of industries on the state xevel* 
She establishment of tae Life uorporatxon iitJ.^) as 
monoliThic coa^anies in 19t>6 represents smother Iftudmaric in 
the field of instxtutional fxaanoxn^ in xndxa* So mobilise 
smalx savxngs for stock exchange investment^ the government 
of India s-carxed the unix Sx-tLs«. of xndxa (U'£l) in the public 
sector in 1964* The objectxves of the vsmst are acnieved by 
selling unxts of The Trust among as many investors as possxbxc 
and xnvesting the sai.es proceeds xn ixidus-crxal and corporate 
sectulrities* 
UPBBAXimrs DUBING 1970-71. 
From the data presented in Table JNo* 1 it is evident 
that during the period 1970-71 the financial institutions 
disbxirsed an aggregate amount of Bs» 156 crores as financial 
assistance including Jb» 24 crores by way of xoreign currency 
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loans, Shis forms vouehly 25^ of the total fixed oapital 
invetment in the private sector during the -^ear 1970-71 • 
TABiJB 1 
WlJUAMQlA-Xi A.HQxS'SASvli UlUTRlhJJ'SlliB HI ITlNAMulAL 
iNSilTUTloNS 1>URIW0 1 970-71 • 
( xn ororea o f Rupees) 
F iz ianoiax 
I n s T i t u t i ons 
IDBI 
IPC 
ICIC 
SPC's 
SJLDC«S 
U2I 
LxC 
ToxajL 
Rupee 
Xioeois 
!)U1 
13«9 
4 , 6 
33 .1 
9 . 5 
-
-
1 1 2 , 2 
j fore ign 
Currency 
Loans 
• 
2 . 6 
2 1 . 5 
-
«•> 
-
-
24»1 
Uzidex-writins and i l i r e e t 
Shares 
4 . 7 
0 . 9 
1 . 8 
0 . 4 
3 . 0 
1 . 4 
-
1 2 . 2 
Debentures 
. 
-
1 . 3 
-
0 . 0 2 
7 . 0 
-
8 . 3 2 
lOT 
55 
17 
29 
33 
12 
8. 
-
156 
I t may be s e e n t n a t t h e l a r g e s t c o n t r i b u t o r wf fuj^ds I s xBBI 
f o l l o w e d oy xCIC s o a f r a s overaXX a s s i s t a n c e i s cunoeji^ned. 
She ICIC's pre-emiiaenT r o l e a s p r o v i d e r o f xorexgn ciirrencsr 
xoeux i s a l o Drought out h^ t i i s - eao le . xhus xn < 970-71» oui. 
o f b* 24 erwret* o f x o r e i g n o u r r e u c y a s much a s tb* 4c1.5 o r o r e s 
was d x s c u r s e d oy xCxC. 
XMPiilUAflOVS 
xn t ^ e e a r l y s t a g e s » t«xe roXe o f l u s x i t u t i o n a l 
x i n a n o i n g was -vBTy I x m x t e d . iiut witih t n e ttboxxbiOM uf maxiaging 
a g e n c y s y s t e m o f f i n a n c e i u 1970» t;he normax f l o w o f tfOMds 
t o t ^ e p r i v a t e s«ctv*r txirough vhe uapxxax iaai,-kew ha» sxowed 
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dovxi« As a reauxt, instxtuxioxtax finance nas UOBM TO ueeupy 
a olifxilflcan-c pxaoe. xx proriaua wver ^57» of tJie £i.x«»d oaplxa 
expenditure by joint stook aoapemies in India in the year 
1970-71• Shis reliance on institutional finance has a number 
of favourable aspects, ShA institutional agencies that provid 
finance carry out a well planned appraisal of the projects 
submitted for financial assistance euad are able to suggest 
improTements in techniques of manufacture, callaboration 
arrangements etc. Ihey keep a close jorfcch on the progress of 
production and working of ths companies concerned* They also 
send teams of technical aind financial expert to visit the 
factory site for inspection on the spot. Ihe financial 
institutions also have a right to nominate directors on the 
boards of directors of the assisted companies* £]jis insiares 
that the companies would be under the oonstsuit vigilance of 
the institution* Shis would make them more alert, efficient 
and active in the operations* 
Another ii^act of raliance upon institutional finance 
is the possibility of converting a part of the institutional 
loan into equity* Shere has been a lot of misunderstanding am 
fear on the part of the business oomrmknity about this policy 
of the institutions .As a matter of fact, the policy shoiild 
not cause \indue concern since the new arrangement will bring 
the financial institutions closer to the loaned company* 
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It must, however» be kept Izx mind that the entire need 
of industry cannot be met through loans from one or more 
financial institutions. A partictilar concern shoxild be allowe 
to obtain finance from these institutions well within the 
safety margin of the security- that is offered. Prom this it 
follows that the concern itself mtist make an effort to raise 
a fair proportion of its financial requirements. Moreover, 
the assistance will be for a liodted period which may be 
10 to 15 years or even less. Sherefore, a concern must find 
finances for itself either out of its profits, or out of issui 
of shares or debsntxires to the public^ 
In conclusion, it may be said that evolution of insti-
tutional financing of India industrial seane is a welcome 
development. The increaAixiLg involvement of financial insti-
tutions in the financing of the industries has a number of 
beneficisQ. aspects. But some reform in the operational effi-
ciency emd integrity of these institutions is needed to over 
come the defects and deficiencies of industrial finance in 
India. Belay in granting loans and their disbursement due to 
faulty preparations of projects amd financial estimate should 
be avoided. Finally, thqrmust conduct their affairs in such 
a way that the objectives enshrined in the industrialf fiscal 
and monitary policies of the government may purposefully be 
attained* 
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XVI 
POWBR CRISIS IN INDIA 
The once bustllns industrial townships of India 
present a I^ Hea&f picture. She faoilar eeirly morning sirenOB do 
not soiind, factory gates are bolted* She silent work sheds, 
the still machinery, the cold furances and the sullen faces 
of the labourers reflect the worst ever power crisis in the 
country. Power shortage has been steadily becoming more and 
more acute* In the light of these observations, an attei^t 
has been made in this paper to highlight the importance of 
hydro, thermal and nucleeur power generation and suggest ways 
and means to overcome the present power crisis in the country^ 
SNFORSANCS AND PRSSSNT POSITION 
With the initiatidn of planning, the demand for power 
increased* It was felt that to promote riftpid industrialisatiox 
and electrification, a progressive power development programme 
was most essential* Power is an important source of agro-
industrial development of the country* She Grovemment of Indi^ 
recognised this fact cmd due importance was given toppwer 
development in the five year plajis* In 1951* when the First 
Five Tear Plem was launc%d» the total installed power gene-
rating capicity of the country was on 2*3 million Kilowatts* 
It rose to 3*4 million Xi.llowatts, 5*6 million Sollowatts and 
ZVIi She Journal of Commeroe, Facility of Commerce, 
Aligarh, Vol* XX, 1972-73, p*31.33. 
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10 million Kollowatte reapeotirely at the end of the first th: 
plan periods* Ttfis represented an eumxaal power growth of 8,5> 
10,5f and 12»5 per cent reepectiTely dxiring the first three 
plan periods* 
In the wake of iaereasing demands for power» several 
ambitious hydro-eleetric power projects were launched in the 
coxxntry* During the First Five Tear Plan» large investments 
were made in multi-purpose projects to derive the benefits 
of flliod control» irrigation euLongwith power generation* Shis 
was aocoiqpanied by a rapid rise in the thermal generation* 
During the subsequent plant periods also the development of 
power generation made signifisant strides* This is evidmit 
from the following Tablet 
Table Showing Power Generation 
Tear Installed Capacity in M*W* 
Hydro Thermal Total 
1 900 
1915 
1930 
19»5 
1950 
1955 
1 960 
1965 
1 970 
0 . 1 3 
7 1 * 0 0 
2 8 7 * 0 0 
• 508*00 
560*00 
94-0.00 
1 , 9 1 7 * 0 0 
4 , 0 9 5 * 0 0 
• 6 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 
1 .0 
3 6 * 0 
3 1 1 . 0 
8 5 5 . 0 
1 , 7 4 0 * 0 
2 , 4 7 8 , 0 
3 , 7 3 7 , 0 
6 , 0 7 8 . 0 
8 , 5 0 0 . 0 
1 .13 
1 0 7 . 0 0 
598 .00 
1 , 3 6 3 . 0 0 
2 , 3 0 0 . 0 0 
3 , 4 1 8 , 0 0 
5 , 6 5 4 , 0 0 
1 0 , 1 7 3 . 0 0 
1 4 , 5 0 0 . 0 0 
In 1951 at the begnnlng of the First Five Tear Plan, 
the total installed capacity in the country was 2,300 M.ii/. 
This included 560 M.W, in Hydro plants and 1,740 M.W, of 
capacity in Thermal Stations. At the end of the First Five 
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Year Plan, the total inatallod oapawity iaoreaaed to 3,4-18 
M.W, which marked and Inorease of 380 M.V, In hydro pover 
and 738 M.W, in Thermal power* The total installed capacity 
in the cotantry increased from 3,418 M.W, at the end of the 
Second Pive Tear Plan, In 19^5 the installed capacity increas 
capacity to 10,173 M.W, and in 1970 it stood at 14,500 M.W. 
The Table» thus shows that power generation in India grew 
slowly in the initial stages* But the iaatalled capacity is 
about 15 million Eoliwatts, This includes the hydro, thermal 
and nuclear power generation installed capacity. The main 
factor that seem to have contributed to this overall increase 
in the power generation are the abundant availability of hydrc 
and theroial resources* In addition to these two kinds of powe: 
nuclear power development was also steu>ted dtiriag the Third 
Five Tear Plan in Maharashtra, Gujarat, Rajasthan and Tamil 
Nadu. Recently, the 380 M.W, Tarapur Nuclear Station has beex 
commissioned. 
Despite these strides in power generation, the per 
capita-, power in India is vBry small as compeired with many 
other countries of the world. This indicates a very large 
backlog India to make up in the fields of power. Since econo-
micB development of the country is closely linked up with 
power development, it is necessary that all types of shortages 
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in power should be overcome and the acheaes ht power genaTe." 
tlon should be aocelearted to keep pace with the genera,! eco-
nomio growth rate of the country. To achieve this, efforts 
will have to be made to operate the thermal hdro and nuclear 
ppwer stations in an integrated manner to get maximum benefit 
from available power resoiuroes* 
7T71IJBX P&OSPBCSS t 
Puttire prospects of power generation and development 
would largely d^end on the resources available for power 
generation and their distribution • Intensive exporations for 
Indians coal reserves should be made* In regions remote from 
the coal producing areas of the country, it is essential 
that a purposeful increase in hydro-power utilisation should 
bemeide* The present utilisation of the vast hydro resources 
of the country is ojily 1o per cent of the total capacity. 
Potential areas for oil and nuttiral gas resources sho^d be 
initiated on a large scale. These increasing resources may 
conveniently be utilised for power generation. Finally, there 
is a need for developing nuclear technology and enhancing 
its resources in the country. Intensive discoveries and 
explorations for nuclear energies should be launched* 
In view of the tirgenoiea, it is needed a new approach 
to power development programmes should be adopted* 
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At present, the statea have been concerned with the creation 
and expansion of power generation* transmission and distri-
bution facilities* There is a need for an cv-erall planning 
and general co-ordination of all actiTities concerned with 
power generation. A sound and uniform national power policy 
should be envolved to orerooae the power crisis in ths oountr 
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.N^" PATTERN OP BXPANSIO: 
Shipping is a vital foreign exehcmge earner and saver 
and henoe it has great signifioanoe in the natioxial •oonomy 
A deep foresight and future plaxming are neoescMtry 
for the development and groirth of shipping as it, involves 
huge capital investiment. Besides there is a oonsidez^ble 
time-lag between ships and yards are plaaned and completed* 
The trends and patterns of international trade, freight 
rates» teohnological adv-anoements, foreign exchange problei^ 
government polioy and a series of ^ther factors have to be 
taken into consideration before decisions on expression of 
shippizLg are taken. The purpose of this article is to analyse 
and examine the trends and patterns of shipping expensioa in 
the country. 
Since the start of planning era, Indian shipping is 
making rapid strides. In 1950 it had a nuoleous of nearly 
2 lakhs g.r.t* The present shipping tonnage is 2.64 million 
g.r.t* With this tonnage*India is the second maritime nation 
in Asia, next to Japeui, while it stands I6th in the world, 
representing 1 per cent of the vottHtH tonnage. This is a very 
static performance, compared to the performance of other 
developad and developing coxantries of the world. There is 
XVIIt The Sconomio Times, Bombay, August 26,1973, p*4* 
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a dire need to develop our shipping fast to match the world 
trends. 
Durins the First Plan period, the expansion of Indian 
shipping was confined to overseas liner trades* Ovarine the 
Second Plan period a begining was made in the ecqtiisition 
of tankers for the ooastal movements of pett'Oleum products 
from the refineries* 
BUL£-CABRI£BS 
Since the begining of the Third Five Tear Plsua, our 
developmental programme has been directed to wards the cons-
truction of bulk-carriers and overseas tankers* She larget 
of 4 million g*r*t. fixed for the Fourth Plan* also includes 
bulk-carriers and overseas tankers* It is estimated that ova? 
overseas trade at the end of the Fith Plan woiild be of the 
order of 100 million tonnes which woxild include export of 
iron (40 million), import of oil and oil-products ( 34 millioi 
tonnes) export of other ores, salt import of food grains, 
fertilisers etc* ( 10 million tonnes) and general cargo (16 
million tones) So cope with this volume of overseas trade 
Indian shipping is required to have at least 10 million g*r*t 
composed of btzlk-oarriers ( 5 million g*r.t.) temkers ( 1 .4 
million g*r*t«) small taamps, ( 1*1 million g*r*t*) fiind 
coastal ships (o*4 million g*r.t)* She present tozmage of 
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2»6 million g»r*t, is capable of carrying ozily 20 par cent 
of our overseas trade* C^his calls for a planned expansion of 
our shipping; so that a significant portion of our overseas 
trade is handled by Indian ships* The present pace of deve-
lopment of Indian shipping is evident from fable 1s 
TABLB I 
Year 
1951 
1956 
1961 
1966 
1972 
1973 
1974 
No. of sh ips 
94 
126 
172 
221 
256 
258 
(Sstimated 
Planned) 
and 
Total 
In operat ion 
3 . 7 2 
4 .80 
8 .58 
15 .40 
25 .09 
26.17 
-
Tonnage 
On order Planned 
t a r g e t 
1.20 6.00 
0 ,65 9 .02 
5.00 13.25 
14.32 
13.02 
5.00 40 .00 
Source) Indian Shipping April 1973 p.g. 
It is clear from Table I that Indian shipping has 
made considerable progress since 1950. This was made possible 
by the establishment of the Shipping Development Fund in 1958, 
the participation of the (Jovemment in shipping and the deve-
lopment of adequate technical and administrative competence 
at different levels. Losuas have been grsmted to shipping 
companies by the Fund to the extent of 75 to 95 p.c. of the 
price of ship at a VBTy cheap rate of interest of 3 per cent. 
By 1971» sanctioned loems by the Fund announced to Ss. 422.38 
crores. This Fund has proved to be a continous soxirces of 
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finance to the shipping industry. Then, the state partici-
pation in shipping industry also helped in the expansion 
and growth to this industry* It vas felt that as the resource 
of shipping entv»preneurs were limited and as overseas trade 
were highly ooi^petitiTe the government should enter the field 
through the puhlic sector. Consequently, two shipping corpo-
rations were established and were later, merged into the 
Shipping Corporation of India in 1961• 
TBAININ&: 
The government also provided various facilities for 
the training of shipping personnel. There are at present 
six training institutions which give training at the cost of 
the government* Apart from these, several other measures have 
been taken by the government to help this industry. These 
include the grant of preference to Indian ships in the allot-
ment of government controlled cargoes, enhancement of the 
statutory limit of foreign part4icipation in the industry from 
25 to 40 per cent, securing of foreign capital, loans and aids 
for the purchase of ships, grant of tax concessions such as 
development rebate and exemption of shipping from wealth tax* 
These steps are in the right direction and they have led the 
indvustry to a prominent position. This can be examined by a 
perusal of the following tables* Table 2 shows the growth of 
Indian shipping since 1951 while Table 3 gives the oon5)arative 
figxires of world fleet and Indian fleet* 
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In coacluaion» it nay be said that though shipping 
is playing a vital role in the handling of our foreign trade, 
yet there is a need to oreat aelf-sufficienoy and self-relian 
in the industry* It is necessary to expand and develop the 
indegenous shipping capacity. Over and above own requirements 
we should also build ships for export to other countries of 
the world. Shis is possible ozily when we make concerned effor 
towards the development and growth of the industzy and follow 
a policy of shipping expansion which should include reserva-
tion of coastal trade for Indian ships, accelerated develop<-
ment of Indian merchant shipping fbet suxd increased partici-
pation of Indian shipping in carrying nationalj^ generated 
cargoes. There should constitute the gxilding principles of 
the policy of the Government of India in regard to shipping 
industry, 
TABLS 2; Growth of Indian shipping since 1951 
Costal Pleet Overeas Fleet Total 
Tear No.of vessels g.r.t No.of vessels g.r.t No.of i 
veesele 
1951 79 0.22 24 0*17 103 C 
1971 62 0,22 193 2,28 255 2 
Source* Indian Shipping,Nay 1973, p*25 
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TtASIiB 3t Growth of Indian & World Sonjaaga. 
Age Diviaion World fleet Indian fleet 
Years Ships g«r.t. ^ of total Ships g,r*t ^ of 
t onnage t onnai 
0-4 
5-9 
10-14 
15-19 
20-24 
25-29 
13,563 1031.51 
12,426 619.67 
10,364 537.15 
7,855 285.00 
4,399 122,52 
4,047 127,91 
30 and above 4,737 59.59 
38.4 
23.1 
16.3 
10.6 
4 .6 
4 . 8 
2.2 
75 
103 
68 
73 
34 
21 
38 
7.54 
9.37 
3.57 
3.60 
1.20 
0.89 
0.28 
28.5 
35.4 
13.5 
13.6 
4.5 
3.4 
1.1 
Souroet Indian Shipping, April 1973, p.26* 
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CONTAINERISATION IN SHIPPING - AN APPRAISAL 
XVIII 
OP COST AND BENEFIT 
Containerlsatlon has been acclaimed a revolution in 
shipping. It is an emerging trend in the technology of shippin, 
transport in the world. Indian shipping in order to maintain 
its existence» efficiency and competitivenese, has to fall 
in line with the international emergence and development of 
oontainerisation* The present paper attempts to analyse the 
impact of oontainerisation on the overall oost of transpor-
tation and freight rates. It also examine the major issues 
involves in the process of introducing oontainerisation in 
Indian shipping transport. 
Oontainerisation is the application of scientific and 
systematised techniques to goods distribution. Developed 
coointries of the world are employing highly sophisticated 
techzxiques and methods of varying degree. Wep in India» have 
own 
to find OTiri^ methods and solutions in the prevailing Indian 
context. The benefits accixring from the use of containerieatior 
outw*ight disadvantages even for an tinder- developed coxintry 
like that of otzrs* 
It is the experience of the covintries that have 
introduced oontainerisation on a large svale that its results 
in speedy, regular and economical shipping transport services.. 
XVIIIJ The Journal of Commerce, Faculty of Commerce, 
Aligarh, Vol. XXI, 1973-74, p. 20-23. 
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Besides other advantages» movements tends to be faster with 
lesser amount of damage» wastes and losses because standard 
container oan be loaded and unloaded from ships in two to 
three minutes cycles. Containerisation» thus, economises in 
the ntimber of movements required to carry a given qtaantity 
of goods and affords these greater protection* Th^ main 
purpose is to increase the mobility and productivity of 
shipping trauisport. 
The experience all over the world shows that the 
containerisation ia shipping industry will reduce the freight 
cost, since containerisation has a defenite becuring on the 
financial asspect of transport. Containerised ec^go needs 
to be handled only once and reduces the void ratio and sta-
cking problem. Handling methods for containers cargo is 
tmiform, irres/ective of the size and type of material. 
Containerised cargo reduces daimage in transit, particularly 
while loading and xanloading, where majority of the transit 
daaiages take place. Self-contained refrigrated containers 
will improve the movement of perishable goods* A container 
can be used profitably for the movement of food grain and 
would reduce the loss due to pilferage, spillage and deter-
rioration due to climate changes, rain etc* 
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Xndia with its vast coast line and long distance betve 
major centres of commerce and industry has more to gain by 
containerised cargo* Movement of containers by road transport 
will increase the mobility of cargo and •fficienOy of the 
distribution system, besides giving a direct fillip to the 
automobile and road transport industry. Proper handling of 
container is as important at the container itself for overall 
k 
economy* Container handling in a scjleme of oontainerisation, 
should be regarded as a part of optimum eeonomisation in the 
coast of trsuisport. Container handling cost form as much 
as 30 to .<$0 per cent of the total costs of the finished 
product* Ihere will be a positive reduction in the cost of 
handling with the introduction of contalnerisation* Standards 
Orgaziisation (iSO) standard freight containers are suitable 
for combined road and rail transport systems* She xxnit load 
rating of the containers is 5»7»10,20 and 25 tonnes with a 
maximum width of 2*435 m* The containers are available in 
two height series of 2*435 m and 2,1 m. while the langth 
changes with the capacity rating between 1*45m to 9 m* 
Containers of smaller oapavity are also available to differeni 
national and commercial standard* She internal cubic content 
of a container is about 88 per cent of the external volume 
and the selection of container size has to be oareftxlly chosez 
for particular mode of transport. Existing road transport 
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ayatem can handli 1 to 3 containers depending on the size and 
axle of trucks ana also their use. Trucks for handlinjT con-
tainerised cargo at the railway terminal ports should match 
to the wagon capacity and vice versa for economical handling* 
It is also necessary to take into account the permissible 
axle load smd the vehicle wheel base since our roadways ^ve 
many limitations* For terminal container traffic one has to 
choose between a two axle truck since articulated and semi-
trailer will have the problem of reversing the confined areas. 
Trucks for container handling would need a flat loading area, 
of which 
the length/shoxild be a multiple of container length. Two 
standard containers of 5*000 1^ - pay load each would need a 
wheel base over 52 m and a GVW capacity of about 17»500 ig, 
SHIPPING COST-SAVING ATTRIBUABLB TO CONTAINBRISATION 
A scheme of containerisation woxild have the following 
main cost constituents: 
(a^ Administration* insurance, interest stnd amortisation 
salaries and wages (officers and crew) costs. Sh&s 
will depend upon the size of the container ship, 
(b) Port Costs: There will be two elements here. The time 
taken to dock a ship which will be proportionate to 
the size of ship and the time taken to load and unload 
the cargo which depends upon the amount of cargo. 
(c) Puel Cost: This woiild ^vf^ry with the size of the ship, 
speed, distance or voyage duration. 
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(d) Inland Distribution Cost: These costs would depend up 
the quantity of cargo» location of shippers and cost 
structure of inland transport system. 
ECONOMIES OP CONTAINBRISATION 
The Bain cojastraint upon the construction of general 
cargo ships is excessive and inefficient cargo handling* It 
is here that containersation makes a major contribution 
towards reduting the transport costs* Considerable improve-
ments in ship handlin csux be achieved with the advent of 
oontainerisation. The main savings are» thus» baaed of ships 
faster port ttum-round time which both reduces the nvunber of 
ships required to carry a given quantity of cargo and prevent 
the frustration of economies of scale likely with ships and 
handling system* Iffhen comparing conventional and containerise' 
shipping costsf full accotmt should be taken of the reduction 
in turn-round time possible with the former type* With contai 
erised system^ inland distribution is faster,more efficient 
and cheaper* 
IMPACT OP CONTAINBRISATION ON PORT DEVELOPMENT 
Oontainerisation has radically altered the role of the 
ports making them basically am interface in a total transport 
system. Without oontainerisation, the process of transport 
is labotir-intensive* Expensive and specialised equipments are 
intalled to achieve the rapid transfer of containers to truck 
lorries and trains from ships and vice versa. Equipments 
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required include at least one crane, three or four straddle 
carrier side laaders to serve each crane» additional aaohines 
to deliver containers to oonstuaers* Thus capital cost is 
c onsiderable• 
In view of the adveuaiatges that accxtue froa eontaineri-
sation, it is necessary to identify the areas of tz>ade which 
can obtain adequate benefits from oontainerisation* She 
success of oontainerisation would depend on a high degree of 
efficiency coordination and integration of different modes of 
transportation» customs, bankers, insiiranoe agencies, forwardi 
agents* She dock workers have also to pre]^ a»e and a|(^ ust them-
selves to the new situation since it lays its engpliksie on a 
capital 4njrensive mechanised system of tremsport rather than 
the conventional laboxxr intensive system* Xhe various problems 
and issues involved in the process of oontainerisation have, 
therefore, to be solved* First of all, oontainerisation involv 
htige financial investment* A containership may cost f^om Ss* 1C 
to 15 crores which is about tibmr time the price of an ordinary 
ship* A container of a middle size may also cost from Bs*13,00C 
to Rs* 25,000* The totsQ. cost is, thus, '^eTy high* Secondly, 
oontainerisation would demand a change in the pattern tof 
trade* The present trade practice of carriage by ships reoog 
niseA the separate identity of other modes of treuisport such 
as road and rail transport* For oontainerisation it is essenti 
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that the export agencies and inland transport iindertakings 
ahOTzld cooperate with each other becaxxse oontainerlsation can 
effective to the extent shipping transport is linked up with 
the railways and roads. Thirdly, it requires the sxiitabilitjr 
of India's export goods to containerisation* It has to be seen 
whether ovtr export products are cosqpatible to container pack-
aging. And lastly, our port practices sho\xld be in conformity 
with principles of containerisation. The ports should be in 
the state of preparedness and the cargoes to be shipped have 
to be kept ready in accordance with a predetez>mined plan of 
loading. Unloaded Cargoes have to be moved away quickly. There-
fore, the equipment and modes will have to undergoes change. 
Besides these, there are other problems also such as through 
bill of landing, customer checking etc. which have to be tackle 
It mustRemembered that the economy potentials of containeri-
sation can be ftilly realized only if it is approached as mxx 
integrated problem involving transportation of customs practice 
and procedxirea, overiiatiliii^  ®"^  *^® layout, equipment and 
functioning of ports, change in worker's attitude, change in 
insurance banking and trade practices, etc* 
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XIX 
RLY. MilNAGBMENT t EMERGING PATTERN 
Railways from an Important constituent of the tertiary 
sector in India* 
Since tjhie start of planning railways have attrached 
the attention of planners for investment. In the proposed 
Fifth Pive-^ear Plan, out of the total outlay of Rs. 35,595 
crores in the public sector, traaasport and commtinication have 
been alloted Rs. 6,850 crores. The tentative putlay for the 
development of railways in the Fifth Plan would be Bs. 2,350 
crores. In the Pirst Pive-Year Plan neeurly Ss. 423 crores were 
spent on the development of railways which in the Second 
Plan over Hs. 1,044 crores were spent on railways expansion. 
In the Third Plan the estimated outlay fot railways was 
fis. 1,690 crores while in the Fourth Plan, the government has 
provided for an expendittire of Bs. 1,525 crores for railways 
development programmes. This large investment of public funds 
in railways calls for through probe into the working and 
pattern of management of railways. This article attempts to 
highlight the importance of railway management as a means of 
improving the efficiency of this teriary sector of ovir economy 
out 
The article woxild also bringZthe emerging trend in the 
management of railwasrs to cope with the increasing stress 
XIXi The Economic Times, Bombay, September 10, 1973,p.5. 
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laid on the daTelopment of railways* 
In the initial stages of development, railways were 
owned and managed by private individuals, princely states 
and private eompeuiies. By 1950, all private railway companies 
and railways owned by the princely states* were taken over 
by the Government of India: they are now owned and managed 
by the Government. With the increasing role of the Govern-
ment in railway administration and railway development, there 
has emerged the concept of railways as a social organisation 
having responsibilities to a wider circle of individuals like 
tax-payers, employees, constuners and the society as a whole* 
The expectations of society from the railways have tbvtB 
increased under the d^ jjetiateB of social responsibilities in 
matters of surplus earned, ploughing back of capites,wages 
and salries paid to the workers, prices and rates charged on 
consumers,payments of taxes and gensreil facilities provided 
by it* The society expects the railways to maintain a soiand 
financial position, to offer the best possible services to 
the society, to provide its workers with fair terms of employ-
ment, to pay taxes hohesty and keep enough ftinds for mazia|{eri£ 
remuneration and for reinvestment on development and expansior 
programmes. It is in thecontext of these expectation that the 
role of the railway management with a new sense of responsi-
bility, direction and code of conduct shotCLd be ©volved. 
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Plrst of all, it must be conceded that earxxins good 
profits and surplus is a must £«r railways because it is 
profitability which should be considered by and large the 
best creteria for judging the efficiency of a concern* It 
means that the railway management must concentrate more on 
staady earnings through increased and quick operations.This 
will raise the total national income* Profits are not only 
essential for technological advancement but they add stabilitj 
to an enterprise and sustain it during off-seasons, reoessionc 
and all kinds of emergencies which may interrtipt its operatioz 
Profits and prafitability, therefore, should not be taken as 
an em.ti-social ftinction of the railways* 
HSSPiSNSIBILITY TOWARDS WORKERS: 
Secondly, we must analyse, whether the railway manage-
ment is satisfying the basic demands, the promise that oppor-
t\xnities be eiiual stnd rewards be commensurate with abilities 
and efforts* This basic demand will give rise to various 
conflicting interests axid problems* One such problem is rise 
to conflict between the management and labour over wages and 
non-wages benefits* It is the responsibility of the railway 
management to win thecooperation of the workers by creating 
conditions in which they are enabled to put forward their 
best efforts ij$. common taste* This means recognijrion of 
workers' right for fair wages and good conditions of employmen 
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Vorkere» on the other hand should be encoiaraged to throw up 
their own leadership* Thejr should make a point of questioning 
the managers on accounts and diseussins policies with more 
effectAre through their unions and associations* They should 
also see that the railways are pursuing a dynamic policy 
and that sufficient reserves are ploughed back for in noTatiox 
and expansion becasue their interest is not only in seoxiring 
present demands but a constant share in future also* Idkewise« 
workers should recognise their obligation to co-operate with 
the management in increasing productivity* 
CONSUMSSS: 
To the community comprising consumers» the railway 
management has the responsibility to provide services at 
reasonable prices and rates* It must provide things and 
facilities that people want and at prices and that are 
reasonable* The management must, therefore» face the fact 
that ilks former attitudey this is what we provide* take it 
or leave it, must be replaced by tirfer«nt conoern with what the 
constimer really wants* The satisfaction of the consumers shoiil 
be the principal aim of railway management. Ad\ilteration of 
goods supplied by railway ceuiteens and cafeterias poor qualit^ ^ 
i4deq.uate facilities and lack of courtesy to the consximers, 
misleading advertisements are all examples of violation of the 
principles of business management and its obligation towards 
the consumers* 
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RBSP0NSIBILI5PT lOWARDS THE COMMUNIITt 
3?he railway managa^Mnt has a great responsibility 
towards the socio-eeonomic ad-razLoement of the coaunuaity as a 
whole by not merely maximising its surplus and profits but by 
contributing whatever it can to the welfare of the nation. 
CODE OP CONDUCT* 
In this discussion of relationship between veurious intc 
rests» it is to be pointed out that the responsibilities of 
railwat management are too aaziy and since it has to bring 
about a reconsiliation between Various conflicting interests* 
Its task is Tery deflieate* Henoe nothing definite can be 
achieved if themanagement groi;^  does not handle the situation 
tactfully. This sense of social responsibility among theraanag-
ment group can be enforced througha accountability by voluntar 
acceptance or by statete i^terfrence amd ministerial control. 
Then to make railway management alert and accountable 
for their performemce» the concept of social audit can be 
advocated. Under this method, a teeun of experts in accountst 
law» psychology, sociology, economics, politics, engineering 
and technology would asses the performance of management in 
policy 
relation to labovir policy price/etc of the railways. 
ASSOCIATION OP SOCIAL THINKERS: 
Finally, eai organisation of social thinkers may be set 
up to aid and advise the consumers and the labourers on their 
mutual relationship* The function of such an association is 
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self-evident8* A climate of distrust suspicion exists between 
the piblio and railway management• Such an organisation can 
intil a sense of social acoountability in railway management 
and promote better relation among the different constituents 
of the society. 
OBLIGATIONS: 
Accountability) In view of these sooio-eoonoraio obligations 
of the railway management» it may be a«id that we have been 
highly sensitive to the technical and financial needs of the 
railways emd we have paid little attention to the meuiagerial 
requirements* The problems of the railway management in the 
wake of increasing socio-economic responsibilties cannot be 
sieved by adopting a rigid pattern of management* There is a 
need for the management to build up tradition of faithful 
service and dignity for efficient discharge of its fmictions 
and duties* What is perhaps needed is a three-layered account-
ability of modern railway management - internal external and 
public* Internal accountability would serve as an instrument 
of information and control by msuaagement, which in its critica, 
appraisal would be the best judge of its own decisions* Self 
criticism and self introspection would become a eovccoe of 
internal checks and controls* Bxtemally, it would also be an 
instrument of knowledge for and control by those to whom the 
railways is acootintable suon as workers emd constuae±s etc. To 
the public stir large, it woTild be the means of communicating 
the activities and resxxlts of the railwavs* 
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aTRUCTURJBl 
To ensure a perfect discharge of accoiuitability tests* 
The structure of the railway manasrement should be reshaped* 
P»glf»*ing at the top, the Bailway Board should be dirided int 
two lyers^ The total boasrd consistizie of the exeoutiire and 
non-executive directors emd a oosomittee of laanagement» eonsis 
of the executiire directors* This committee should meet every 
weelc» or eT9vy fornightf for sanction and a detailed review 
of operation etnd the vork of its sub-comiittee on finance on 
personnel services and on expenditttre and other items such as 
travel, overtime, entertainment, stocks etc* It votuLd give 
the executive directors a sense of join responsibility for 
the total affairs of the railways, instead of one-upon-one 
emulation between a director and a chairman* In the present 
management structtire* It is easy for the chairman to become 
the fountain head of all wisdom and decision, and yet, no 
matter how able or well informed he is, there is a limit to 
his capavity for decision-making* Besides the many coBQ>lex 
operational decisions, he has his useful function of formu-
lating policies and planning* He has, therefore, to regard 
himself as a co-ordinating kind of chairman rather than the 
old-fashioned executive* 
To conclude it may be said that due importance should 
be given to the management of rail>raiys* What is need under 
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Indian condition Is not a pattern of management which is a 
mere show-room specie but a board of control and supervision 
with 7eu>ied duties and responsibilitied* M nucleus of managers 
posseessing intimate acquaintance with problems of railways 
should be formed* 
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X 
PROPBSSIONALISATION OP HANAGBMBNT IN BIG BUSINESS HOUSES 
Professionalisation - What J^ ests 
Interest in professionalibsation of management in India 
has growa. very recently. It is fast developing and the evidenc 
generally given is the increasing ntunber of managers and 
ama&ffing d±jr^<?t<7srs <^f ^ yetr h^g buaineeet houses frhc «r« s&lajriec 
managers trained for the jol> by long experience in the field 
and also by formal schooling in the art of management. But 
while there is an expeuxding literattare on the appropriate 
training and qiialifications of managerial personnel, a few 
studies have been made of tli,e actual training and education 
of business executives, the extent to which professionalisatic 
can be said to have taken place and the implications of such 
professionalisation for the future conduct of businedd euad moj 
petrticularly its impact on the control 8Uid management of big 
business houses. This paper attempts to highlight the role 
and importance of professioi^alisation of business management. 
It presents a brief study o^ the origin, education, training 
and experinece of top exeout^ives in some big business houses 
in India. In this paper, I have limited myself to a discussior 
of:-
(a) the tests of professionalisation of top business 
management group* 
XXt Chartered Secretary, New Delhi, June 1975, p. 190-
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(b) the extent to which professionalisation appeaxs to 
have %akeu place in big business houses, as indicated 
by these teats and 
(o) some of the implication of such professionalisation* 
NEBD FOB FCaMAL BBUCAZION: 
The first test of professionalisation is the extent aja.6 
kind of formal education of top business managers. Here the 
Indian managers can be said to have no formal education the 
self made business- magnates have often scorned the college 
or tiniversity education as a waste of time at best and at 
worst a real hemdicap to become a successftil business executiv 
The result is that most of the Indian business executives are 
poorly educated. This is evident from the finding of a nxxmber 
1 
of studies made. According to one such study the professional 
eleiMtata is a fundamental determinant of top-executive posts* 
It sponsors heredity in management at the highest level and 
circtimscribes the field of recruitment to a small essentially 
non- competitive group which results in making the family a 
logical base for all business and industrial activities. The 
patrimonial management thus becomes the common l£.QXim of managem< 
1t 3.P. Mehta, The Indian Cotton Textile Industry; 
An Bconomic Analysis, Bombay; Textile Associatic 
1953, p. 84. 
2: Jain, S.C. Indian Manager, Bombay; Somaiya Publioatic 
(P) Ltd., 1971, P.4. 
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Despite the fact that formal education is not regarded 
a factor responsible to success in business, data on managers* 
education in the table given below shows that a high level of 
formal education has been one of the basic requirements for 
entry into executive positions. An overwhelming majority of 
meuaagers ( 91*6^ ) had continued their education beyond the 
high school level. 86 per cent have received either technical 
or professional diplomas or degree from universities or colleg 
Some managers (32^) earned advanveA degrees beyond their 
bachelors' degrees. 
TABLE No. 1* 
EDUCATION OP INDIAN MANAGBSS 
Level of Education ^ of Indian Managers 
Less than High School 1.9 
High School completed 6.5 
Some college 5*7 
Technical Diploma 14.1 
Bachelor's Degree 20.1 
Master's Degree 40.1 
Master's Plus 8.? 
Doctorate 3»3» 
100.0 
* Source of Table: Jain, S«C. op, cit p.27 
EXPERIENCE, A SUBSTITUTE 
Most of the authorities on qualifications of top 
executives stress the importance of training and experience 
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with general administration* Shey deplore the choice of 
specialists and fa-rour these election of men with experience 
as top executives on the assumption that experience as genera] 
administrator is more important than knowledge of the special 
problems of individual business corporations. They recognise 
the need smd importance of trainees in profesionalising businc 
management. Promising yoving officials from within the organi** 
zation are selected and then they are given special training* 
Some companies deliberately their prospective top executives 
from department to depsurtment so that they will lesirn the 
business as a whole invjob training; others send them to the 
short of-the-job training courses offered for exeooutiveSf by 
a nvuaber of institutes and iiniversities; still others have 
their own executive-development programmes* But, however, the 
training is accomplished the fact that it is provided is 
recognition of the need for professionalisation of managements 
Recognition of this fact underlines the emergence of manager 
development as a major concern of all the American business 
organisations* Today, there are litereLLly hundreds of manager 
development plans in operation* There is hardly a single large 
company in the United States of America without pae; even 
small companies are increasingly developing programmes of 
3 
thexr own , 
3 : Drucker,P*P*, The P r a c t i c e of Hianagement, New York; 
Harper & Brothers P u b l i s h e r s , 1954, P* 183* 
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In the U.S.A.» each year some 3»00,000 managers parti-
cipate in inplant courses, iiniversity programmes and in 
programmes offered by professional societies. It has also 
been estimated that 1,000 American companies are spending 
more than 2 million dollsirs a year to send their managers to 
4 
university training programmes. Philosophy on which these 
programmes in the U.S.A. are based can be helpful in envolvine 
a stiitable policy of managers training and development in 
India. Presently, in India, there is conspicuous lack of 
managerial-development programmes initiated by cosipanies. 
Only a #ew big concerns pay heed to the continuous development 
of their managers while tjve majority of them are satisfied wit 
the initial education of their managers* Shis is clear from 
the table No 2. 
TABLE 2* 
No. of Oompaniee having Manager-Developraent-Programmes 
1. Total nioraber of big companies siirveyed ... 11 
2. No. of companies having Management 
Development Programmes ... 3 
3. No. of companies having no programmes ... 8 
4. Percentage of 2 to 1 .•• 27.3 
5. Percentage of 3 to 1 ... 72.7 
^Source of Table No. 2: Personal investigation by the 
author in his Ph.D. Programme. 
MBEIT THE PIEST CASUAIrTT OP GROWTH? 
Another indication of professionalisation of business 
management is the acceptance of the principles that manageria 
4} Houston,G.C., Manager Development Principled and 
PerspeotiveStLLIdnois; Richard D.Irvinm Inc*, 
Homewood, 1961, p«20* 
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dob should be awarded OB merit. As the eoonomy moves towards 
5 
maturity and mass-consumption consideration of loyalty start 
giving way to consideration of merit and efficiency. Without 
such a change it is practically impossible to achieve and 
6 
sustain an accelerated pace of economic growth « This restilts 
in 'communal management'gradually giving way to professional 
management - ^ teuxageraent in which major policy making positioni 
and nearly all other positions in hierachy are held by personf 
7 
on the basis of alleged or demonstrated technical competence* 
Thou^ there is evidence of professionalisation in this regard 
in Indian big companies» yet preference to caste people has 
freer play in business than ±n other beoaHse of the lack of 
binding rules which attempt at in^artia^ity. Colsely allied 
are the tendencies to accord preferences to people of the 
same religion* Thus Parsees favour Parsees. Muslims favour 
Muslims, and Hindus favour Hindus. Another teiidency to be 
noted is ••• that people from the same geographical areas seen) 
8 
to stick together ... often this becomes rank provincialism. 
6: Among others this view has been advocated by 
Clark Kur 9tihn Dunlopt A4> at. Industrialisation 
and Industrial MEOI Cambridge Mass; Kavward Universit 
Press, I960, p.95, and David McClloland - The 
Achieving Society, New York;D. Van Nestrand Co., 
1961, pp. 172-190. 
7lSa7bin8s & Myers - Management in the Industrial World 
New York; McGraw Hill, 1959, pp. 75-76. 
8t S.P. Acharya,Business Organisation Administration 
and !fe,nagement in India Today, Bombay; Taraporewala 
Sons & Co.,1952, pp. 97-98. 
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'Sh.uB familjr, caste and business commxinity cozuaeotions are 
still important, but some higher msmagerial positions are 
being filled by technically trained "outsiders", whose 
professional competence is their major admission ticket* 
This trend toward professionally oriented management is fotmd 
most of all, in the public sector enterprise* where managerial 
9 
btireaxiraoy is developing. Similar trends have been indicated 
in an expert' report on man-power problem in India which says 
that certain available jobs may go vacant because employevs 
have not used available individual because of community or 
10 
social status • 
NBBD POR PROPBSSIONAl CODE OP CONDUCT 
Pinally, it is apparent that a professional code of 
conduct is developing and is receiving wide acceptance. The 
top executive has to look after a number of Interests includin 
those of shareholders, workers, consumers and the general 
public. He has his social responsibilities towards all the 
components of the society. His concern is not limited to the 
company and its shareholders. The'public interest* has to be 
recognised* The concept of professionalisation focixssess 
attention oH this aspect* 
9: Charles, A. Myers, '^Management in India" in 
Harbins & Myers p. 141* 
lOt Leo R, Werts,A. Mianpower Programme for Sconomic 
Development and Observations and Suggestions 
Concerning India's Manpower Programme, New Delhi; 
Directorate of Manpower, Ministry of Home Affairs, 
dovemment of India, December 1960, p* 89. 
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CONCLUSION 
To summariesy it may be said that the top business 
matnagers are developing a ^(rofsssion of business management* 
It should, therefore, be noted that though wealth and family 
position axe still important yet the role of these bonds is 
declining in importance a» a weiy to the tibp managerial positic 
Secondly, the amount of formal education needed for top mana-
gerial posts has increased* Thirdly, increasingly long years 
of experience and trainlzig are reqtiired before being entrusted 
with top exeotitive posts. And finally, a professional code 
of conduct is emerging* In the end it may be observed that 
professionalisation of management in big businessess in India 
will, in the long rum, make etn important contribution toward 
solving the so-called problems of big business* The big busine 
houses in the country can be and have been tolerated, even 
while we have feared it, because mass production is in itself 
efficient* It can be given a laj?ge peurt of the credit for our 
high and rising standard of living* Coseciuently, there is half 
hearted enforcement of anti-big business laws* It is, therefor 
h6ped that big biisiness houses could be controlled for the 
common good rather than destroyed. Proifeseionalisation of 
management in the big business houses appear to offer one 
possible route to this end* 
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PROBLEM OF BIG BUSINBSS IN INDIA 
Between the depression of 1f30's and the be«iimia« of 
the planning era. Indian industry- tinderwent a significant 
transformation* 
In the 1930*s the major indtistries served an agrarian 
economy* Sxoept for a fey companies, the leading indxustrial 
concerns processed agricultural products and provided farmers 
with food and clothing* Shese firms tended to be small and 
bought their raw materials and so^d their finished goods local] 
Of late, more and more companies are making not only consumers 
goods but also producers* goods to be used in industry rather 
than by the tiltimate constimer* This transformation has come 
about through a series of dynamic forces, -vris, the expanssion 
of population the construction of transport systemsythe de-ve-
lopment of a national and increasingly urban market, applicatio 
of technology toindustry etc* The net result of all these ohang 
hiSLS been that most of the major industries have become dominate 
by a few large enterprises* 
These big industrial oOrpoKStioas no longer purchase 
and sell locally but have their own nation-wide buying and 
marketing organisations* Many,primarily those in the extractive 
industries, have come to own euid control their own raw materials 
XXI: The Economic Times, Bombay, J\me 8,1975, p.5. 
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In other words, major Industries are dominated by a few firms 
that ha-ve become 'big', vertically integrated smd centralised 
enterprises* In this paper» an attempt has been made to hig;h-
kight the emergence and importance of big business houses in 
India* What has been the impact of these big business houses 
on the overall changes in markets^ sources of supplied and 
technological improvements, and to what extent these big 
corporations are likely to benefit the Indian economy as a 
whole are some of the questions that have been examined here* 
The industries first to become dominated by great busis 
entesrprises were those making consiuaer goods the majority of 
which were processed from products grown on t]^ « farm and sold 
in the urban markets* The vaa.±t that came into existance was 
one which integrated within a single business organisation the 
major economic processes, production or purchasing of raw 
materials, mantifacturiag, distribution and finance* Such ver-
ticetlly integr*i«d organisations came in two different ways* 
When the product tended to be some what new in kind and espe-
cially fitted for the urban markets, its masters created their 
business by first bixilding larger marketing and then purchasin 
organisations* This practice appears to have been •t±a» in the 
case of the manufacturers or distributors of cigarettes, sewin 
machines, bycycles, preestire cookers, typewriters, refrigerate 
coolers etc* When the products were established, horizontal 
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comblnation tended to prooede Vertical integration* In the 
matter of sugar, salt, leather, biscuits, kerosone, petroleum, 
distilling fertilizers, rubber industries a large nxuaber of 
small manufacturers first combined into large business units 
and then created their marketing and }sp:y±ng organisations. Poi 
a number of reasons, the manufacturers of newer types of prodv 
found the older outlets less satisfactory smd felt more of a 
need for direct marketings than did the manufaotvirers of the 
long established goods. 
Initially most of the combinations and consolidations 
had been in the consumers' goods industries. Later on, major 
changes come in the industries selling to other businesses 
and industries. The new consolidation and combination inthe 
consumers' goods industries increased the demand for producers 
product in the urban eureas. 
No fixed policy has been oeystalised into the form of 
a special piece of legislation on matters of big business. The 
views of the Qrovexnamexft on issues of big business houses can 
be ascertained from the provisions of a number of statutory 
measured. In some cases, the Government intends to enco\irage 
the growth of big business while in other it aims at preventir 
the formation of such business houses. For the transi!*rmation 
of vneoonomic siaes to economic one* the Government took 
initiation as early as 1952 for the merging of SCOB into the 
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Indian Iron and Steel Company. 
At present also the G-overnment is giving direct suppon 
for the amalgsunation of small-sized collieries, cotton mills 
and sugar factories with neghbotiring concerns* On the other 
handy with a view to checking the evils of big business there 
exists the Tariff Act and the Bssential Commodities Act for 
ensuring fair prices to the consxunerSf the Industries (Deve-
loplient Regulation) Act for curbi^A monopolistic trends, and 
the Companies Act for preventing multiple directorships and 
managerial integration* She financial integration is regulated 
not only by the provisions of the Companies Aot» but by the 
measures of the Capital Issues Act and the Banking Companies 
Act as well* To check the growth of big bvisiness the Lok Sabha 
has passed an Act known as Monopolies and Restrictive Trade 
Practices Act which aims at (a) regulation of expansion as 
well as of consolidation of txndertakings having assets of 
8s* one crore and more with other concerns and the appointments 
of directors thereof, ( B ^ regulation of starting of new under-
takings on the part of exist concerns whose total assets excee 
Ss* 20 crores, ajid (c) control or prohibition of such monopolis 
and restrictive trade practices as are fotind to be prejudicial 
to public interest* 
Despite the operation of so many countervailing measure 
the extent of growth of big business in the country is not 
negligible. The date published in the census of manufactvirers 
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in 1955 revealed that 5 por cent of the registered factories 
produced over 60.per cent of the total value of manufactured 
goods and contributed the same amotmt of total eiiq[>lo7ment« 
The MGubalanbis Committee in I960 reported that 15 big banks 
accumxzlated 78 per cent of the total deposits of 365 Indian 
b€tnking companies* Twenty leading groups of business houses 
own the share capital of their controlled companied mainly 
through the inter-compsiny investment* The Monopolies Enquiry 
Commission (l965) found that there was a high degrees of 
concentration in 65 products out of 100 examined by it and 
that more than 75 per cent of the total produetioa in each of 
the 65 products was controlled by three top producers* It was 
also found that 75 big business groupA were oontrolingl,536 
companies having total assets of fis* 2,606 orores* The ]^ articu2 
of these big business is indicated in Table 1, and 3 which she 
the magnitude of the problem of big business in India 
TABLE - 1 
S.No* 
1. 
2. 
3* 
4. 
5* 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9* 
10, 
Name of group 
Tata 
Birla 
Martin Btirn 
Bangur 
S vC «C• 
Thapar 
Sahu Jain 
Bird & Heilgers 
J.Z. 
Soorajmull Nagarmul 
Total No of 
eomuanies 
53 
151 
21 
81 
5 
43 
26 
64 
46 
76 
Total assets 
(Crores of fis. ) 
417.7 
292.7 
149.6 
77.9 
77*4 
71.9 
67.7 
60.1 
59.8 
57.4 
Sourceiof Tablet Mono]^olies Enquiry Commission Report 
1965 pp. 19-21. 
TABLE - II 
-IS* 
Name of eompani«s Total assets mintis 
depreciation 
(crorea of te,) 
%. Tata Iron 
Steel Co» Ltd. 
2. Indian Iron and 
Steel Co, Ltd. 
3« Tata Engineering and 
Looomotive Co* Ltd* 
4* Associated Cement 
Companies Ltd* 
5* Scindia Steam 
Navigation Co. Ltd. 
6. Delhi Cloth and 
General Mills Co* Ltd. 
7. Btirmah Shell 
Refineries Ltd* 
8* Imperial Tabaooo 
of India Ltd* 
9* Premier Automobile 
Co. Ltd. 
10* SS0O Standard 
Eastern, India. 
159.2 
99.9 
56*8 
55.8 
43.5 
36.9 
36.4. 
29*2 
26*8 
26,4 
Source of Tablei Economic Times, Bombay, Janxaary 11, 
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SABLS - III 
Name of companies Sales Income 
(Crores of h*) 
1 • lata Iron and 
Steel Co. Ltd, 110,4 
2, Indian Iron Steel 
Co. Ltd, 76,0 
3» Hindustan Lavr Ltd. 59,5 
4, Imperial Zabacoo 
of India Ltd, 55,4 
5, lata Sn^tiaeering and 
Locomotive Co. Ltd, 51,00 
6, Associated Cement 
Co. Ltd, 47,2 
7, Delhi Cloth & 
General Mills Co, Ltd, 46,8 
8, BSSO Standard Eastern, 
India 42,5 
9 , Sianlop Rubber Co. L t d , 4 0 , 7 
1 0 , Hindus tan Motors Co. L t d , 32*6 
Soiirce o f T a b l e : Bconomic Times , Bombay, Jamtiary 11,19< 
- t ^ ^ 
XXII 
CODB OP GONDUCOJ FOE MANAGERS 
INTBRSSS in profeaslonalxBation of jBanageuMzxt in India 
has srown very recently* It is fact developing and the eviden 
generally given is the increasing noimber of managers and 
managing directors of out business who are salaried oanagers 
trained for the job by long experience in the field and also 
by formal schooling in the art of management* But while there 
is expending literature on the appropriate training and 
qualifications of managerial personnel, a few studies have 
been made of the need for l^niform of conduct for the profess-
ional managers, the extendi to which profeseionalisation can 
be said to have taken place and the implications of such 
professionalisation for futtire conduct of business andmore 
particxilarly its impact on the social accountability of 
management* Shis paper att4Mq?t8 to highlight the history of 
the development role and importance of professionalisation of 
business management in India* It presents a brief study of 
the origin education, training and experience of professional 
XXIlj The Financial Express, Bombay, April 30,1976, p* 
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maxiagers and their aooial and eoonomie responsibilltiea \uider 
a uniform code of conduct* In this paper, I have limited 
myself to a discussion of: 
(a) The tests of professionalisstion of top business 
manageptnt groya;p* 
(b) The extent to which professionalisstion appears to have 
taken place inlndiaa business, as indicated by these 
tests»and 
(c) Some of the implications of such professionalisation* 
The first test of profeseionalisation is the extent anc 
kind of formal education ibf top business managers* ^ ere the 
Indian managers can be said to have to formal education; the 
self-made bxiainess magnates have often scorned the college or 
University education as waste of time at best and at worst a 
real handicap to become a successfxil business lUKagkgvm execu-
tive* She result is that most of the Indian business managers 
are poorly educated* This is evident from the findings of a 
nxuaber of studies made* According to one such study the 
professional element is a fundamental determinant of top-
executive posts* It sponsors heredity in management of the 
highest level and circtunscribes the field of recrixitment to 
a small essentially non-competitive group which results in 
making the family a logical base for all business and indus-
trial activities* She patrimonial management thus becomes the 
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common form of management* 
Bespite the fact that formal education is not regeu'ded 
a factor responsible for success in business» data on managers 
education in the table given belwo vhow that a high level for 
mal education has been one of the basic requirements for entr3 
into managerial positions* An overwhelning majority of managez 
(19*6^) had continued their education beyoned the high school 
level. 86 per cent have received either technical or profe-
ssional diplomas or degrees from universities or colleges. 
Some meuaagers (52^) earned advanced degrees beyond their 
bachelors degrees* 
TABLS 1 
EDUCATION OP INDIAN MANAGERS 
Level of Education ^ of Indian Managers 
Less theua High School 1*9 
High School Completed 6*5 
Some colleges 5*7 
Technical Diploma 14*1 
Bachelor's Degree 20*1 
Master's Degree 40*1 
Doctrate 3,3 
Master's Plus 8*3 
100.0 
•Source of Table* Jain, S*C.,op. cit. p* 27, 
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Most of the authorities on qualifications of top 
managers stress the importanee of training and experience 
with general administra'tton* »^ l3Ley deplore the choice of 
speclaliats and favour the election of men with experience as 
top executives on the assuation that experience as general 
administrator is more important than knoirUge of the special 
problems of individual business corporations* They recognise 
the need and importance of trainees in professionalising 
business management. Promising young officials within the 
organisation are selected and then they are given special 
training. Some companies deliberately move their propective 
top executive from depari^ment to department so that they will 
lea3?n the business as a whole through in-job training! others 
send them to the short off-the job training coiu:'8e8 offered 
for executives by a niimber of institutes and universities; 
still others have their own executive-development programmes. 
However, the training is accomplished the fact that it 
is provided is recognition of the need for professionalisation 
of management. Recognition of this fact underlines the emer-
gence of manager-development as a major concern of all the 
American business organisations. Today, there are literally 
hiuidreds of manager development plans in operation. There 
is heu^ dly a single large company in the XXnifed States of 
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Aiaerioa without one; e7en small companies are increasingly 
developing programmes of their own* In the USA. each year 
some 5,00»000 managers participate in in-plant coiurses, 
university programmes and in programmes offered by profession« 
societies* It has also been estimated that 1,000 American 
companies are spending more than 2 million dollars a year to 
end their managers to University training programmes. Philoso] 
on which '^ h^ese programmes in the helpful in envolving a suit-
able policy of managers training and development in India* 
Presently, in India, there is a conspicuous lack of mazxageria^  
development prograjnmee initiated by compsniee. Only a few big 
concerns pay heed to the continuous development of their 
managers while the majority of them are satisfied with the 
initial education of their managers. Shis is clear from table 
2* 
TABLS 2 
No. of Compnaies having Manager-Development Programmes. 
t» Total ntimber of big companies surveyed: 11 
2* No. of companies having Management 
Development Programmes 2 
3* No* of oooipanies having no prograjoomes 8 
4. Percentage of 2 to 1 27*5 
5* Percentage of 3 to 1 72.7 
*Souroe of Sable No. 2: Nafees Baig-Pattem of Company 
Management in India, Navman Prakashan, Alig8u:>h 1972, 
P* 138* 
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Another indication of profdssiozialiaation of business 
management is the aeceptanoe of the principles that maaa^ ^^  
rail job shoxild be awarded oa merit* As the economy mores 
ibotrards madbvact-by and masseonstioqption consideration of loyalty 
start giving way to consid«rat4on of merit and effloiaaaoy* 
Without such a change it is practically impossible to achieve 
and sustain an accelerated pace of economic grwoth* 
This results in 'communal management* gradually giving 
way to professional management - management in which iHtjor 
policy making positions and nearly all other positions in 
hierachy are held by persons on the basis of alleged or 
demonstrated technical cootpetenoe. Shough there is evidence 
of professional is at ion in this regard in Indian companies, yet 
prefel»ence to caste people is»/ell-known in all walks of life 
but has freer play in business than in others because of the 
lack of binding rules which attempt at impeurtiauLly* Closely 
allied are the tendenceis to accord preferences to people of 
the same religion* Thus Parsees favour parsees Muslims favour 
Muslims and Hindu favour Hindus* Another tendency to be noted 
is ••• that people from the same georaphical areas seem to 
stick together ••.« often this becomes rank provincialism. 
Thus family, caste and business commtmity connections are stii: 
important, but some higher managerial positions are being fillc 
by technically trained "outsiders", whose professional compe-
tence is their major admission ticket* This trend toward pro-
fessionally oriented management is found most of all, in the 
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public sector enterprisas where managerial bureaueraoy is 
developing. Similar trends report on man-power problem in 
Indi3. whiclx says that oertain available jobs may go vacant 
because employers have not used available individuals baoause 
of community or social status* 
SSUCASION 
It shoudl be noted ^hat though wealth amd family posi-
tions are still Important yet the role ot these boxuis is 
declining in importance as a way to the top managerial positic 
Secondly the amount of formal education needed for top mana-
gerial posts has increased* Thirdly, increasingly long years 
of experience and training are required before being entrusted 
with top managerial posts* Fizially it is a point that a 
professional code of conduct is developing and is receiving 
wide acceptance* The profesional manager has to look after 
a number of interests including those of shareholders, workers 
consumers emd the general public* He has his social responsi** 
bilities towards all the components of the society* He is 
expected to assume broad responsibilitlfis of the conduct of 
enterprise as ab economic and social institution* 
The concept of professional BM,nager focuses attention 
on this aspect* It emphasises ^he managers' approach to his 
job* The professional manager is an agent for ownership intere 
a professional employed to conduct the enterprises in accord 
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with ownership interests* At the same time, the professional 
manager concept emphasises the broad social responsibilities 
of the management to the oommunity in general. Though he is 
an agent of ownership for employees, consumers and the oitisex 
in the ootnatry who are affected by the activities of enterprie 
Since the enterprise is viewed as an economic and social orga-
nisation with responsibilities to many interests, the profess-
ional manager all these responsibilities into one operation* 
For example, he has to consider the impact to tech-
nological charge» pricing policies and employer eotployee 
relation programmes etc upon the political and social life of 
the country in addition to considerJA^ the economic impli-
cations of these issues* Ho has to take into account all the 
conditions prevailing in the coxintry at the time of management 
decision* Many other problems that emerge from the practical 
application of this concept are yet to be thrashed out* For 
example what exactly are the expectations of society from the 
professional memager tinder the dictates of the social respos-
ibilties in matters of dividends, plotxghing back of capital 
wages and salaries paid to workers, prices charged, payment 
of taxes etc. What is the extent of conXlict between corporate 
strategy and socio-economic objectives and how ooxild a businee 
enterprise strike a balance between conflicting demands, Shoul 
there be iiniiform code of conduct and a social audit for the 
business* The role of management with a new sense of respon-
sibilty, direction and code of conduct shovild be eiivolved* To 
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take a few examplea* lihe society expects from bTislnees manase-
ment to maikautain the business in a sound financial posltiont 
to offer the best possible goods and services to the sooiety» 
to provide its workers with fairterms of employment, to pay 
taxes hoikestljr, etc. 
loo often the society views the business management's 
aim as selfish gain rather than advancement of the general 
welfare* That impression can be removed only if bxisiness 
management is fully alive to its social responsibilties and 
helps the society to ftinction in harmony as one organic whole* 
This does not mean that the economic ptirpose of the business 
efficient production is to be sub-ordinated to its social 
function* The business can only function as the respresentati-v 
social institution of the society if it can fulfil its social 
fxinctions in a manner which strengthens it as an efficienct 
producer. The central problem lies in the relationship betweez 
economic profit which is the purpose of the business and the 
social gain which is the purpose of the social responsibilitie 
la there a clash between these two premises? Or can the self 
interest of the business h« harmonised with the inte3:*est of 
the society? Per example» the business has to*p7ay fair divide 
to shareholders, pay fair wages and salaries to workers and 
its employee and yet has to keep enough for managerial remu-
neration and for re-investment to find as to what could be 
the percentages of these shares* 
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PROPITABILITT 
Piret of all, it atust be conceded that eaaming good 
profit is a "must* for btiainess beoasue it is profitability 
which should be considered by and large the best criterion 
of 4udgeing the effiwleaoy of a buainesa* It means that the 
business must concentrate more on steady earningd through 
increased productivity and q.\iick t\arnover. This will increase 
the total national income. Profits are not oxily essential to 
technological adavancement but they add stability to an enter-
prise and sustain it during off-season, recessions and all 
kinds of emergencies which may interrupt the operation of the 
business* Profit and profitability therefore should not be 
taken as an anti-social fxinotion of the business beo*««is« 
they fulfil the same fvmctions tinder any system of economic 
organisation they are respectively the risk premiums and the 
yard-strick without which economic life simply cannot go* 
Secondly, we must analyse whether the business is 
satisfying the basic demands t the promise that opporttinities 
be equal and rewards to commensurate with abilities and effort: 
This basic demand will give rise to various conflicting interet 
and problems. One of such problems would be the conflict 
between manage^ient and shareholders over the question of divi-
dend and othet matters. She tfiaets of social responsibility 
'i^^ 
would require the maziagement to pay a fair and adequate 
rettiz^ commensurate with the role of capital employed whereas 
they would require the shareholders to ask for as much divi-
dend as they shoiild get. The shareholders also have their 
obligatitns. They shoxald make a point of questioning the 
directors on the accounts and discussing policy with them 
and make their representations more effective through their 
association* They sho\ild also see to it that the business is 
pursuing a dynamic policy euad that sufficient profit is plou-
ghed back for izmovation and expansion because their interest 
is not only in receiving present reward in return of past but 
a constant reward in future also* 
This sort of harmonious relation eaft also be visualised 
with workers tander the ideals of social responsibility of the 
management to win the cooperation of the workers by creating 
conditions in which they are enable to pibt forward their best 
efforts in the common task* This means recognition of workers' 
right to a fair wage conditions of eorployment* The worker shov 
be encotiraged by education and other means to throw up his OWE 
leadership. Like wise worljrers should recognise their obligatic 
to cooperate in increasing productivity. Without this reci-
procal enumciation of social responsibility on the part of 
workers» its tenets cannot be enforced* 
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RESPONSIBILIIIES 
In this diseussion of relationship among these group 
of individual it is to be poiJited out that compared to the 
obligations of others, the responsibiSties of management are 
too many and since it has to bring about a reoonsiliation 
between various vonflicting interests its task is very delicai 
Hence nothing definite can be achieved without the skilful 
handling of the situation by meuaagement gro\2p because the ex" 
pectations from business can be difined ultimately in terms 
of expectations from mcmagement* 
This sense of social responsibility among the managemen 
groxip can be enforced either by voluntary acceptance or by 
State's interfrence» The State's Anterfrence can be avoided 
if management group guide themselves by a code of sonduct* 
Since business can operate best in an atmosphere of utmost 
independence» it is necessary that the code of conduct should 
be adopted voliintarily by the management. This woxild ziaturally 
result in less and less State control* Then to make business 
mianagers alert and accountable for their performance» the 
concept of social audit can be advocated*Under this method, 
a team of experts in accoxuits, law, sociology, economic, 
politics and engineering woxild assess the performance of a 
particular business to wards society* And finally sn organi-
sation of social thinkers, may be get up to aid an advise the 
State, the business, the shareholders, the cons\amers etc* on 
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their mutual relationalxlp* Bat all thesa measirres the code 
of conduct the social atidlt and the organisation of social 
thinkers - need explanations on several points of details. 
be 
For example it mayi^ ao'fc** that on what point should sooial audi 
be conducted. What should be the norms on what principles the 
code of conduct should be framef, the purpose of the business 
under this code of conduct should be profit or services» and 
how far the Ideas of code of conduct is feasible, how far 
slef control is possible and how for the State control can 
be minimised or curtained* ^-b may also be decided whether the 
social audit shovild be made a oompuLLsiry feattire like financla 
audit ot it should be voltmtary. Then on the formation of an 
organisation of sooial thinkers, it must be decided whether 
such a body should be statutory or semi-statutory or volun-
tary and as to what shall be the powers and fTanctions of sue 
an organisation. In this way the business managers would be 
able to exchange their views with the respresentatilves of the 
society within which they work and would share things of mutvia; 
concern and interest* 
The social audit must be viewed as a auppliment to the 
financial audit rather than its substitute, PinanclaJL audit 
is carried out bu ciualifled Chartered Accountants, who are 
supposed to be Independent suad impartial. The object is to 
check up the financial correctness of the huaxneSS dealings 
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aad to lay bare before the public the validity of the buaiaes. 
finanoial performance* Shat means that only financial aspect 
is being audited by them* But :there are wide areas footing 
the reputation of a business which are not covered by fizxanoit 
audit* To cover this wider area it is necessary that there 
should emerge in all business a social audit. ,AJ^ in financial 
audit so in social audit the ieda will ne to j(Ldge indepen-
dently the performance of the business vis-a vis the intereste 
of other grotips and of the society in general with reference 
to the labour policy, pricing policy etc, of the business* It 
isy therefore» essential that the persons comprising the 
social atidot team must be wellversed in all the social 
disciplines* 
They shoxxld not be the persons having vested interest 
but persons well informed having social status with independen 
thinking* They should be drawn from Science, Commerce and 
Soonomics faculties of the universities and other higher 
institutions. 
Then the association of social thinkers can enlist the 
co-operation and active paxticipation of businessmen in 
oltanging the old concept of business* The need for the for-
mation of such aJi association is selfevidient* A climate of 
distrust and suspicion exists between the public and the 
business* In other western covmtries like the \J,K,f the IX*S*A* 
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France and deTva&xiy, there are a niimber of social organisation! 
which act as wateh dogs to see that business and its managtt-
ment behaved propsrljr and fulfil its social responsibilities* 
in 
Such organisations eeui^ still a sense of social responsibility 
in buisness and promote better relations between universities 
and business, between community and business and between 
charitable institutions and business* The purpose of this 
association should be to invoke in the minds of businessmen 
a sense of responsibility towairds consumers* 
POOR QUALITY 
Shis involves more than the offer of products at the 
lowest possible prices* Advilteration of goods, poor quality, 
lack of service and courtesy to the ooneumers, misleading 
or dishonest advertising are euLl examples of violation by 
businessmen of its obligations towards the consumers* Proper 
attention to,these interests or consumers mi^ st be the first 
concern of this association. Along with this, the association 
should also dispel the impression from the minds of the consume 
that btusinessman is a profiteer* To clear the misunderstanding 
that executive profits is the motto of the businessman, the 
association must chalk out a systematic programme for wider 
dissermination of the information about business profits. They 
shoi:^! undertake re«aaroh on the role of profit of business 
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iu India and ahotild analyse and Interpret the signifioanoe 
of profits and should exiable the society to think about 
profits in oorreot perspective* Shis kind of research will 
also make the business managers conscious of their obligations 
towards the society* 
